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Abstract

The objective of this study is to estimate the service life cycle of reinforced concrete bridge
components exposed to chloride-laden environments.

Current treatment options were identified and an opinion survey was used to obtain In'st
estimates of service life. A quantitative definition of end of service life was developed for
each option. The transport of chloride through concrete is a complex phenomenon. For
simplicity, the movement of chloride was modeled as apparent diffusion. Definitions of four
categories of corrosive environment were developed from diffusion parameters.

The end of functional service life of untreated bridge decks and bridge substructures was
quantitatively defined as the point when the level of damage is 5.8% to 10.0% of the whole
deck or 9.3% to 13.6% of the worst damaged lane. The decision to rehabilitate was found
to be affected by the amount of physical damage, availability of funds/labor, condition of
substructure, average annual daily traffic, and distribution of physical damage.

To estimate the service life of untreated and rehabilitated bridge decks, data from 52 bridge
decks distributed in different environmental conditions were collected including chloride
contents, cover depths, potentials, corrosion current density estimates, and damaged area
measurements (cracking, spalling, delaminations, and patches). Models estimating the
service life of untreated and rehabilitated bridge decks were developed and compared with
models developed based on historical data and the time-to-rehabilitate model.



Executive Summary

The highway infrastructure of the United States, especially structures of reinforced concrete,
is deteriorating at a rapid rate. Bridge decks usually undergo more deterioration than other
bridge components because of the traffic, weather, and most important, de-icing salt
applications. In this study, the service life of untreated and protected, repaired, and
rehabilitated bridge components is investigated.

Because life cycle costs of competitive treatments is dependent on reasoned estimates of their
service lives, an early priority of this research has been to identify, collect and evaluate
information useful in making such estimates. Three sources of such information have been

considered: historical data, informed opinion, and laboratory and field studies.

Twelve treatment options considered to be in the mainstream of current practice, and thereby
appropriate for study were identified through a mailed questionnaire to state and provincial
highway agencies. Nine of the identified options are applicable to decks and seven to other
concrete bridge components.

Opinions on the average service life of these methods was solicited. While subsequent
analyses of performance data suggests that some of these estimates may be conservative, they
are internally consistent. When a method was applicable to both deck and other components,
respondents consistently estimated a longer service life for the other components.
Respondents also generally supported the FHWA position that "Cost Effective

Reconstruction," in which undamaged but salt-contaminated concrete is not removed prior to
placement of a membrane or concrete overlay, will assure a 10-15 year extension of deck
service life.

To assure uniform standards against which to judge method performance, quantitative
definitions of service life were developed. The definitions incorporated three elements: a
performance indicator, a unit failure condition, and a treatment failure condition.

A simple, two-dimensional matrix utilizing mean annual snowfall and traffic volume (AADT)
was adopted for characterizing the chloride environment of concrete bridge elements.
Snowfall was taken as the regional factor and AADT as the local factor thought to best
combine causality and measurability. Regression analysis showed both factors to be
significantly related to the near-surface chloride content of bridge decks in service, the
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correlation with snowfall alone being nearly as good as that with the two together.

Results of an extensive search for both published and unpublished historical performance data
were disappointing. Useful data that were found related entirely to deck treatments, and
most of that to only three options: untreated decks, LSDC overlays and LMC overlays. For
untreated decks, much of the interest lies in developing relationships that will support
estimates of remaining service life in the absence of protective or rehabilitative treatment.
Using age-at-overlay data from New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia, mean service lives of
15.9, 23.3, and 36.0 years, respectively, were estimated. Using these results, relationships
were developed that showed quantitatively the links between snowfall, de-icing salt usage,
and the mean and variance of deck service life over broad geographic areas.

Performance analysis of LSDC and LMC overlays focused on estimating values of mean
service life and on identifying factors that could be associated with variations in service life.
Since, for practical purposes, age-at-overlay data for these treatments is non-existent,
estimates were based on extrapolations from 15 and 12 years of experience, respectively.
These extrapolations identified two distinct performance groups:

1) The first group includes all of the LMC overlays and some of the LSDC
overlays. Service life projections for individual data sets within this group
suggested a reasonable service estimate of 24 years.

2) The second group included only four individual data sets, all LSDC overlays,
which constituted 60% of the study decks on which this treatment was used.
The percent damage-time curve for these decks was so flat that their service
life could not be predicted by extrapolation. A conservative projection of the
percent damage-time curve for all LSDC overlays suggests 35 years as a
defensible value with a 50 year service live being highly probable.

Three variants on present overlay practices are identified that have the potential of increasing
service life: removing concrete associated with a half-cell potential more negative than -0.35
mV and overlaying with LSDC, LMC, of MSC, removing all concrete to below top mat
rebar and replacing with LSDC, LMC, or MSC and removing all concrete to below top mat
rebar and replacing with high quality, normal density concrete with a corrosion inhibitor.

Over 2700 concrete samples from 321 bridges in 16 states were studied to summarize a
representative apparent diffusion constants. It was found that the correlation between the
diffusion constant and the surface chloride concentration is significant. Although the
apparent diffusion was found to be a reasonable approach, it is a function of many variables.
Apparent diffusion constants were computed to represent the entire transport mechanism of
chloride through concrete for each state; variables considered included w/c ratio, and
temperature. For any state not included in the model, a representative diffusion constant
may be determined based on similarities of de-icing salt application, climate, and
construction practices with one of the 16 states studied.
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A computer model was used to simulate the service life provided by a sealed surface. The
assumption was that sealing prohibited any further transport of chloride from the deck
surface into the concrete. The primary concern of the research was the determination of the
maximum field exposure time after which sealing would be ineffectual. After a number of
years of exposure to a chloride environment an untreated concrete deck is chloride
contaminated. The entrapped chloride concentration distribution will redistribute toward a

steady state condition. Either at the steady state condition or prior to the steady state
condition, the chloride accumulation at the reinforcement may reach the corrosion threshold
level. Sealing the surface would not prohibit the process and consequently, would be
ineffectual. In summary, the developed linear approximation approach based on field
measurements would automatically circumvent the difficulty in specifying an apparent
diffusion constant for a particular bridge.

An attempt was made to investigate the time between corrosion initiation and the time to first
cracking of the reinforced concrete. A model was adopted from the work of Bazant. A
sensitivity analysis found that the corrosion rate was dominant and above 0.2 mA/fta (0.22
mA/cm2), cracking would occur in 1 to 2 years. However, these equations have never been
experimentally validated. Therefore, an experimental program was designed to calibrate
these equations using corrosion current densities estimated from 3LP and Gecor devices.

The corrosion current densities were taken for 11 months. No conclusion may be drawn at
this stage because cracking has not occurred. However, it was observed that temperature has
a strong effect on the corrosion rate.

The end of functional service life of untreated bridge components was defined quantitatively.
Terminal levels of damage were determined from an opinion survey of engineers who make
bridge deck rehabilitation decisions. A photography-based method was developed for
recording deck damage quickly; digitized maps were derived from the photographs and sent
to the qualified engineers. The engineers' evaluations of the maps were analyzed to quantify
the extent of damage that defines the end of functional service life for each component. Two
models were developed for the time-to-rehabilitate for two-lane bridge decks less than 300 ft
(91 m) long. By recommended practice, the end of functional service life of a bridge deck is
reached when the level of damage (spalling, delamination, and asphalt patching) is 9.3% to
13.6% of the worst traffic lane or 5.8% to 10.0% of the whole deck area.

The service life study of rehabilitation techniques based on field performance data was
conducted. The field survey included 52 bridge decks in the nation. The surveyed bridge
decks represented a wide range of environmental conditions. The field survey was conducted
to gather information on existing conditions of untreated and rehabilitated (LMC, LSDC, and
MSC overlays, and asphalt overlay with membrane) bridge decks. Tests were performed to
assess the performance of each treatment including measuring corrosion potentials, Eoo_,
corrosion currents, and ioo,, using the 3LP and Gecor devices, and physical damage (cracks,
spalls, delaminations, and patches). The service life of untreated and rehabilitated bridge
decks based on historical data, field data, and time-to-rehabilitate models were in acceptable
agreement. The service life of a an asphalt overlay with membrane was found to be 10 years.



1

Introduction

The highway infrastructure in the United States, especially reinforced concrete bridges, is
deteriorating at a rapid rate. The present condition of our bridge system is well known,
approximately 40% is classified as structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. Twenty
percent of the present cost to return these bridges to an acceptable level of service is related
to a single deterioration mechanism, chloride-ion induced corrosion of the reinforcing steel in
our concrete bridge components. Concrete bridge decks deteriorate faster than the other
concrete bridge elements because of their direct exposure to traffic, weather, and chloride
deicing salt applications.

Chloride ions from deicing salts or seawater destroy the protective film, created by the high
pH environment of the surrounding concrete, on the reinforcing steel. An electrical cell is
formed on the steel reinforcing bar (micro-cell) or between reinforcing bars (macro-cell),
promoting corrosion of the steel rebars when moisture and oxygen are present. The
corrosion products formed from the reactions between steel, water, oxygen and chloride
expand and create internal stress. Cracks form within the concrete and with repeated traffic
loads, migrate towards the surface. Then, layers of concrete separate from the reinforcement
mat, leading to spalling of the cover concrete. This process is composed of three discrete
time periods: time from initial construction to the time when the chloride concentration at
the reinforcing steel level reaches a corrosion threshold level, time from corrosion initiation

to cracking caused by the internal stress build up, and after initial deterioration, rapid
deterioration with time until the cumulative damage reaches the end of functional service life.

The common practice of using deicing salts to maintain ice-free concrete bridge decks,
although it enhances safety, is unfortunately paid for in part by the subsequent decrease in
the service lives of the reinforced concrete bridge components. The reduction of service life
is due to the aggressive chloride-induced corrosive environment that develops with continual
application of salts. To select cost effective methods, minimum life cycle cost, a better
understanding of the service life of existing (untreated), repaired, and rehabilitated bridge
components is essential. Because service life, along with initial cost and interest rate are
needed to determine life cycle costs and thus identify minimum life cycle treatment costs.
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The objective of this study was to determine or estimate the service lives of existing
protection, repair, and rehabilitation methods applied to concrete bridge components exposed
to the severity range of chloride-laden environments. Service lives of existing protection,
repair, and rehabilitation methods can be determined or estimated from historical
performance data. However, some existing methods may not have a sufficiently long
exposure time or historical performance data may be lacking in quality and/or quantity. For
these cases, a service life performance model may be used to estimate service life. Part I of
this report presents the determination of service lives based on analysis of available historical
performance data. Whereas, Part II presents the development of the service life performance
model for concrete bridge components exposed to corrosive chloride environments.

8



Part I: Service Life Estimates From

Historical Field Performance Data



2

Introduction

The problem of corrosion deterioration of reinforced concrete bridges was first identified in
the United States in the early 1960's. Over the past 30 years, a large number of
experimental protection, repair, and rehabilitation methods were developed. Some of which
were developed into standard methods, some remain as experimental and some were shown
to be ineffective. Thus the first step in determining the service lives of existing methods was
to identify the mainstream methods. Additionally, end of functional service live critera
(service life definitions) and environmental exposure categories which influence service life
performance needed to be established before the analysis of the historical data could

commence. Also, service life estimates should reasonably agree with engineering opinion.

Results of the Part I study are presented in the above order, the preliminary studies, Chapter
3, includes selection of study techniques, service life definitions, environmental exposure
framework, and an opinion survey on service lives. Whereas, analysis of historical
performance data is presented as a separate chapter, Chapter 4.
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3

Preliminary Studies

Selection of Methods

Twenty-six bridge component-method combinations were identified. These included 12 deck

methods plus 7 methods applied to other bridge components. To focus the study, state and
provincial highway agencies were asked through a mailed questionnaire to identify which of
the methods their agency considered to be "standard" and which "experimental". Detailed
results of the questionnaire are presented in Appendix A.

The 16 method-element combinations selected for study on the basis of responses to the
questionnaire are listed in Table 3.1 where they are arranged in order of decreasing
frequency of acceptance by the 56 responding agencies. In reality, each of the 12 listed
methods represents a category of related practices that includes subtle but important
variations in design, placement methods, and materials too numerous to elaborate in a simple
questionnaire.

Methods not selected for study in this report include asphalt concrete deck patching that
nearly all respondents agreed has a service life of 2 years or less; and deep polymer
impregnation, fiber-reinforced concrete overlays, bituminous chip seals and rubber-modified
asphalt-concrete overlays. These methods were excluded because of their low acceptance
frequency.

One important result of the questionnaire was to eliminate the distinction between elements

other than decks subjected to chloride-laden runoff and those subject to chloride-laden splash
and spray. Apparently, in the opinion of nearly all of the respondents, that distinction is not
particularly relevant to service life.
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Table 3.1 Protection, Repair, and Rehabilitation Methods Selected For Study and
Frequency of Acceptance in 1989

Method Acceptance Frequency, %

Decks Other Bridge Elements

Patching with PCC, Quick-Set Materials, or 78.5 64.3

Polymer Mortar or Concrete

Latex-Modifi_ Concrete Overlay 62.5 NA

AC Overlay with Membrane 55.4 NA

PCC Patch & Encase NA 55.4

Low Slump Dense Concrete Overlay 53.5 NA

Sealers 51.9 50.0

Epoxy Injection 42.9 46.5

Shoterete NA 45.0

Coatings NA 39.3

Thin Polymer Overlays 39.3 NA

Micro-Silica Concrete Overlays 28.6 NA

No Treatment NA NA

NA- Not Applicable

Note: Acceptance frequency is taken as the% of responding agencies that indicated acceptance of
the method as either standard or experimental.

Service Life Definitions

Valid life-cycle cost comparisons among competing treatments must be based on common
definitions ol."performance and end of service life. The framework for these definitions that
was develop_ for this study includes 3 basic units.

1) Performance Indicator. A measureable attribute which assess performance condition.

2) Failure Definition. The range or magnitude of the performance indicator which
repre_;ents end-of-functional service life (EFSL).

14



3) Definition of Population Failure. The percentage of the population which represents
the service lives of the methods.

For most of the methods under consideration here, an appropriate Performance Indicator was
fairly obvious and easily chosen, such as permeability for sealers and delamination for thin

_! O" tloverlays. Similarly, since it is useful to think in terms of avera_,e service life, Population
Failure for all of the methods was taken at 50%. However selecting a EFSL for each of the
treatments under consideration was more difficult. While there may be common
understandings among knowledgeable persons responsible for rehabilitation decisions
regarding what levels of condition warrant action, most are rarely stated quantitatively, at
least in terms useful to this research.

Accordingly, a search was made for performance data bases from which inferences could be
drawn regarding the underlying conditions representing EFSL. Such data bases would need
to be large enough to be treated statistically, old enough that the nature of their time-failure
curves could be reliably predicted, and inclusive of condition data collected over much of
their service life. Only three data bases were found that met the first two of these conditions
and, of these, only one met the third. The qualifying data consisted of a set of 47 untreated
bridge decks in New York State, see Table B-l, Appendix B, Data Set 32b. The physical
condition of these decks had been tracked for a long enough time that the time-deterioration
curve for the group could be predicted. The usefulness of the New York data set is
enhanced by the fact they are a random sample of decks built at approximately the same time
(1970-1972) and to the same set of design and construction standards (2.0 in (51 mm) of
concrete cover). For the analysis, published condition data for 1976, 1979 and 1982 (1) was
supplemented by condition data for 1984 and by dates of overlay.

The analysis consisted of estimating the mean service life of the decks for different EFSL
units and comparing those estimates with the mean service life determined from the age of
the decks at the time of their overlay. While specific decks may be overlaid for a variety of
reasons, many of which have little to do with their condition, it is assumed for this analysis
that the average condition at overlay of a large group of decks will be a reasonable
approximation of the underlying EFSL. Accordingly, mean service lives were estimated for
conditions of 10, 20, 30 and 40% total damage (i.e., spalls + delaminations + patches) and
for 1, 3, and 5 % spalls. All estimates were made using both normal and Weibull
probability distributions with the best fit estimate used for each failure condition to avoid
misinterpretation of the statistical analysis (2). The technique is illustrated in Figs. 3.1 and
3.2, and the results are presented in Table 3.2.
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When the intbrmation in Table 3.2 is shown graphically (Fig. 3.3), the 15.9-year mean
service life of these decks, based on age-at-overlay experience, corresponds to a condition of
1.4 % spalls (Jr 24 % total damage. Other spall/total damage combinations corresponding to
other service lives are shown in Fig. 3.4.

Support for the 24% damage value was sought by looking at actual condition-at-overlay data
obtained from as-built drawings for 35 of the 47 decks that had been overlaid (Table C-1,
Appendix C) or, when not available from that source, from the deck condition survey nearest
in time to the: overlay. The distribution of that data is given in Table 3.4. Its mean value,
22.0% damage, is in remarkably close agreement with the 24% value from Fig. 3.3.
However, it J.snoted that Cady and Weyers (3) arrived at an estimate of 38.1% for average
damage at overlay, based on the application of chloride diffusion and corrosion theory
considerations plus empirical data from a group of similar decks in Pennsylvania. Since no
other estimates based totally or in part on actual experience were uncovered, 30% total
damage (approximately half-way between the two) was used as one of the of EFSL
definitions for untreated decks.

Table 3.2 Estimated Mean Service Lives of Untreated Decks in New York For

Different Unit EFSL Criteria (Data Set 32b)

Unit EFSL Years Weibull Shape
Parameter +

Normal Weibull

Age @ Overlay 15.9 15.6 > 5

10% Damage 13.1 12.1 2.6

20 % Damage 15.2 14.1 > 5

30% Damage 16.7 13.9 >5

40% Damage 17.2 13.8 >5

1% Spalls 17.5 14.6 2.4

3 % Spalls 19.5 13.2 3.7

5 % Spalls 21.8 14.0 3.5

+ A shape parameter of approximately 1 indicates Weibull distribution; of
approximately 5, normal distribution.
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Table 3.3 Condition at Overlay for 35 Decks in New York (Data Set 32b)

Percent of Deck Area Number of Decks

Total Damaged Spalled Only

0 0 14
1 -9 11 7

10- 19 8 1
20 - 29 7 1
30 - 39 2 0
40 - 49 1 1
50 - 59 1 I
60 - 69 0 0

70 - 79 1 0
80 - 89 I 0
90 - 99 1 0

100 0 0

Mean 22.0 5.1

It was harder to find independent support for the 1.4% spall value since most of the available

condition-at-overlay records did not distinguish between spalling and delamination. Drawing
again on condition data from the New York Study (1), the amount of spalling observed on
each of the decks for the condition survey nearest in time to the overlay date was
determined. That distribution is also presented in Table 3.3 and has a mean value of 5.1%.

In a recent opinion survey (1), 30 materials, bridge design, and bridge maintenance engineers
and technicians experienced in deck evaluation and rehabilitation were asked to examine 30

"ink blot" diagrams representing different degrees and patterns of deck spalling, and to
indicate the type of treatment appropriate for each. Responses were consistent among the
three groups and indicated that overlay of the entire surface is appropriate when spalling
attains a level somewhere between 2.0 and 4.0% of the deck area. The sum of the evidence
cited above suggests that, in the absence of other considerations, a value between 1.4 and
5.0% spalls warrants overlay. For this study, it was decided to use 2.0% as the other unit
failure condition for untreated decks. This value is slightly higher than the 1-3/4 % level
corresponding to 30% total damage in Fig. 3.4.

Tentative unit failure conditions were then selected for the other protection and rehabilitation
techniques by adjusting the 2% and 30% criteria for different treatments, and by selecting
alternate performance indicators, as seemed appropriate. Complete service life definitions
for all of the protection and rehabilitation techniques selected for this study, together with the
foregoing background narrative, were then submitted for comment to a small group of state
and provincial highway department employees knowledgeable in bridge maintenance and/or
research in the states of Iowa, Kansas, New York, Vermont, Pennsylvania and Virginia and
Ontario province in Canada.
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The service life definitions finally chosen for each treatment are presented in Table 3.4.
While the comments of the reviewers were considered, and in many instances incorporated
into the definitions, Table 3.4 is the judgement of the researchers alone and should not be
taken as a consensus. Some explanation of Table 3.4 is appropriate and follows.

1) The 2% spall and 30% total-damage criteria are based on experience with unprotected
decks. They have been applied also to epoxy injection and to rigid concrete patching
of decks. However, experience with rigid concrete deck overlays (i.e., LSDC and
LMC) has been that spalling lags delamination for a longer period of time than it does
in unt)rotected decks, possibly much longer (probably related to the substantially
greater total reinforcing steel cover in overlays). While 30% delamination holds the
same ultimate potential for spalling in overlays as it does in unprotected decks, the
unit failure condition was increased to 40% delaminations for the former in

recognition of this delay phenomenon.

2) On its face, 2 % may seem too modest a level of deck spalling to warrant
rehabilitation. However, experience (at least with unprotected decks) is that spalls
frequently occur earlier and are more pronounced in driving lanes than in passing
lanes, and in wheel paths than between wheel paths. Thus, their impact on rideability
and s_tfety can be proportionately greater than their overall extent would suggest.
Using the reverse argument, 5%/30% criteria were generally used for surfaces other
than decks.

3) Other exceptions to the 2%/30% criteria include:

a) Coatings and thin polymer deck overlays where the difference between spalling
and delamination is not a particularly useful distinction as the two tend to
occur simultaneously, thus the spalling criterion was omitted;

b) Sealers, where the treatment is only protective (i.e., not rehabilitative) and
therefore the operative attribute of the treatment, permeability, is the
appropriate performance indicator; and

c) Deck membrane systems for which the performance indicator, membrane
permeability, is not easily evaluated, nor the associated unit of EFSL
readily obvious. A common perception is that the life of the membrane is
limited by the life of the AC overlay, typically 5-15 years (4). However, with
modern milling methods, there is no reason why an adequately performing
membrane cannot survive replacement of a failed AC wearing surface. Forty
percent deck delamination was taken as an alternative EFSL criterion for
membrane-treated decks with AC overlays.
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Table 3.4 Service Life Definitions for Protection, Repair, and Rehabilitation
Methods

Treatment Performance Indicator* End of Service Life Condition

Patching with PCC, Quick-Set a) Spalling or 2%
Materials or Polymer Concrete or b) Debonding 30 %
Mortar, decks

Patching with PCC, etc. a) Spalling or 5 %
b) Debonding 30 %

Latex-Modified Concrete Deck a) Spalling or 2%
Overlay b) Total Damage 40%

AC Deck Overlay with Membrane a) Membrane Permeability Unknown
b) Substrate Delamination 40 %

PCC Patch & Encase a) Spalling or 5 %
b) Debonding 30%

Low Slump Dense Concrete Deck a) Spalling or 2 %
Overlay b) Total Damage 40%

Sealers, all surfaces Pen'neability 30 % of Sealed Surface Equal to
Substrate

Epoxy Injection, decks a) Spalling or 2 %
b) Total Damage 30%

Epoxy Injection, other a) Spalling or 5 %

b) Debonding 30%

Shotcrete a) Spalling or 5 %

b) Total Damage 30%

Coatings Debonding 30 %

Thin Polymer Deck Overlays Debonding 30%

Micro-Silica Concrete Deck a) Spailing or 2%
Overlays b) Total Damage 40 %

No Treatment, decks a) Spalling or 2 %

b) Total Damage 30%

No Treatment, Other a) Spalling or 5 %
b) Total Damage 30 %

* The term "debonding" is used rather than "delamination" where it is more traditional
in context, and should be taken to represent the same physical condition.

The interpretation of Table 3.4 is illustrated by reference to the entry for sealers. A concrete
sealer applied to a particular bridge element may be defined to have failed when 30 % of the
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values of chloride permeability measured on the sealed element no longer exceed the
permeability of the substrate concrete. Similarly, the service life of the sealer under the
conditions of its use can be taken as the length of time required for 50% of the applications
to reach that level of permeability.

Finally, it is noted again that these failure definitions are intended to provide uniform
standards against which the performance of the treatments being evaluated in this study can
be measured. While the distinction may seem trivial, the definitions are not intended to
suggest action criteria for operational use, because operational decisions ultimately involve
economic, logistic and political considerations as well.

Environmental Framework

The performance of concrete structures is influenced by synergistic effects of the loads they
bear and the environments to which they are subjected. These influences affect the selection
of materials, proportioning of mixes, and detailing of structures. To be credible, any
performance evaluation must be interpreted with an awareness of the load and environmental
regimes in which that performance evolved, unless they can be shown to be irrelevant. The
principal environmental and load factors believed to influence the performance of concrete
bridge elements in a corrosive environment are listed in Table 3.5.

A simple me_.sure of the aggressiveness of the environmental factors was to be found or
developed. The principal environmental factors that influence service life are those that
determine the residence time and concentration of chloride salts at the concrete surface. It is

these factors, together with the quality of the concrete that determine the time required for a
corrosion threshold concentration of chloride ion to develop at the reinforcing steel surface
(5). The first step in the process was to examine the various maps that have been used by
the construction industry to zone North America into climate regions. In general, the
schemes presented by these maps were found to be incomplete for the purpose of this work,
including: the weathering index map of ASTM C-62, "Standard Specification for (Clay or
Shale) Building Brick"; the recently proposed Weathering Regions map of ASTM C-33,
"Standard Specifications for Concrete Aggregates"; the 1987 Revision of ACI 332R, "Guide
to Residential Cast-in-Place Concrete Construction"; the FHA Weathering Regions; and the
SHRP Environmental Zones.

The scheme that is probably most directly applicable to the highway bridge corrosion
problem is that used by the automobile industry to characterize vehicle corrosion
environments (6) shown in Fig. 3.5. This "vehicle corrosion map" is based on corrosion
rate (i.e., melal loss) data collected from bare steel coupons attached to the underside of
thousands of 5eet cars throughout the United States (U.S.).

Applicability of the vehicle corrosion map to the service environment of highway bridges is
based on the :reasonable assumption that corrosion damage in both automobiles and bridges
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Table 3.5 Extrinsic Factors That Might Influence Performance of Bridge Treatments

Category Factor Measure Potential Effect On

Decks Other Elements

Regional Temperature Mean Annual Corrosion Rate Corrosion Rate
Environmental Temperature
Factors

Chloride Diffusion Chloride Diffusion
Coefficient Coefficient

Moisture Mean Annual Concrete Concrete

Relative Humidity Resistivity Resistivity

Snowfall Mean Annual Deicing Frequency Deicing Frequency
Snowfall

Storm Frequency Deicing Frequency Deicing Frequency

Site-Relat_l Proximity to Water Over or Not Concrete Concrete

Environmental Resistivity Resistivity
Factors

Immersed or Not NA Oxygen

Availability

Concrete

Resistivity

Distance From Chloride Chloride

Coast Availability Availability

Salinity of Neaby PPM Chloride Chloride

Water Availability Availability

Traffic Factors Volume AADT Deicing Frequency Deicing Frequency

Spall Development NA

Loads ESALS Spall NA
Development

Bridge Design Deck Span Support Simple or Crack Frequency NA
Factor Continuous

Deck Span Support Feet Crack Frequency NA

Exposure to Melt Yes or No Chloride Chloride

Water Availability Availability
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Category Factor Measure Potential Effect On

Decks Other Elements

Surface Grade, Cross Slope Chloride Resident Chloride Resident

Drainability or Pitch Time Time

Deicing Policy Deicing Materials Chloride Content Chloride Chloride
Factors Availability Availability

Deicing Frequency Applications per Chloride Chloride
Year Availability Availability

Application Rate Pounds per Sq. Chloride Chloride
Yd. Availability Availability

NOTE: NA - Not applicable
PPM - parts per million
AADT - Average annual daily traffic
ESALS - Equivalent single axial load

is primarily a response to the same general factor, that is, the availability of chloride salts.
The aggressive use of chemical deicers in the U.S. is indicated by comparing the automobile
industry map with the distribution of deicing salt usage shown in Fig. 3.6, compiled from
data obtaineAtfrom the Salt Institute (7).

In addition to deicing salt usage, the vehicle corrosion map also reflects the corrosive
environment of the coastal zones and the compounding effect of the warm, moist climate of
the southeastern U.S. coastal plain. Chlorides come in contact with the surfaces of bridge
concrete in coastal zones in a number of ways including immersion, spray, vehicle tracking
and airborne transport. The Florida Department of Transportation (FLDOT) classifies the
aggressivene:;s of coastal zones for the design of new structures; with respect to chloride, a
corrosive environment requiring a better class of concrete. The FLDOT classification is as
follows:

1) more than 2,000 ppm of chloride in water or soil pore water in direct contact;

2) more than 6,000 ppm of chloride in water crossed by a structure, regardless of the
clearax_ce;and

3) more than 12,000 ppm of chloride in any major body of water within one-half mile
(0.8 km).
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Other coastal Department of Transportation (DOT) officials suggest that the coastal influence
may extend more than 1/2mile inland (0.8 kin). In summary, the vehicle corrosion map
appears to be a potentially useful tool for broad regional characterizations of the service
environment of concrete bridge components.

The second step in the process was to identify measures of environmental severity that could
be applied to specific bridges, say, within a single environmental zone of the vehicle
corrosion map. For practical reasons, the measures would have to be few in number and
readily obtainable. For obvious technical reasons, they would have to be measures or factors
thought to have major influences on the chloride regime at the surface of bridge concrete
components. The measures selected were Mean Annual Snowfall (MAS) and Traffic
Volume, as defined by the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT). The selection was
largely intuitive drawing on the relationships described in Table 3.5. It was believed that
MAS would provide a gross index of the potential for snow and ice control and that AADT
would introduce a relevant site specific factor. In other words, it was thought that deicing
frequency is likely to be greater in areas where the annual snowfall is greater and on bridges
that are more heavily traveled. Both factors are readily obtainable for most bridge sites from
records of the National Weather Service and the highway jurisdiction in which the bridge is
located.

MAS and AADT were divided into a matrix, where AADT cells are 0 - 8,000, 8,001 -
16,000, and > 16,000 and MAS cells are 0 - 5, >5 - 20, >20 - 50, and >50. The matrix
boundaries for MAS were chosen to correspond as closely as possible to the vehicle
corrosion environments. The AADT boundaries were selected arbitrarily to divide the
experimental bridges identified in this study into three roughly equal groups. Three AADT
cells include approximately 90% of the bridges on the Federal Aid Systems (8).

While the above explanation for the effect of snowfall and traffic on chloride availability
seemed sound at the outset, it is noted that these views are not universally held. Persons
having direct responsibility for highway maintenance expressed some conflicting opinions.
For instance, some argued convincingly that storm frequency is a more accurate determinant
of deicing salt usage than total snowfall and, because heavy traffic facilitates removal of
snow and ice, that high-volume roads are deiced less frequently than low volume roads.

The validity of the assumptions regarding the dependence of chloride availability on snowfall
and traffic was tested using linear regression and a random sample of 50 bridge decks from
New York State that had been overlaid with LSDC between 1979 and 1991 (Data Set 32d).
The New York decks were chosen because chloride contents had been measured on two

different occasions, in 1985 (9) and again in 1989 (2). The chloride data consisted of a
composite profile for each deck, taken as the average of 3 or 4 individual profiles determined
at random locations following the procedure of AASHTO T268, "Sampling and Testing for
Total Chloride Ion in Concrete and Concrete Raw Materials". Each profile included
measures at 1/2-in (13 mm) increments from 0.5-1.0 in (13-25 ram) to 2.5-3.0 in (64-75
mm) below the deck surface.
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The primary transport mode of chloride ions from the surface of uncracked concrete to the
reinforcement is believed to be diffusion, described by Fick's Law (I0):

C(x,o= Co [1 - erf.(xJ2Dct)], (3.1)

where,

C(x,,_ = chloride ion concentration at
distance x, after time t,

Co = equilibrium chloride concentration
at surface,

Dc = diffusion constant, and
erf. = error function from standard tables.

Values of Co were estimated for each of the 50 composite chloride profiles using the above
relationship and the procedure described by Burke (11). For these calculations, it was
assumed that Co occurs at a depth of 0.5 in (1.27 cm) below the deck surface (3). Co, so
determined, is the theoretical fixed concentration of chlorides necessary to account for the
diffusion of chloride ions to the depths and concentrations represented by the profile, at the
time when the chlorides were measured. This "near surface" equilibrium concentration is
probably the best direct measure of the severity of the deck's chloride environment.

A linear regression model of the following general form was used to examine the
relationships among Co and various measures of snowfall and traffic volume:

Y = a(X,) + b(X2) + c, (3.2)
where,

Y = Fick's "near-surface" equilibrium chloride
concentration, Co, calculated as described
above (lb/yd 3 (Kg/m 3) of concrete);

X1 = snow, measured by
a) MAS (in, cm),
b) days with snowfall > 0.09 in (0.23 cm),
c) days with snowfall > 0.49 in (1.24 cm), or
d) days with snowfall > 0.99 in (2.51 cm); and

X2 = traffic, measure by
a) AADT, or
b) AADT/lane.

The best simple relationships were those between Co (1989) and MAS (r = 0.74), and
between Co (1989) and AADT (r = 0.54), shown respectively in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8.
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The best multiple linear relationship was among Co, MAS and AADT/lane (r = 0.76):

Co = 0.110 (MAS) - 0.189 (AADT/lane x .001) + 3.349 (3.3)

When the age of the decks (8-10 yrs.) was included into the analysis, r was increased to
0.80.

Considering the probable errors in the measurement of all three factors, the determination
factor (57.3%) is considered to be remarkably good. It is likely that the regression could be
improved substantially if the composite chloride profiles were to be based on a much larger
sampling of each deck, and if snowfall and traffic data for the actual years of service could
be used. As the analysis now stands, it is taken as confirmation of the validity of using
certainly Mean Annual Snowfall, and to a lesser extent AADT, as measures of environmental
severity for concrete bridge elements.

Opinion Survey on Service Life

One part of the questionnaire mailed to state and provincial highway agencies, see Appendix
A, asked respondents for their best estimate of the average service life of each of the
treatment-bridge component combinations then under consideration. This survey was done to
provide an independent set of data that could be used with the historical data and which could
also be useful in planning data collection methodology. It would be useful to know whether
expert opinions were likely to be tightly grouped or highly variable for particular treatments,
or whether they were apt to be influenced by the severity of the climate in which an expert's
opinion was formed.

The service life question was presented in the questionnaire essentially as stated above; that
is, the definition of service life was left to the respondent. Because some of the responses
were given as ranges (i.e., 15 - 20, <5, >25, etc.), earlier summaries of these data,
presented in Appendix A, used the median and mode as the central tendency statistics.
However, for this report, the arithmetic means and standard deviations were calculated using
mid-range values for closed ranges and disregarding the "greater than" and "less than" signs
for open ranges. Also, since responses for bridge components other than decks, described in
the questionnaire as "Elements Subject to Runoff" and "Elements Subject to Spray or
Splash", were similar, a single set of calculations was made from a composite of these two
sets of responses.

There was a large variance in the responses for all of the treatments, much of which was
found upon examination to be caused by outliers. Nearly one-half of the outliers were due to
a single respondent who consistently made very high estimates, between 25 and 60 years in
all instances. Thus, a procedure was adopted to eliminate outliers from the service life
estimates. Twenty-nine outliers were eliminated from a total of 542 individual responses
following statistical procedures using the 95 % confidence level. Individual responses to the
questionnaire are tabulated in Appendix A, but are summarized below in Table 3.6 where the
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treatments are listed in order of increasing estimated mean service life.

Field perforraance data, to be presented in subsequent chapters, suggest that the value of at
least some ot' the service lives given in Table 3.6 may underestimate actual service lives.
Nevertheless.. there is an internal consistency in Table 3.6 that lends credibility to the order
of the rankings. For instance, the service life of treatments that are applicable to both deck
and other bridge elements is consistently ranked higher for the latter, undoubtedly reflecting
the general perception of greater severity for the deck environment. Also, the ranking of
treatments w:ithin each element category is identical for those treatments common to both.
Accordingly, one is tempted to accept these rankings as a qualitative representation of the
common experience of practitioners in the highway bridge industry, again with the caveat
that each of these broad categories includes within it a variety of designs, placement
methods, and materials that influence performance.

Several useful observations regarding specific results of the opinion survey on treatment
service life follow.

1) The single most consistent response for any of the treatments was that for AC
patching, with a mean service life estimate of 1.6 years. The treatment was
eliminated from any further data collection consideration under the project on this
basis alone.

2) Apparently, most respondents perceive LSDC and LMC overlays as roughly
equivalent in terms of their expected life.

3) In contrast, MSC which has been shown in laboratory studies to be less permeable
than either LSDC or LMC, was rated by respondents as somewhat more durable in
overlays.

4) Opinions regarding the service life of AC/membrane, LSDC and LMC overlay
systems are consistent with the FHWA funding proviso that "Experimental Cost
Effective Reconstruction" procedures assure a 10-15 year extension of deck service
life. Iguch procedures allow salt-contaminated concrete to be left in place where it is
not associated with delamination or with deteriorated concrete or reinforcing steel in
areas of active corrosion. These procedures are practiced by many highway agencies,
except where the top surface of the deck is completely removed to below the top mat
of steel. Only 12 (10.9%) of the 110 total responses for these three treatments
estima.ted a service life of less than 10 years (7 for membranes, 3 for LSDC and 2 for
LMC).

The relationship between the numerical value of the responses and the "corrosivity" of the
responding agency's highway environment was tested. The predominant zone shown on the
vehicle corrosion map of Fig. 3.5 was taken as environmental severity for each jurisdiction.
Surprisingly, no relationship was found; that is, increasing environmental severity was not
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associated with decreasing estimates of service life. Sample results of this analysis are
given, for illustration, in Table 3.7.

Table 3.6 Results of Opinion Survey on Service Life of Protection, Repair, and
Rehabilitation Methods for Concrete Bridge Elements

Methods Decks Other Bridge Elements

n X sd n X sd

AC Patching 30 1.6 1.6 NA NA NA

Sealers 30 4.9 3.5 30 7.6 4.0

Patching with PCC, Quick-Set Materials, or Polymer 43 5.9 3. i 37 9. I 4.6
Mortar or Concrete

Thin Polymer Overlays 17 9.3 4.3 NA NA NA

Coatings NA NA NA 31 10.0 4.9

Shotcrete NA NA NA 32 I 1.0 4.7

PCC Patch & Encase NA NA NA 32 12.4 5.6

Epoxy Injection 29 11.8 6.9 31 14.9 8.2

Fiber-Reinforced Concrete Overlay 7 12.8 8.6 NA NA NA

AC Concrete with Membrane 38 13.8 6.1 NA NA NA

Polymer Impregnation 7 16. I 8.0 NA NA NA

Low Slump Dense Concrete Overlay 34 16.4 5.4 NA NA NA

Latex-Modified Concrete Overlay 38 16.6 3.4 NA NA NA

Micro-Silica Concrete Overlays 12 19.6 6.6 NA NA NA

Cathodic Protection 25 20.3 8.6 10 22.0 10.4

NOTE: n = number of observations; X = mean service life in years; sd = standard
deviation
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Table 3.7 Mean Service Life Estimates for Selected Treatments By States In
Different Corrosion Environments

Predominant Deck Treatments Non-Deck Treatments
Corrosion

LMC Overlays PCC Patching Shotcrete SealersEnvironment
n X n X n X n X

Severe 7 16.5 6 5.8 6 13.8 3 8.7

Moderate 8 14.4 8 5.2 8 8.7 8 8.5

Mild 9 19.4 9 5.6 6 11.7 6 3.9

Negligible 11 16.5 12 5.5 8 10.6 9 8.8

NOTE: n = number of observations; X = mean service life in years
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4

Analysis of Historical Data

Data Search

An inventory of field evaluations of the performance of concrete bridge components was
compiled by accessing a variety of information sources, including:

1) Engineering literature data bases (HRIS, Compendex, NTIS),
2) State and provincial highway agencies (by mailed questionnaire),
3) Transportation authorities (by letter),
4) Federal Technology Transfer Centers (by newsletter article),
5) FHWA National Experimental Projects Tabulation, and
6) Personal contacts.

Over 400 independent citations were identified. However, many of these were either
duplications or were clearly inappropriate and were eliminated. Any project that had been
identified before or during construction for formal post-construction evaluation, as well as
any project that had been included in a formal condition survey other than a routine
maintenance inspection, was considered to be "experimental" for the purpose of this study.
Potentially useful information was verified by telephone to ascertain whether the study had,
in fact, been initiated and whether quantitative performance data existed. In many instances,
the investigation had been only a construction feasibility study. Where performance data did
exist and was reported, a copy of the report was requested. Where performance data existed
but had not been reported, a request was made for the data in whatever form it happened to
be.

Very little of the performance data that was found has appeared in the general literature.
Much of it is included in formal agency reports published to meet requirements of the
Highway Planning and Research (HP&R) or Experimental Features program of FHWA,
which are generally available, and in informal agency reports intended primarily for internal
use, which are often not generally available. Also, much of the data has not been published
in any form and was provided as raw data from agency files. Each data set was coded for
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ease of ident:ification and its source cited in the list of references, many of which are
attributed to personal communication. The number of experimental treatment applications
identified are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 by the state or province in which they occur.
More detailed information is given in Tables B-1 through B-4 of Appendix B for unprotected
decks, LSDC overlays, LMC overlays, and membrane/AC overlays.

Table 4.1 Summary of Identified Experimental Deck Methods

State or No Overlays
Prov. ".?reat

LMM LMC LSDC Thin Memb Micro Sealers Contr. Epoxy

Poly. + AC Silica Patching Inject.

CA ....................
CO 12 -- 12 2 -- 8 ........
IL .......... 20 ........
IN -- - 20 9 ............
IA .... 3 35 1 ..........
KS ...... 12 -- 9 -- 20 - 4
KY - 14 80 5 -- 2 1 ......
LA ........ 4 ..........
ME .......... 2 .....
MD .... 2 2 ............

MI -- 11 51 7 .... 2 ......
MN -- 2 -- 25 -- 6 -- 9 ....
MO - - 2 2 -- 8 ........

NB -- - 6 5 ............
NJ .... 3 1 -- 9 -- 2 ....

NM .... 1 6 8 .... 4 ....
NY 92 -- 4 55 7 66 3 ......
OH .... 37 .... 85 2 ......
OK .... 2 6 I 21 -- 9 ....
OR .......... 5 2 ......
PA 249 -- 3 -- 7 .... 5 -- -
RI 10 ..................
SD .... 9 3 ............

TN ............ 2 ......
VT .......... 7 -- 3 ....

VA 146 -- 9 -- 31 -- 1 4 ....
WA .... 6 6 4 ..........
WV .... 25 -- 5 20 ........
WI ........ 2 -- 1 2 ....

ONT .... 5 4 -- 6 ........
ALB ........ 15 ..........

TOTALS 509 27 280 185 85 272 16 58 0 4
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Table 4.2 Summaries of Identified Experimental Other Bridge Element Methods

State No. Concrete Patch& Sealers Epoxy Shotcrete Coatings
or Treat. Patching Encase Inject.

Prov.

KS 4 ...... 4 ....

MN ...... 25 ......

NY 4 ............

OR ...... I ......

VT ..... 3 .......

4 0 0 29 4 0 0

From inspection of Tables 4.1 and 4.2, it is obvious that most of the historical data of
potential value relates to decks and most of that applies to only 5 methods: no treatment,
LMC overlays, LSDC overlays, membrane/AC overlay and thin polymer overlays.

1) No Treatment (the do nothing option, UTD). The only studies of untreated decks
considered were those in which the majority of decks were placed during or after the
mid-1960s, a date that assures a reasonable probability that their concrete was air
entrained and, therefore, that the primary deterioration mechanism was corrosion.
Eight data sets were located in 5 states, including decks designed with reinforcing
steel cover depths between 1.5 and 2 in (38 - 51 mm).

2) Low-Slump Dense Concrete (LSI3C) Overlays. Twenty-five data sets, representing
overlays placed between 1965 and 1983, were located in 17 states and provinces.
These included overlays placed in thicknesses between 1.25 and 2.5 in (32 and 63
mm) using a variety of deck preparation methods.

3) Latex-Modified Concrete (LMC) Overlays. Twenty-eight data sets, representing
overlays placed between 1963 and 1984, were located in 19 states and provinces.
These included overlays placed in thicknesses between 1.25 and 2 in (32 and 51 mm),
also using a variety of deck preparation methods. Latex-modified mortar overlays
(LMM), which are no longer used, were not included in this treatment category.

4) Membrane Systems with AC Overlays. Sixteen data sets, representing membrane
systems placed between 1960 and 1988, were located in 14 states. These included a
number of both proprietary and generic membrane systems of the preformed sheeting,
liquid and mastic types.
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5) Thin Polymer Overlays. Eleven data sets, representing overlays placed between 1966
and 1989, were located in 11 states. Most of these were of the multiple-layer type,
but included some single-layer slurry and single-layer premixed systems.

Because of the shortage of performance data for the other method categories, a decision was
made to limiL the analysis of historical data to untreated decks, LSDC overlays, LMC
overlays and specific membrane systems with AC overlays.

Data Description

It was originally hoped that there might be enough performance data to enable a reasonable
estimate to be made of the average service life of each of the techniques under consideration,
and that for some of the treatments there would be enough supporting information to enable
the more important factors responsible for variations in performance to be identified; that is,
to build descriptive service life models based on real experience that might be universally
applicable. In collecting and compiling the data described above, several limitations became
apparent in addition to the scarcity of data already noted for most of the methods.

1) Very few of the studies include bridge elements that have progressed to failure, either
by being replaced or in terms of the EFSL criteria defined in Table 3.4. Notable
exceptions are some of the data sets for untreated decks. One implication of this is
that most service lives will have to be inferred by extrapolating from levels of
condition below the EFSL. Another implication is that any models that attempt to
explain causes of variation in service life will have to be based on variations in
performance prior to failure.

2) A few good longitudinal studies extend over more than a few years. Much of the
existirg performance data has been collected in connection with the introduction of a

current method application technology to assure that any tendency for premature
failure: will be identified quickly and corrected. Such studies are often intended for a
short term duration or, if not, yield to other priorities once cost, constructability, and
early life performance have been established.

3) Only a few studies include enough subjects to permit rigorous statistical analysis for
causative factors. Small sample size, combined with questionable randomness, also
imposes limitations on the degree to which conclusions can be safely generalized.

4) Beyond the factors of site location (which enables certain environmental variables to

be ide:ntified), overlay age and nominal thickness and traffic volume, there is very
little consistency among the data sets in terms of other information that was either
available or that could be obtained with a reasonable effort. This fact placed limits on
the kinds of analyses that could be done on what is referred to in the report as a
"national" data base.
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Given the above, the general approach adopted for data analysis was to look first for a gross
relationship among treatment condition, age at which the condition was measured, nominal
overlay thickness and the two environmental severity factors discussed earlier (snowfall and
traffic volume). The second step was to examine the best of the individual data sets for each
of the treatment categories. The sections that follow deal successively with UTD, LSDC,
LMC, and M/AC overlays.

Untreated Decks

Data Bases

Forty-five percent of the total bridge deck surface in the US was constructed between the end
of World War II and 1975 (12). Epoxy-coated reinforcing steel came into general use as the
singular corrosion protection system for new and replacement decks in about 1978. Most of
the pre-1978 decks were concrete and most incorporated design features to enhance resistance
to corrosion damage, such as, improved deck drainage, higher quality concrete (low
permeability) and larger concrete cover depths (13). Since these decks represent an even
larger portion of those now being rehabilitated because of corrosion damage, they offer the
best opportunity to examine the factors that influence the rate and distribution of such
damage. Further, as already noted, they were built during a period for which air
entrainment was standard practice and, therefore, the predominance of deterioration is
corrosion of the reinforcing steel. General information about the eight data sets identified
from this period are given in Table B-i in Appendix B.

Surprisingly few studies of large samples of untreated decks built during the period of
interest were found, and the imbalance of their geographic distribution made them
inappropriate for analysis as a single group. However, three of the data sets were of
particular value because of their large size, representativeness, and differences in
environmental severity:

Data Set State Number of Decks Nature of Sample Corrosion
Environment

32b NY 47 Random Severe
38a PA 249 100 % Mod. - Severe

46b VA 129 Random Neg. - Mild

The New York decks consisted of 47 of 50 individual spans selected at random at the end of
1972 from 174 spans (93 bridges) that had been placed in service since the adoption of the 2-
in (51 mm) minimum reinforcing steel cover depth specification in 1968 (14). The study was
originally intended to assess compliance with the new specification. The condition of the
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decks was evaluated under another study in 1976, 1979 and 1982 (1) and again in 19841.
Three of the original 50 decks were never opened to traffic and thus were not included in the
study.

The 249 Pennsylvania decks included all bridges built on state highways in 1966, during
which 2 in (51 ram) of reinforcing steel cover had been required. Condition of all of the
decks was evaluated in 1970 (15), and a lesser number of them were studied again in 1981
(3).

In Virginia 129 randomly selected decks built between 1968 and 1972 were sampled to assess
the effect of recent specification changes (16). Most were built under a requirement for 1-
11/16 in (43 mm) or 1-15/16 in (49 mm) of reinforcing steel cover. The decks were
evaluated in 1972 by enumerating the presence or absence of a variety of surface defects
(16). No further evaluations of these decks have been made.

Age-at-Overlay Analysis

Because the 425 decks in these data sets had been in service for an average of about 20

years, a substantial number of them had already been overlaid. This provided the best
opportunity of the study to develop service life data based on actual service lives. Thus,
each of the three custodial agencies was asked to provide information on which of the decks
had been overlaid and in which year. They were also asked to identify the treatment
method. Records were found for all of the New York bridges of which 35 had been treated,
234 of the Pennsylvania bridges of which 81 had been treated, and 120 of the Virginia
bridges of which only 13 had been treated.

The mean service life of the decks in each of these data sets was projected from normal
probability distributions compiled through the end of 1989 for New York and Virginia and
through the end of 1988 for Pennsylvania, see Fig. 4.1. Results are summarized below:

State Number of Percent of Mean Annual Mean Service Std. Dev. of

Decks Decks Treated Snowfall (in) Life (yrs) Service Life
(yrs)

New York 47 74.4 82 15.9 3.1

Pennsylvania 234 34.6 43 23.3 6.1
Virginia 120 10.8 18 36.0 13.0

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of these results is that close to 90% of the decks built in
Virginia nearly 20 years ago under standards that would be unacceptable now and even
unacceptable in Virginia a few years later (i.e., under requirements for deeper cover and
lower water-cement ratio), were still in service at the beginning of 1990. The projected

Ipersonal communication with R. J. Perry, NYDOT, Albany, NY
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mean service life of the Virginia decks is approximately twice that for decks built in New
York during the same period, with the Pennsylvania decks falling in between. Given even
the extended extrapolation of the Virginia data, the difference among these estimates is
substantial. Also of interest is the observation, not unexpected, that larger mean service lives
are associated with larger service life variances.

While differences in the survivability of UTD in New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia may
result from a variety of factors, it is clear that difference in the aggressiveness of the
chloride environment among these three states is highly relevant. A relationship between salt
application and UTD service life is presented in Fig. 4.2. The AADT - mean annual
snowfall matrix for UTD frequencies, Fig. 4.3, agreed with some experts' opinion indicated
earlier that heavy traffic facilitates snow removal. The frequency at MAS of > 20-50 (51 -
127 cm) and > 50 in (127 cm) decreases with increasing traffic.

The importance of the foregoing is not that more snow equals more salt, equals a severer
environment, equals a shorter deck life. That merely states the obvious. Rather, the
importance is that the relationship can be stated quantitatively. For instance, if the
relationships between MAS and service life, presented in Fig. 4.4, could be strengthened by
adding similar data from selected other states, then a method would exist for estimating the
parameters of the service life distribution (at least for untreated decks with a 2-in design
cover) for any jurisdiction or population of decks for which the mean snowfall could be
stated.

Condition at Treatment

As noted earlier, a decision was made during the study to expand the data bases for untreated
decks in New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia to include information on their condition at
the time of overlay. It was believed that such data might have several uses. By learning the
extent of deck damage at the time of overlay, it could be helpful in identifying a mean unit
failure condition. It was also thought that if the known information on these decks were

enhanced they might be more useful as a pool from which subjects for field study could be
selected.

Accordingly, an effort was made to obtain levels of damage, half-cell potential, and concrete
chloride contents for the decks at the time of overlay, plus the quantity and location of
concrete removed during treatment and the present condition of the wearing surface. The
information was collected through visits and telephone contacts with main office and local
personnel of the three state highway agencies.
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New York (Data Set 32b)

Thirty-five of the 47 decks in the New York data set had been treated by the end of the 1989
construction season. These included 29 LSDC overlays, 1 LMC overlay, 2 AC concrete
overlays with membrane waterproofing, 2 complete replacements of the wearing surface to
below the top bar mat with normal density Class D (deck grade) concrete, and 1 complete
replacement of the wearing surface to below the top bar mat with microsilica concrete.

Damage da_. were available for all of the decks from either design or as-built drawings
stored on microfiche files in the main office. Deep removal data, from final payment
quantities or as-built drawings, was available for all but the two membrane-treated decks
which were done by agency maintenance forces and not recorded. Half-cell potential data,
which is collected in New York for use in locating areas for deep removal, is irrelevant for
the 11 decks for which the entire wearing surface was removed and so was not obtained, and
was not collected for the 2 membrane treatments done by maintenance forces. Even so, it
was discovered that such records are rarely retained much beyond the design period and they
were only found for 11 of the remaining 22 decks.

Since overlay design decisions in New York are not dependent on concrete chloride content,
such data ha:; not been collected on a routine basis for some years. All of the condition-at-
overlay data that was found is summarized in Table C-1 (Appendix C) along with the current
biannual condition rating of the present wearing surfaces. The condition rating scale used in
New York varies slightly from that in the FHWA Bridge Inspection Manual (19).

Pennsylvania (Data Set 38a)

Eighty-one of the 234 decks in the Pennsylvania data set had been repaired or rehabilitated
by the end of the 1988 construction season. These included 38 LMC or LMM overlays, 21
deck replacements, AC overlays, and 2 thin polyester resin overlays with AC wearing
surfaces.

Unfortunately, very little condition-at-overlay data was recoverable from Pennsylvania,
(Table C-2, Appendix C). Most of the AC overlays, whether placed by agency maintenance
forces or under contract, were for short-term restoration of the riding surface in anticipation
of deck replacement, thus, pre-treatment condition data was not generally collected. In fact,
such data was found for only three of the 20 AC overlays. Similarly, the 21 deck
replacements were either on Interstate or other high volume routes and the replacement
decision had been based on visual assessment and the criticality of the route. No pre-
treatment condition records were found for these cases. All but three of the 38 LMC and

LMM overlays were placed between 1977 and 1983, and while practices varied among the
engineering districts, most discarded their construction records after about 7 years. Thus,
condition-at-overlay data was found for only 23 of these decks. Since decisions in
Pennsylvania are based on neither half-cell potential nor chloride data (20), very little of this
information is either recorded or, when recorded, retained. The condition-at-overlay data
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found for Pennsylvania is summarized in Table C-2 (Appendix C) together with the current
condition rating of the wearing surfaces.

Virginia (Data Set 46b)

Only 13 of the 120 decks in the Virginia data set had been repaired or rehabilitated by the
end of the 1989 construction season. These included five two-coat, penetrating epoxy seal
coats, one two-coat epoxy resin seal coat with sand filler, four unidentified thin polymer
overlays, two two-coat epoxy sealer with 2-2.5 in AC overlay, and one replacement.

The information on these decks, collected by telephone, is contained in Table C-3 (Appendix
C). Neither half-cell potential nor chloride data had been collected for any of the treatments.

While close examination of these data was not intended, one cannot help but notice that in
addition to the differences in service environment and performance history for untreated
concrete bridge decks in these three states, there is also a distinct difference in their approach
to rehabilitation. In New York, contractors developed a familiarity with the techniques of
placing LSDC overlays early and this treatment dominated through the mid 1980s, even
though LMC was always an option. Currently, there is a more balanced use of the two
overlays and recently microsilica has been introduced as a third option. Pennsylvania was an
earlier user of LMC overlays but has recently opted, at least for many of its Interstate
bridges, to use AC overlays (without membrane) for short-term restoration of the riding
surface in anticipation of deck replacement. Virginia's preference for thin polymer overlays
reflects the focus of their program which is more on protection and restoration of skid
resistance than on rehabilitation.

Low Slump Dense Concrete Overlays

As noted earlier, 25 studies including 185 individual bridge decks were identified in 17
different states and provinces, and were included in the inventory of experimental
applications and investigations of LSDC overlays (Table B-2, Appendix B). The 185 decks
so identified were subjected to a second level of screening based on the following criteria:

1) The age of the deck must have been known and at least one post-construction
performance evaluation that included a quantitative measure of damage (spalling +
delamination + patching) after the first winter of service must be available;

2) The geographic location of the bridge must be known so that climatological data could
be obtained; and

3) The AADT must be available.

One hundred and fifty-five of the 185 decks met these criteria. Most of those that did not,
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failed because the performance evaluations had not included measures of delamination (see
Table B-2, Appendix B). The service life assessment of LSDC overlays was based on
performance of these 155 decks. The analyses were of two general types: those that
included all of the data, referred to as the "national data base analysis"; and those that
included only specific data sets, referred to as "agency studies" or "case studies."

National Data Base Analyses

Most of the 155 decks included in the national data base are located in environments that

would be categorized as moderate or severe based on MAS, and two-thirds of them are
associated with traffic volumes less that 8,000 AADT (Fig. 4.5). Collectively, they had been
subjected to a total of 413 independent damage assessments through the summer of 1990
when data collection ceased. Some of these decks had been evaluated in as many as nine

different years, but most (about two-thirds) had been evaluated only once or twice. Table
4.3, presents the number of decks evaluated at different ages, and indicates that 86.0% (355
values) of the available damage data is for decks that are 10 years old or less, and that
another 13.1% (54 values) is for decks that are between 11 and 15 years old. As noted
earlier, this situation results from the unfortunate (for this purpose) fact that many of the
studies have been either a one-time "snapshot" of the performance of in-service overlays
(sometimes referred to as horizontal studies) or a short-term followup on the use of a new
methods with no commitment to long-term monitoring (i.e., longitudinal studies).

Considering Lhe data as a whole, mean damage levels corresponding to different treatment
ages are given in Table 4.4 and presented graphically in Fig. 4.6. The relationship depicted
in Fig. 4.6 is more clearly defined between 1 and 10 years, where most of the data exists,
and less so between 11 and 15 years. Damage levels between 4 and 15 years were
extrapolated linearly to a mean service life of 39.0 years at a unit failure condition of 40%,
based on the following regression:

Damage = 1.114 (Age) - 3.484 (4.3)

This regression corresponds to an average damage rate of 1.11% per year after the fourth
winter of service, somewhat lower than the value of 1.28 estimated by Cady (20) from data
on 19 overlaid decks in Iowa (21). Whether one is willing to accept the mean service life of
39.0 years or not, the analysis does indicate that the mean service life of LSDC overlays is
substantially greater than generally perceived by the highway industry.

Three concerns emerge from the extrapolations presented in Fig. 4.6:

1) Because the extrapolation goes substantially beyond the existing data, its accuracy is
highly dependent on assumptions about the nature of the damage curve.

The linearity used above favors a larger estimate of mean service life than a curve of
increasing slope, typically made for untreated decks and supported by experience.
Accordingly, such a curve passing through the origin was fitted to all of the data points in
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Table 4.4 Summary of Damage in LSDC Overlays

Total Damage

(Years) Number of Decks Percent of Decks Mean Deck Area Std. Dev. of Deck*
Damaged Damaged (%) Area Damaged (%)

1 19 15.8 0.06 0.23
2 15 13.3 0.11 0.39
3 17 52.9 0.70 1.33
4 48 37.5 0.94 1.93

5 38 36.8 1.01 2.49
6 49 46.9 2.45 5.13
7 29 72.4 5.73 9.20
8 55 76.4 5.38 9.46
9 39 84.6 8.24 11.52

10 46 80.4 6.97 10.36
11 14 100.0 14.28 8.23
12 16 100.0 4.62 4.92
13 8 100.0 8.09 7.05
14 10 100.0 12.14 8.19

15 6 I00.0 15.44 11.19

Standard deviations are presented for information only as the damage values are
clearly not normally distributed.

and extrapolated to a mean service life of 20.2 years. The best fit curve was a
function of age:

Damage = 0.0139 (Age)265_ (4.4)

values from these two extrapolations represent the best estimate that can be made at this

the analysis of the range within which the average service life of the LSDC overlays.

By basing estimates of service life on the 40% total damage criteria, spalling would
have to remain below the 2 % level (the other unit failure condition for overlays).

Experience with untreated decks has shown that spalling generally tracks delamination, even
the relationship may not be quantitatively predictable for any particular deck.

However, it is abundantly clear from experience to date that spalling substantially lags
delamination in both LSDC and LMC overlays, at least for the first 15-20 years of their life.

very few of the LSDC decks in this survey had spalled, including most of the 12 that
developed delaminations over 20% or more of their area. Therefore, there is a

legitimate concern, and it is supported by the limited experience to date with the very few
overlays that have developed delaminations approaching the 40% level. With one

exception, these instances were related from experience by highway personnel but without
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supporting data. The exception was one of the two cases among the 155 decks in this study
in which damage exceeded 30 %. After seven winters of service, one of the LSDC overlays
in Kansas (Data Set 16d) which had developed delaminations over 40.4% of its area began to
spall. Over _:henext three years, the total damage level increased to 50.8% and the spalling
increased to a level sufficient to cause the deck to be rehabilitated, something less than 5 %

according to the memory of the individual relating the experience.

3) The trend represents average conditions that may not be applicable to any specific
deck or group of decks.

The second analysis of the national data base was a stepwise linear regression in which an
attempt was made to explain variations in total damage in terms of a variety of independent
factors that could be identified. Unfortunately, many of the factors that one would like to
have had a measure of for such an analysis were either unknown or unattainable. Many had
not been measured at all. Others may have been known at one time but not recorded, or
recorded but not retained. Of particular value would have been knowledge of the actual
thickness and chloride permeability of the overlay (rarely measured), the shear bond strength
of the overla'.¢/substrate interface (rarely measured), the extent of cracking of the overlay
(often measured, but difficult to quantify in a manner related to performance), the amount
and location of concrete removal around exposed rebar (typically known at construction but
not recorded), and the chloride content and half-cell potentials associated with substrate
concrete that remained in the deck (sometimes not measured, and rarely retained). A few of
the studies were exemplary in the care with which they documented some of this
information, but none included all of the factors.

As a result of the above situation, the regression analysis was focused primarily on
establishing whether the environmental factors that had been correlated earlier with the
accumulation of chloride at the deck surface (MAS and AADT) and with the performance of
untreated decks (MAS) could be related to the performance of LSDC overlays during the
first 15 or so years of their life. By virtue of the screening criteria chosen, these factors
were obtainable for all 155 of the decks. Other factors included in the analysis, because they
were known or readily obtainable for all of the decks, were mean annual temperature
(influences corrosion damage rate) and nominal overlay thickness. Deck preparation policy,
particularly as it relates to the criteria used for the complete removal of concrete around
reinforcing steel was considered but rejected because practices are so variable from agency to
agency that tlney are not easily categorized.

The simple correlation coefficients are listed below. Age with the highest correlation
coefficient only explained 16.6% of the observed total damage.
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Factor r
...........................

Xl Age 0.408
X2 Nominal thickness 0.261
X3 Mean annual snowfall 0.161

X4 Mean annual temperature 0.126
X5 AADT 0.114

Adding the environmental factors, MAS and AADT, to Age did not significantly improve the
explanation over Age alone. A stepwise regression analysis also offered little improvement
to the explanation of the observed LSDC overlay damage.

The conclusion is that environmental factors (and by inference the amount of chloride
available at the deck surface) have been relatively insignificant in determining the
performance of these LSDC overlays during the first 15 years of their life. Likewise, the
nominal thickness of the overlay, mean annual temperature and deck preparation policy seem
not to have been important factors either. In the absence of such influences, it is speculated
that the determinants of performance for LSDC overlays, at least during the first 15 years,
are the quantity and chloride content of original concrete remaining in contact with or in the
immediate vicinity of the top reinforcing mat, and the care taken in preparing the deck
surface for overlay and in placing it. These two general considerations invariably emerge in
conversations with experienced highway personnel and are well presented in the literature on
overlays.

Individual Agency Studies

Having looked at performance of LSDC overlays from a national perspective, it is useful to
look at individual data sets. Eight sets (15b, 15d, 15e, 16c, 16d, 23e, 32d and P7a),
representing 83% of the 413 damage assessments included in the national data base,
contained enough data for a sufficient number of years to establish a reliable trend.
Generally, this required a minimum of 20 data points with at least four values for most of the
years. For each of these data sets, the mean damage level for each treatment age was
calculated in the same manner as for the national data base, and linear regressions computed.
The regression lines for each data set and the national data base are presented in Fig. 4.7.

Clearly, the significant feature demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 is that the different data sets group
themselves into two distinctly different categories of performance. Those represented by
Data Sets 15b, 16c, 16d and P7a appear to be progressing toward mean service life in the
range of 15 to 25 years (average 20 years), only modestly greater than the average opinions
(16.4 yrs) expressed through the agency questionnaire. In contrast, those represented by
Data Sets 15d, 15e, 23b and 32d are performing significantly better. The LSDC overlays in
this latter group could attain service lives in excess of 40 years. Thirty-five years would be
a defensible conservative estimate.
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Fig. 4.7 Regressions of Performance Data for Individual LSDC Overlay Studies
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It is extremelty important to understand the reasons for the difference in performance between
these two groups of LSDC overlays. They are not totally apparent from the information that
has been col]ected thus far, but there are strong indications that they are related primarily to
differences in construction practices as opposed to environmental and traffic effects. For
instance, spe_.ification changes in Iowa between the time when the overlays in Data Sets 15b
and 15d were placed included increasing nominal overlay thickness from 1.24 in (32 mm) to
1.75 in (44 ram), adding a consolidation requirement (98 % of rodded unit weight) where
none had existed, and requiring removal of concrete to top mat rebar where the half-cell
potential exceeds some predetermined value (though this was eliminated in a 1985 revision)
(21). These changes were implemented in 1976 and presumably were in effect when the
overlays in Data Set 15e were placed as well. Consultations with Iowa DOT staff underscore
the importance they also place on preparing a deck surface that is both clean and free of
microfractures, and in assuring that the deck is dry when the bonding grout is applied and
that the grou_: is not allowed to dry itself before overlay concrete is placed.

New York Slate, represented by Data Set 32d, is unique among the experimental decks
included in this study in that it requires removal to below top mat rebar of both damaged
concrete and concrete associated with half-cell potentials more negative than -350 mV. The
average performance of the LSDC overlays within Data Set 32d in New York is better than
that of both LSDC overlays (Data Set 32e) and LMC overlays (Data Set 32f), shown
elsewhere, that were placed in New York when concrete removal requirements were not as
demanding 2.

The Iowa Case Study

Iowa DOT rnaintenance staff have recently completed a review of the service life to date of
1225 LSDC deck overlays placed on primary system bridges between 1964 and 1969, based
on their ages at overlay. Eight of these decks had been overlaid through 1990 for an average
life of 17.5 years:

Year Overlaid Age at Overlay (years) Year Overlaid Age at Overlay (years)

1964 24 1972 15
196:3 18 1973 16
1970 16 1974 15
1970 17

1971 19

Average Life = 17.5 years

These overlays were placed during the approximate period of time represented by Data Set
15b, yet their average life is somewhat less than the 27.1 years predicted by a linear
extrapolation of the 15b regression to 40 % damage.

2Personal communication, Paul St. John, NYDOT, Albany, NY.
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There are several interpretations that can be placed on these data, all of which are
interesting, but speculative. They are offered here as an aside.

Interpretation #1 - The damage function for the 15b LSDC overlays will be better
represented by a curve of increasing slope than by a straight line when enough time has
passed for it to be fully revealed, and that curve will intersect the 40% damage level at an
age much closer to 17.5 years than to 27.1 years.

Interpretation #2 - Since an average service life of 17.5 yrs corresponds to 23.5% damage on
the 15b regression line, and since this damage level is very close in value to the only other
such estimates from age-at-overlay data examined in this research (22.0 and 24.0%), 25%
total damage may be a more realistic representation of the unit failure condition for decks
than 40% damage.

Interpretation #3 - Eight cases are far too few upon which to base any interpretation.

Notwithstanding these speculations, this discussion does reinforce thoughtful use of age-at-
overlay data can be extremely useful in facilitating judgements about treatment service life.
It is certainly far easier and less expensive to collect than performance data.

The New York Case Study

of the New York Data Sets, 31a, 32d, and 32e, LSDC overlays, Data Set 32d from New
York is the most extensive (contains 50 overlays) and includes the most information on
potential causative factors. Whereas 31a and 32e contain only six and five decks,
respectively. For this reason, it was examined in detail.

In 1985 (9), and again in 1989, the NYDOT evaluated the condition of 50 bridge deck spans
overlaid between 1979 and 1981 with LSDC. Evaluation included measurement of concrete

chloride content, half-cell potentials, delaminations and spalls. The New York study is
important because it represents the largest and most complete of the data sets for this
treatment type, because the overlays have been evaluated at two different times, and because
the study sample was randomly drawn, representing 598 spans of 167 bridges overlaid with
LSDC during the study period. Also, New York may be the only state that routinely
removes, to below the top mat of reinforcing steel, concrete associated with high half-cell
potentials, in addition to that which has been damaged.

New York State practice during the period was to remove spalled, delaminated, patched and
otherwise damaged concrete to a sound surface, or at least 1 in (25 ram) below the bottom of
exposed reinforcing steel. Concrete associated with half-cell potentials more negative than
-350 mV to copper copper-sulfate (CSE) was also removed to the same depth. The
remaining concrete surface was scarified 0.25 - 0.50 in (6.4 - 13 mm) and exposed steel was
sandblasted to remove all but firmly bonded rust. Newly exposed concrete was also
sandblasted to eliminate microfractures, excavated areas backfilled with conventional concrete
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or LSDC (contractor option), and the entire deck then overlaid with a minimum of 2 in (51
mm) of LSDC bonded with a PCC mortar grout. The overlay was compacted with an
oscillating screed to 97.5 % theoretical unit weight, and cured with wet burlap for at least 72
hours (9).

Table 4.5 Performance of 50 LSDC Overlays In New York

Year Average Winters of Number of Number of Spalled Total Area
Service Delaminated Decks Decks* Damaged (%)

1985 4.8 10 (20%) 0 0.68

1989 8.8 23 (46 %) 0 1.29

* Excludes .,;palling associated with armored joints and construction joints.

Overall performance of the New York LSDC overlays for the period of their evaluation
(1985-1989) !isdescribes in Table 4.5. In Fig. 4.8, their performance is compared to that of
the 47 untreated New York decks (Data Set 32b) described earlier. This comparison is
particularly useful in view of the similarity between the two samples as to size, randomness,
geographic distribution and traffic volume. The dashed line in Fig. 4.8 represents the
average performance of all LSDC overlays, taken from Fig. 4.6. Several observations
regarding Fil_;. 4.8 are useful:

1) The relative position and slope of the deterioration curves for untreated and LSDC
overlaid decks in New York before 5 winters of service suggests that damage
commences earlier in the life of overlaid decks than it does in the life of untreated
decks.

2) The relative position and slope of the two deterioration curves after 5 winters of
service suggests that the overlaid decks will have a substantially greater mean service
life than the untreated decks. Using the failure criterion of 40% damage or 2% spalls
from 'Fable 3.4, this is interpreted to mean substantially greater than 17 years, the
estimzted service life for the untreated decks. Comparison with the average
performance of all LSDC overlays, suggests a service life of 40 years or more.

3) After nearly eight winters of service, none of the overlaid decks had spalled. In
contrast, many of the untreated decks were substantially spalled at comparable levels
of toud damage. This condition is thought to reflect the influence of the deeper
concrete cover of the overlaid decks (2 in [5 cm] min.) has on inhibiting fractures
from intersecting the deck surface.
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The phenomenon of early-life damage, observed in these data as well as in other data sets,
warrants further comment. It can be explained either by a corrosion-related mechanism (i.e.,

as yet unco_roded rebars left in chloride contaminated concrete begin to corrode and initiate
fractures soon after the overlay is placed), or by one that is independent of corrosion (i.e.,
the overlay-substrate bond was incomplete or weakly developed at the time of overlay and
failed prematurely under traffic). In contrast, early damage in new untreated decks is
typically caused by construction defects, such as subsidence (transverse) cracking.

If such early-life damage in the New York decks is totally or partially corrosion-related, that
fact should be reflected in the difference in half-cell potentials between damaged and
undamaged decks, and, in fact, it is. The relationship is easily illustrated by comparing the
frequency of values more negative than -350 mV CSE between damaged and undamaged
decks for the; two survey years (Table 4.6). Those decks found to be damaged in both the
1985 and 1989 surveys, as a group, had significantly greater (more negative) mean "high-
potential" frequencies in 1985 than did undamaged decks (28.9 vs. 14.0 and 21.0 vs. 11.6).
However, by 1989 the high-potential frequency of all but one of the 50 decks had either
diminished (:36decks) or remained essentially the same (13 decks), and the average
difference in high potential frequencies between damaged and undamaged decks had ceased
to be statistically significant.

Table 4.6 Damaged vs Undamaged LSDC Overlays in New York For Half-Cell
Potentials More Negative Than -0.35 V CSE

Survey Condition Test N + X sd t t @ .95 Significant*
Year Year

1985 Damaged 1985 10 28.9 21.2 2.45 2.04 Yes
1985 Undamaged 1985 40 14.0 15.5

1989 Damaged 1985 23 23.8 21.0 2.67 2.04 Yes
1989 Undamaged 1985 26 10.8 11.6

1989 Damaged 1989 23 6.4 11.3 0.76 2.04 No

1989 "Undamaged 1989 26 4.5 4.8

+ One of the study decks was overlaid between 1985 and 1989 for reasons unrelated to
its condition.

* Student "t" test at the 0.95 level.

Half-cell potentials have been observed elsewhere to decrease with time as seen in connection
with both membrane applications and concrete overlays where it has been attributed to
depletion of moisture and/or oxygen. It remains to be seen whether the half-cell potential
values associated with the New York LSDC decks will continue to diminish with time as they
have between 1985 and 1989.
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The argument for a corrosion mechanism for early-life damage in the New York decks is
further supported by the modest level of high potential frequencies among the seven decks
for which all chloride-contaminated concrete was excavated to below top mat reinforcement
(average 2.3 in 1985 and 1.4 in 1989), and particularly by the complete absence of damage
in these decks in both 1985 and 1989. For all 50 decks the average was 17.0% in 1985 and
5.4% in 1989.

In an attempt to understand differences in performance among the 50 LSDC treated decks,
two analyses were undertaken:

1) Discriminate Analysis in which the mean levels of various known attributes of all of
the study decks were compared between those in which damage had initiated and
those in which it had not; and

2) Stepwise Linear Regression in which an attempt was made to develop a descriptive
mathematical model to explain the variance in performance among the damaged decks
in terms of the known attributes.

Known attributes of the study decks that might be predictors of future condition and the
range of their values are given as independent variables in Table 4.7 (10). Climatological
data and AADTs were compiled, respectively, from records of the National Weather Service
(18) and the NYSDOT. Diffusion constants and near-surface equilibrium chloride
concentrations were calculated from chloride data provided by the NYSDOT, as described
earlier. The NYSDOT was exceptionally generous in both making a vast amount of
unpublished condition data available to the project and in compiling other data useful to the
analyses. While the data described in Table 4.7 does not include all that one might like to
have for such analyses, it represents that which was available or which could be compiled
with a reasonable effort.

By 1985, ten of the 50 study decks had begun to exhibit damage in the form of
delaminations. The only significant factors found to distinguish between damaged and
undamaged decks at this relatively early age (nominally 5 years) were span length, % of
half-cell potentials more negative than -350 mV CSE, whether the span was continuous or
simple and whether or not it was located over water (Table 4.8). Damaged spans were on
average longer (148.1 vs. 86.8 ft [45.1 vs 26.5 m]), associated with a higher frequency of
"high" half-cell potentials (28.9% vs. 14.0%), more likely to be over water (80.0% vs.
22.5%), and more likely to be continuous than simply supported (60.0% vs. 2.5%).
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Table 4.7 Independent Variables For New York LSDC Overlay Analyses (Data Set 32d)

Variable Measure Range

Chloride Availability Factors
Mean Anmml Snowfall Inches 36 - 115

Snowstorms: A Days with > 0.1 in 74- 100
B > 0.5 in 17-30
C > 1.0 in 1 - 12

Traffic: A AADT/1,000 0.7 - 52.8
B AADT/Lane/1,000

Equilibrium Chloride
Concentration Co, lbs/yd 3 1.6- 16.7

360* Rebar Exposure Percent of Deck 0 - 100

Age Winters of Service 3- 10

Concrete Penmeability Factors
Diffusivity Dc, cm:/yr 0.026 - 0.260
Cracks Lf/100 sf 0.0 - 26.3

Corrosion Rate Factors

Mean Anmu,l Temperature F° 48 - 63

Proximity to Water Percent Crossing NA
Half-cell Potentials, 1985 Percent > 0.35 V CSE 0 - 63.0
Half-cell Potentials, 1989 Percent > 0.35 V CSE 0 - 39.0

Structural Factors

Span Length Feet 31 - 230
Span Contin'aity Percent Simple NA

NOTE: 1 ft = 0.3048 m, 1 in = 2.54 cm; 1 lbs/yd a = 0.59 Kg/m3; 1 in2/yr = 6.45 cm'-/yr

By 1989, 23 of the study decks were damaged. Damaged decks were still distinguishable by
higher half-cell potentials (though from 1985, not 1989, 23.8% vs. 10.8%), longer lengths
(121.7 vs. 81..0 ft [37.1 vs 24.7 m]), and the nature of support (30.4 simple vs. 3.8%
continuous). Proximity to water ceases to be a significant factor but differences in
snowstorm frequency emerged (84.0 vs. 92.6 days with 0.1 in [2.5 mm]) as well as AADT
(15,000 vs 7,,800) and diffusion constant which reflects the general quality of the overlay
concrete (0.10 vs, 0.05 cm2/yr) (Table 3.9).

Interpretation of these results is difficult and their usefulness is questionable. The statistics
were a gratuitous by-product of the regression analysis that follows and they are offered here
for information.

Four separate; regressions were attempted on data for the damaged decks only, each one for
damage and damage rate in each of the two evaluation years (1985 and 1989). Damage rate
was taken as the absolute damage divided by the winters of service.
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Table 4.8 Results of Discriminate Analysis For Condition In 1985 (Data Set 32d)

Variable 10 Damaged Spans 40 Undamaged Spans + Significant

X sd X sd t t @ .95

Chloride Availability
Factors

Snowfall 76.2 20.0 73.0 22.5 0.40 2.04 No

Storms A 85.9 8.1 89.6 9.9 1.07 2.04 No
Storms B 21.0 3.4 23.8 3.9 2.04 2.04 Yes**
Storms C 4.0 2.6 5.8 3.3 1.57 2.04 No
AADT* 9.5 7.2 12.0 13.2 0.57 2.04 No

AADT/Lane* 4.0 2.0 5.2 4.5 0.79 2.04 No

Co, lbs/yd 3 1.4 2.4 9.7 3.2 1.54 2.04 No
DR 41.9 16.8 43.9 37.2 0.16 2.04 No

Age, yrs 4.8 0.9 4.6 1.0 0.62 2.04 No

Concrete
Permeability Factors

De, cm2/yr 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.30 2.04 No
Cracks, ft 4.3 4.0 2.0 3.7 1.69 2.04 No

Corrosion Rate
Factors

Temp. °F 52.5 4.1 54.6 4.6 1.29 2.04 No
Over Water (8 of 10) (9 of 40) Yes
% Poten./1985 28.9 21.2 14.0 15.5 2.46 2.04 Yes

Structural Factors

Length 148.1 44.0 86.8 34.8 4.61 2.04 Yes
Continuous, ft (6 of 10) (1 of 40) Yes

* Divided by 1,000
** Difference too small to be of practical significance.
+ It was only possible to calculate Dc for 35 of the undamaged decks.
DR = Deck Rating
NOTE: 1 Ibs/yd 3 = 0.59 Kg/m 3, 1 in2/yr = 6.45 cm2/yr; 1 ft = 0.3048 m
X = mean, sd = standard deviation, t@95 = student
t = test at 95 % confidence limits
°C = 5/9(°F- 32)
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The stepwise regressions selected the following combinations of factors:

YEAR DAMAGE R-" DAMAGE RATE R 2

1985 Cracks 0.62 Cracks 0.69

Cracks, Age 0.87 Cracks, Traffic 0.82
Cracks, Age, Snowfall 0.92 Cracks, Traffic, Over Water 0.94

1989 Cracks 0.15 Cracks 0.15

Cracks, Snowfall 0.33 Cracks, Snowfall 0.32

While explat,ations for the 1985 data were high, the results are is caused by the lower
number of observations, from the fact only 10 decks were included in the analysis. For the
1989 data, the same two factors, crack frequency and snowfall, were selected but resulted in
explaining 32_%of the variability (r = 0.57). These results are taken as further evidence that
a large portion of what is influencing the performance of these overlays after nine years of
service is no1:measured by the above factors.

Latex Modified Concrete Overlays

Twenty-eight studies including 280 individual bridge decks were identified in 19 different
states and provinces, and were included in the inventory of experimental applications and
investigation.,; of LMC overlays (Table B-3, Appendix B). One hundred and thirty-six of
these 280 decks met a second level of screening, based on the same criteria that were applied
to the LSDC overlays. As with the LSDC overlays, most of those that failed this level of
screening did so because the performance evaluations had not included measures of damage
(see Table B--3, Appendix B). The attempt to assess service life of the LMC overlays was
based on performance of these 136 decks. The analysis procedures were similar to those
used for the LSDC overlays.

National Data Base Analyses

Most of the IL36decks included in the national data base are located in environments that

would be categorized as moderate, based on MAS. More than one-half of them are
associated with traffic volumes greater than 8,000 AADT (Fig. 4.9). Compared to the
LSDC overlays, they are in slightly milder climates but carry slightly more traffic.

Collectively, the LMC overlays had been subjected to a total of 235 independent damage
assessments through the early summer of 1990 when data collection ceased. Some had been
evaluated in as many as seven different years, but most of them (about 80%) had been
evaluated only once. Table 4.10, presents the number of decks evaluated at different ages,
indicates that 94.0% (221 values) of the available damage data is for decks that are 10 years
old or less. Performance data for the LMC overlays is abundant for the first two years
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owing largely to the studies in Michigan (Data Set 22b) and Ohio (Data Set 35a).

Table 4.9 Results of Discriminate Analysis For Condition In 1989 (Data Set 32d)

Variable 10 Damaged Spans 40 Undamaged Spans + Significant

sd X sd t t @ .95

Chloride Availability
Factors

Snowfall 66.7 23.4 79.1 19.3 0.10 2.04 No
Storms A 84.0 6.8 92.6 10.0 3.40 2.04 Yes
Storms B 23.4 4.9 23.2 3.1 0.12 2.04 No
Storms C 6.3 4.0 4.8 2.2 1.62 2.04 No
AADT* 15.9 16.3 7.8 5.0 2.35 2.04 Yes

AADT/Lane* 6. I 5.1 4.0 2.9 1.74 2.04 No
Co, lbs/yd 3 9.7 3.1 11.2 4.3 1.36 2.04 No
DR 40.9 22.8 47.4 4 I. 3 0.66 2.04 No

Age, years 8.9 0.9 8.8 1.0 0.36 2.04 No

Concrete

Permeability Factors

De, cm2/yr 0.05 0.02 3.57 2.04 Yes
Cracks, ft. 0.10 0.06 4.7 6. I 1.00 2.04 No

6.5 6.2
Corrosion Rate
Factors

Temp. OF 53.7 3.5 0.83 2.04 No

Over Water 54.8 5.5 (7 of 26) No
% Poten./1985 (10 of 25) 10.8 11.6 2.67 2.04 Yes

% Poten./1989 23.8 21.0 4.5 4.8 0.76 2.04 No
6.4 11.3

Structural Factors

Length 81.0 39.5 3.56 2.04 Yes

Continuous, ft. 121.7 38.7 (1 of 26) Yes
(7 of 23)

* Divided by 1,000

+ It was only possible to calculate Dc for 21 of the damaged and 24 of the undamaged
decks.

DR = Deck Rating

NOTE:_ 1 lbs/yd 3 = 0.59 Kg/m3; 1 in2/yr = 6.45 cm2/yr; 1 ft - 0.3048 m
X = mean; sd = standard deviation; t@95 = student

t = test at 95% confidence limits, °C = 5/9(°F-32)
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Table 4.11 Summary of Damage in LMC Overlays

Total Damage

Age (Years) Number of Decks Percent of Decks Mean Deck Area SD of Deck Area
Damaged Damaged ( %) Damaged (%)*

1 44 18.2 0.06 0.19
2 39 17.9 0.13 0.49

3 23 56.5 1.16 1.90
4 26 76.9 3.96 5.42
5 16 68.8 2.73 4.65
6 11 72.7 2.22 4.01

7 24 60.9 5.89 11.72
8 15 93.3 17.00 21.47
9 15 100.0 10.83 10.45

10 8 75.0 11.43 10.74
11 8 100.0 22.75 14.79
12 4 100.0 11.92 9.23
13 1 100.0 24.23 NA
14 1 100.0 0.33 NA

* Standard deviations are presented for information only as the
damage values are clearly not normally distributed.

Mean damage levels corresponding to different treatment ages are presented in Table 4.11
and graphically in Fig. 4.10. Times beyond 12 years were not used because they are based
on fewer than four evaluations. Damage levels between 4 and 12 years were extrapolated to
a mean service life of 23.7 years at a unit failure condition of 40%, based on the following
linear regres,;ion:

Damage = 1.921 (Age) - 5.509 (4.5)

This regression corresponds to an average damage rate of 1.92% per year after the fourth
winter of service. The concerns expressed with regard to extrapolations of this sort in the
discussion of LSDC overlays are equally applicable here. As with the performance data for
LSDC overlays, a curved function of increasing slope passing through the origin was fitted to
all of the data points in Fig. 4.10 and extrapolated to a mean service life of 15.2 years. The
best fit curve was the following power function:

Damage = 0.924 (Age) 2"379 (4.6)

The values from these two extrapolations represent the best current estimate of the range
average service life of the LMC overlays, (15.2 to 23.7 years with an average value of about
20). As with LSDC overlays, this rate is greater than what appears to be the perception of
the highway iLndustry (16.6 yrs).
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Stepwise linear regression was employed using the same factors identified earlier in
connection with analysis of the national data base for LSDC overlays: age, mean annual
snowfall, mean annual temperature, AADT, overlay thickness and deck treatment policy.
Simple correlation coefficients resulting from this analysis are listed below in order of their
value, highest to lowest. The important point here, also, is that none of them exceeded the
value for age:, a value that explains only 28.6% of the variability.

Factor r

X1 Age 0.535
X2 M_aa annual snowfall 0.229

X3 Deck preparation policy 0.103
X4 Nominal thickness 0.044

X5 Mean annual temperature 0.039
X6 AADT 0.006

Adding the environmental factors, MAS and AADT, to Age did not significantly increase the
percent explanation over that for Age alone.

Factor(s) R2

X1 0.286

X1, X2, X6 0.321

The stepwise regression selected the following combinations of factors but, again, the
increase in explanation was meager.

Factors R2
........................

X1 0.286

X1, X2, 0.311
X1, X2, X3 0.326

Similar to the LSDC overlays, the conclusion to be drawn is that environmental factors (and
by inference the amount of chloride available at the deck surface) have been relatively
insignificant in determining performance of these overlays during the first 12 years of their
life. In the absence of such influence, it is speculated for the LMC overlays as well that the
quantity and chloride content of original concrete remaining in contact with or in the
immediate vicinity of the top reinforcing mat, and the care taken in preparing the deck
surface for overlay and in placing the overlay are primary determinants of subsequent
performance.
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Comparison of LMC and LSDC Overlays

It appears from the foregoing, that the LMC overlays included in this study are performing
significantly worse than their LSDC counterparts. This judgement is based on comparison of
both the linear and exponential regressions for the two national data bases. Null hypotheses
of no difference in the slopes of the linear regressions were tested using the individual data
points and found to be highly significant.

Performance of the LMC overlays included in this study approximates that for the lesser
performing group of LSDC overlays. From results of the above analyses, it appears that
both are progressing toward a service life in the 15 to 25 years range, using the 40-%-
damage criterion. Twenty years is taken as the best estimate of the average value.

Individual Agency Studies

While the number of LMC overlay studies included in the national data base was similar to
that for LSDC overlays, there were 43 % fewer actual damage assessments. As a result,
there was insufficient data in all but two instances (32F and P7b) for observable trends to be
seen. The mean annual damage data for those two sets are presented in Fig. 4.11 for
information. The two regressions have distinctly different intercepts but similar slopes, both
approximating that for the national data base. Neither study included a sufficient number of
individual decks or the kinds of detailed information that would permit instructive analysis.

Update of Service Life Estimates For LSDC and LMC

Because condition data from a major study of LMC overlays had not been available when the
original research was completed and therefore was not included, it was decided to add those
evaluations to the data base. Also, the condition of overlay treatments included in the
original research was updated through telephone calls to the contributing agencies.

As a result of these activities, the concrete overlay data base was increased by 77 individual
condition evaluations, an increase in the data base of 11.9%. In addition to the data from

agencies not heretofore included, updates were obtained from five of the original contributing
agencies. Because two-thirds of the new data was for overlays that had been in service for
10 years or more, the reliability of performance estimates for these later ages was enhanced.
Also, the distribution of condition data between LSDC and LMC overlays, which had been
weighted by about 5 to 3 in favor of LSDC, was brought into a more favorable balance.

The data base now includes 727 individual condition evaluations of 308 overlay treatments
(156 LSDC and 152 LMC) placed under the jurisdiction of 16 state and provincial agencies,
see Table 4.12 and 4.13.
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Table 4.12 Performance Data Summary For LSDC Overlays

Data Set Number of Date of Age Range Total

Agency Decks Overlay (yrs.) at Evaluations
Evaluation

14b IN 3 1978 2-7 6
14c IN 2 1983 2 2
14e IN 2 1977-79 4 2
15b IA 14 1965-72 4-17 58
15d IA 6 1980 I-8 22
15e IA 14 1973-78 6-15 41
16c KS 4 1976 1-9 33
16d KS 8 1978-80 6-13 44

23b MN 23 1975-77 4-6 23
23d MN 2 1975-76 4-16 5
25b MO 2 1977 1-7 10

27b NB 5 1971-76 1-19 6
32d NY 50 1979-81 3-10 99
32e NY 5 1976-80 4-13 24

36a OK 6 1972-77 8-17 18
47a WA 6 1979-83 3-7 6
P7a ONT 4 1976-77 1-15 42

TOTAL 156 441
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Table 4.13 Performance Data Summary for LMC Overlays

Da_ Set Number of Date of Age Range Total
Agency Decks Overlay (yrs.) at Evaluations

Evaluation

6a CO 1 1976 4 1

4a IN 5 1978 2-7 10
4d IN 2 1983 2 2
14f IN 12 1972-79 2-9 12
15c IA 2 1972-73 4-10 7
15f IA 1 1974 10-14 3

17a KY 1 1964 2-11 3
22a MI 34 1972-74 I-3 34
22b MI 15 1977-81 2-13 42
25a MO 2 1977 1-7 i0
27a NB 6 1975 1-15 33
32f NY 4 1976-77 1-14 25
35a OH 37 1973-76 1-4 37

38d PA 3 1978-80 2-10 9
46b VA 16 1974-88 2-20 16
47a WA 6 1979-84 2-7 6
P7b ONT 5 1976-78 2-15 36

TOTAL 152 286
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Estimates of overlay service life were based on extrapolations of the historical data to a
condition of 40% damage, damage being defined as the cumulative percent of the deck area
that is delaminated, spalled or patched. Unless otherwise indicated, patches were assumed to
be repaired spalls. The rationale for the condition indicators used and for the failure
criterion of 40% damage is given earlier. The estimated service lives of the overlays are
also taken to represent estimates of extended deck life.

Overlay condition data from the data base is summarized in Tables 4.14 and 4.15. Each
entry in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 represents the mean percent of deck area damaged for all of
the overlay treatments evaluated at each of the treatment ages indicated. These mean damage
values are presented in Figs. 4.12 through 4.14.

Scattergrams of the updated condition data through the 15th year are shown in Fig. 4.12 for
the LSDC, LMC, and all overlays combined. It was shown above, comparison of LMC and
LSDC Overlays, that the performance of overlays in individual data sets (i.e., condition data
from decks within the same study group for a single highway agency NYDOT) separated into
two performance groups:

Performance Group 1: consisting of all of the LMC overlays and some of the LSDC
and LMC overlays, in which the service life projections for individual data sets
ranged from 13 to 27 years (sound but chloride-contaminated concrete left-in-place);
and

Performance Group 2: consisting of four of the LSDC data sets and 1 LMC in which
the damage-time curves were so flat that services lives could not be projected
(damaged and sound concrete with potentials more negative than -350 mV CS).

What distinguished the two groups from one another was the amount of chloride-
contaminated concrete allowed to remain in contact with bar reinforcement in the substrate

and the emphasis given to preparation of the substrate surface prior to overlay.

Updated condition data for the Group 1 decks through the 15th year, differentiated by
overlay type, is shown in Fig. 4.13. These data suggest little difference between the
performance of LSDC and LMC overlays in the first 15 years of service, and particularly in
the first 10 years where the data are more abundant. Taking the two overlay types together:

1) a service life of 29.4 years is projected by straight-line, least squares
extrapolation; and

2) a service life of 18.2 years is projected by the best fit curvilinear function.
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Table 4.14 Average Condition of Overlays At Different Ages By Overlay Type

Age in LSDC LMC
Years

No. of Mean Deck No. of Mean Deck
Cond. Area % Cond. Area %

Evals. Damage Evals. Damage

1 19 0.06 50 0.07
2 15 0.11 46 0.15

3 17 0.70 29 1.53
4 48 0.94 27 3.81
5 38 1.01 16 2.73
6 49 2.45 11 2.22

7 29 5.73 28 5.40
8 55 5.38 17 16.20
9 39 8.24 15 10.83

10 50 7.61 11 10.00
11 21 13.85 11 16.90
12 19 5.07 4 11.92
13 10 10.48 4 23.95
14 14 14.27 6 17.26
15 10 16.80 5 17.80
16 2 11.65 5 1.92
17 3 10.55 0 --
18 0 -- 0 --

19 i 5.90 0 --
20 0 -- 1 2.60

439 286



Table 4.15 Average Condition of Overlays At Different Ages By Performance Group

Age Group 1 LSDC Group 1 LMC Group 2

No. of Mean Deck No. of Mean Deck No. of Mean Deck

Points Area Points Area Points Area

Damaged % Damaged % Damaged %

1 13 0.09 50 0.07 6 0
2 15 0.11 45 0.15 I 0
3 13 0.92 29 1.53 4 0
4 18 1.69 26 3.96 31 0.48

5 13 2.76 16 2.73 25 0.10
6 19 6.23 11 2.22 30 0.05
7 25 6.61 27 5.69 5 0.16
8 24 11.09 15 16.99 33 1.52
9 26 11.90 15 10.83 13 0.92

10 25 13.59 9 12.21 27 1.50
11 22 13.85 9 20.60 2 0.25
12 11 8.24 4 11.92 9 1.55
13 10 10.48 4 23.95 0 -
14 10 18.61 6 17.26 4 3.41

15 10 16.80 4 22.25 1 0
16 2 10.65 0 -- 5 1.92
17 3 10.55 0 -- 0 --
18 0 -- 0 -- 0 --
19 I 5.90 0 -- 0 --

20 0 -- 0 -- 1 2.60

260 270 197
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Both straight-line and curved functions are given in Fig. 4.13 because it is not yet clear from
experience whether the decay curve for overlays should be characterized by a straight line, as
suggested by the performance curves of individual data sets, or by a curved line of increasing
slope, as has been the experience with untreated decks. A modest argument in favor of the
latter could be made on the basis of the slightly higher R2 provided by the curved function of
0.92 vs. 0.81 for the straight line. Until this issue is clarified, the best estimate for the mean
service life of Group 1 overlays, in the absence of local experience to the contrary, is the
average of the two extrapolated values, or about 24 years.

Updated condition data for the Group 2 decks through the twentieth year is shown in Fig.
4.14 superimposed on a 50-year service life trend line, the traditional "default" value for
bridge designers. The Group 2 decks include four data sets of LSDC overlays and one of
LMC overlays, a total of 197 individual condition data points. While these data don't lend
themselves to realistic extrapolation, it is safe to say that the service life of the Group 2
overlays will exceed those in Group 1 significantly, and that a service life of 50 years is a
possibility.

Membrane Systems

As noted earlier, it became apparent at a point in the investigation that performance
information of the type and quantity necessary to make service life estimates was lacking for
many of the technique-bridge element combinations of interest. A decision was made to
concentrate the analysis of historical data on those techniques for which ample data seemed
available at the time, including waterproofing membranes. Specifically, the investigation was
to be limited to the three proprietary preformed membrane systems thought to represent the
majority of those in common use, Heavy Duty Bituthene, Protecto Wrap, and Royston 10,
10A and 10AR.

The number applications of these membrane types are presented in Table B-4, Appendix B,
and are summarized below: identified:

Membrane Agencies Applications
...........................................

Heavy Duty Bituthene 5 15
Protectro Wrap 3 6
Royston Bridge Membrane 7 36
10, 10A and 10AR
Total: 57

Table B-4, Appendix B, also presents the number of applications for which different
performance measurements were collected:
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Number of

Type of Data Applications;
..............................

Chlorides 6

Half-Cell Potentials 15

Delaminations 8

Resistivity 21

Admittedly, membrane system present peculiar evaluation problems. There is presently no
good method of measuring the chloride or moisture permeability of waterproofing
membranes in-situ. Electrical resistivity, by far the most common evaluation technique
applied for raembrane techniques, is difficult to interpret in terms of either continued
effectiveness of the membrane or protection provided to the deck beneath. Delamination
measuremenl:s through a membrane/asphalt overlay system is likewise subject to errors of
interpretation (4).

Because of the scarcity of data on membrane performance, in terms of the performance
indicators, filrther evaluation of membranes was deferred. However, the service life of
preformed rnembranes has been investigated in SHRP C-101 (22).

Conclusions

The following specific conclusions are drawn from the analysis of historical data:

1. Quantitative performance data for most of the protection, repair, and rehabilitation
techniques under consideration is either non-existent or sparse. Sufficient data for
reaso:aed estimates of service life exists for untreated decks, LSDC overlaid decks
and I,MC overlaid decks.

2. The elements of a two-dimension matrix for characterizing the chloride environment
of concrete bridges, mean annual snowfall and AADT, correlate significantly with
estimates of chloride accumulation at 0.5 in (13 ram) below the surface of decks in
New York State. Mean annual snowfall alone was nearly as good a predictor
(r=0.74) as snowfall and AADT taken together (r=0.76). When small differences
among the ages of the decks were considered, the correlation increased (r=0.80).

3. The zverage service live of untreated decks in New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia
was estimated from age-at-overlay data to be respectively 15.9, 23.3 and 36.0 years.
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The means and variances of these service lives correlated negatively with estimated
highway salt usage by these states and with the mean annual snowfall associated with
each group of decks.

4. Studies of the performance of LSDC and LMC overlays fell into two very distinct
groups. The estimated mean service life of one of these groups, LSDC and LMC
combined, is 24 years. The mean service life of the other group, LSDC overlays
only, is estimated to be 50 years. The difference between the groups is the amount of
sound chloride contaminated concrete left-in-place.

5. No correlation was found between environmental factors (mean annual snowfall, mean
annual temperature, and AADT) and the performance of either LSDC or LMC
overlays.
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Part II: Development of Service Lifie

Performance Models



5

Introduction

Results of preliminary studies presented in Chapter 3 identified 16 method-concrete-bridge-
element combinations within the mainstream of concrete bridge corrosion protection, repair,
and rehabilitation activities. In addition, it was demonstrated that MAS could be used to

characterize the corrosion severity exposure conditions for concrete bridges in the US.
The historical data analyses presented in Chapter 4, showed that data for service life
estimates were only available for three of the 16 mainstream method-element combinations,
untreated decks and LSDC and LMC deck overlays. For untreated decks, it was shown that
service life is a function of MAS, a surrogate measurement of the diffusion equilibrium
constant, Co.

For LSDC and LMC overlays where the sound chloride-contaminated concrete was left-in-

place, service life was not influenced by the severity of the chloride environment but by the
amount and contamination level of the concrete left-in-place. When most or all of the sound
chloride-contaminated concrete was removed the estimated service life for LSDC overlays at
least doubled from 24 to 50 years. The service life of these decks would be controlled by the
diffusion rate of chlorides through the cover concrete (combination of LSDC and original
concrete). Diffusion would also control for cases where the concrete covering the top
reinforcing layer is removed and replaced (patching, encasement, and overlays) and for
protection methods (sealers, membranes, polymer concrete overlays, and coatings) which
would all have some chloride leakage factor. Thus, a performance model based on the
diffusion rate of chlorides through concrete could be used to estimate the service life of the

remaining 13 element-method combinations except for epoxy injection which may be
controlled by corrosion rate or some adhesive/cohesive property. For this reason, service
life of epoxy injection was not pursued any further.

Cady and Weyers (3,4) demonstrated the applicability of a performance model for estimating
the service life of concrete bridge elements exposed to chloride environments. The model is
composed of five distinct parts:
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1) Early damage related to construction defects: subsidence (transverse) cracking.

2) Diffusion of the chloride through sound concrete and initiation of corrosion at
a depth of reinforcing steel equal to the initial observable level of damage:
cover depth of 2.5 % of the reinforcing steel.

3) Corrosion of 2.5% of the steel and subsequent spalling.

4) Damage of concrete (spalling plus delaminations) until the cumulative damage
reaches the end-of-functional service life (EFSL) of the concrete bridge
element.

5) Level of cumulative damage equal to the EFSL.

The model is referred to as the diffusion, cracking, deterioration model (DCDM).

Another approach is to set the percent surface damage defined as EFSL equal to the cover
depth percent of the first layer of reinforcing steel that caused the EFSL surface damage.
Since the reinforcing steel cover depth is normally distributed (4), the depth of the steel for
EFSL can be easily calculated from pachometer readings. This model would be composed of
only two distinctive parts:

1) Diffusion of chlorides to the depth of reinforcing steel equal to EFSL and
subsequent corrosion initiation.

2) Corrosion of the reinforcing steel at the depth of EFSL until damage occurs
(spalling of the cover concrete).

This model will be referred to as the diffusion spalling model (DSM). The Cady and
Weyers DCDM contains theoretical and empirical relationships. Early subsidence damage is
based on an empirical probability function. Diffusion of chlorides through concrete uses
Fick's Law and the time for cracking to occur is based on a set of unvalidated theoretical
equations (4). Rate of damage, 2.1% of the surface area of decks, is based on observations
of 249 Pennsylvania decks (15), as is the level of cumulative surface damage equal to the
EFSL, 40% of the total deck surface. The damage rate and EFSL were somewhat verified
in the Chapter 4 and 3, respectively.

The objective of Part II of this study is to develop a concrete bridge corrosion performance
model which may be used to estimate the service life of existing and newly developed
methods for protecting, repairing, and rehabilitating concrete bridge elements exposed to
chloride environments. The development of the model, consisted of three tasks:

1) Defining the EFSL cumulative damage level for concrete bridge elements.
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2) Determining chloride diffusion parameters for the various environmental
exposure conditions in the U.S.

3) Determining the relationship between corrosion rate and time to damage.
The final task validated the model. The following chapters present the above four tasks:
Chapter 6: End of Functional Service of Concrete Bridge Components, Chapter 7: Effective
Chloride Diffusion Constants for Concrete Bridges, Chapter 8: Interpretation of Rate of
Corrosion Measurements, and Chapter 9: Validation of Service Life Performance Model.
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6

End of Functional Service Life of Concrete Bridge
Components

Introduction

This part of the report describes a study to define the end of functional service life (EFSL)
for reinforced concrete bridge components that deteriorate as a result of reinforcing steel
corrosion that is induced by exposure to chloride salts.

The progression of events of the corrosion damage are cracks, delaminations, spalls, and
patches on the concrete surface. As physical damage accumulates, the riding surface of the
deck and the aesthetic appearance of the entire structure become impaired, reducing the
functional service life of the bridge. If allowed to continue for many years, reinforcing
corrosion can threaten the structural integrity of the bridge.

"The EFSL" is defined as that point in the life of a bridge component when the surface
deterioration has become so severe that rehabilitation is necessary. For concrete bridge
decks, rehabilitation is defined as patching deteriorated areas and overlaying the deck with a
new riding surface. For concrete substructure components, rehabilitation is defined as
patching and encasement.

The Bridge Management Systems draft report published by FHWA (23) summarizes five
studies that related condition ratings of decks to deck age. The studies were conducted by
the Wisconsin DOT (24), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1985) (25), the
Transportation Systems Center (1985) (26), the New York State DOT (27), and the Bridge
Management System Demonstration Project (1987) (23). In each study, deck condition
ratings were correlated to deck age for large samples of bridge decks. State DOTs typically
assign a condition rating to a bridge after an inspection. The FHWA rating scale is from
zero to nine, with nine meaning "excellent condition" (28). To use the deterioration curves
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to define the EFSL, a terminal condition would have to be designated (23). For example, a
rating of four on a scale of zero to nine could be chosen as indicating the need for
rehabilitation. The corresponding age at rehabilitation could then be determined from the
deterioration curve. Unfortunately, choosing a terminal condition rating would be subjective,
because engiaeers do not base their condition ratings on quantifiable criteria. Thus, it is
questionable whether the deterioration curves could provide realistic estimates of the age
when rehabilitation should occur.

A literature review revealed several initial efforts to define the service life of concrete bridge
components {11,3,29). Each of those efforts related physical damage or some surrogate
parameter to the EFSL.

In the survey of 30 materials and bridge engineers (1), deck diagrams showing three
distributions ,of spalling were presented to the respondents: "spalling in random locations,"
"spalling in several areas," and "spalling in a single area". For each distribution, ten
different percentages of spalling were identified, ranging from 0.04 to 8.00% of the deck
area.

Responses to the survey suggested that overlay of the entire surface is appropriate when
spalling attains a level somewhere between 2.0 and 4.0% of the deck area. "These results
are based on only one deterioration indicator (spalls). Since five deterioration indicators may
be present on a deck, it is more realistic to define the service life endpoint based on an
aggregate of indicators, i.e., "total damage".

In 1984, Cady and Weyers (3) estimated the mean damage-at-overlay to be 38.1% for a
sample of 16!) decks in Pennsylvania. This estimate was based on the application of chloride
diffusion and corrosion theory considerations plus empirical data from the decks. As
presented in Chapter 3 of this report, the mean damage-at-overlay for some of the decks in
the New York data set was 22.0% for those decks. These two estimates of mean damage-at-
overlay, 38.1% and 22.0%, differ significantly. In addition, the estimates are based on
decks from only two states, and thus may not be applicable to decks in all snowbelt states.
In summary, although several studies have been conducted to define the end of service life
for concrete bridge decks, most of them were based on investigating decks in few states.
Also, there were no studies found that attempted to define the end of service life for piers or
abutments.

The mean age-at-overlay for different states was investigated by Cady and Weyers (29). The
study concluded that the mean age-at-overlay in Michigan is 39 years, New York 16 years,
Pennsylvania 23 years, and Virginia 34 years, with an overall mean of 28 years. The mean
age-at overlay varies because of environmental conditions and local maintenance policies.

As of 1990, there was no consensus within the bridge engineering community regarding the
level of physical damage that justifies rehabilitation. Decisions about rehabilitation were
made by individuals or small groups within each state. The physical condition of bridges
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recommended for rehabilitation varied considerably from one locality to another. Defining
the end of functional service life is important because it helps in prioritizing bridge
rehabilitation needs effectively at the project and network levels. It also allows maintenance
engineers to evaluate bridge treatments based on life cycle cost. The engineering and
economic consequences of not having well defined endpoints of functional service life for
concrete bridge components have been recognized by the transportation engineering
community.

The objective of this part of the study was to define the EFSL for concrete bridge
components. Only non-rehabilitated, simply-reinforced concrete bridge components that
were deteriorating as a result of exposure to de-icing salts were studied. The damage level
that justifies rehabilitation was to be defined quantitatively, in terms of the percentage of the
component surface area damaged. It was expected that the terminal damage level for each
component would be based on a range of percent damage, rather than a single value. The
bridge components studied were decks, piers (caps and columns), and abutments. Concrete
beams were excluded because they are normally prestressed members, and thus are outside
the scope of this study.

The approach used to accomplish the objective consisted of two tasks: preparing the
component maps, and distributing and analyzing the survey. The survey damage maps could
have been made either artificially, as reported in Chapter 3, or from existing bridges which
have reached the end of their functional service life. The latter method was used to insure

that the opinion survey was based on realistic physical damage patterns.

Terminal damage levels were determined from an opinion survey of state Department of
Transportation (DOT) bridge engineers who make bridge rehabilitation decisions. A field
survey of 18 existing concrete bridges that had been designated for rehabilitation within the
last year was conducted to develop concrete bridge component maps showing areas of
physical damage. Deck damage maps were produced using a ground-based photogrammetry
system developed in this study, while pier and abutment damage maps were drawn by hand
in the field. Survey Kits based on the component damage maps were distributed to bridge
engineers in 25 states that use de-icing salts. The engineers evaluated the maps and
recommended when each component should be, or should have been, rehabilitated. Based on
the engineers' responses, linear regression prediction models were developed to relate the
recommended bridge component rehabilitation time point to the physical damage level.
Based on the prediction models, two viable terminal damage levels for concrete bridge decks,
and a partial terminal damage level for concrete bridge piers, were quantified.

Development of a Method For Mapping Bridge Deck Damage

A photography-based method for mapping bridge decks was developed in this study. The
method consisted of two procedures: use of a ground-based photogrammetry system (camera
system) to take photographs of the damaged deck areas; and use of a digitizer, ERDAS
imaging software, and a rectification program to produce plan view deck maps from the deck
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photographs (30,31).

The camera .,;ystem consisted of a 35 mm camera pointed at the deck from a fixed height of
12 ft (3.7 m) above the deck surface. The procedure for using the system involved marking
damaged deck areas with paint, placing photographic reference control points on the deck,
and taking a series of deck photographs. Each photograph covered a portion of the deck
defined by four control points arranged in a rectangular pattern, with a fifth control point
placed inside the rectangle such that it would appear near the center of ther resultant
photograph. My moving the camera system along the length of the deck, photographs were
taken to reco:rd the entire deck surface.

Rather than t:._avingthe optical axis of the camera normal to the deck surface (vertical
photograph), the camera was tilted at a fixed angle (oblique photograph) to increase the
photographic field of coverage (32). For each resultant photograph, the oblique (tilted) deck
damage images were digitized to create a computer data file containing sets of x and y
coordinate pairs which defined each image. A rectification program written by Johnson (33)
was used to transform the data file oblique image coordinates to horizontal (plan view) image
coordinates. The rectification transformation was based on the photograph tilt angle
computed from the coordinates of the digitized fifth (center) control point that appeared in
each photograph. The horizontal image coordinate files were linked together to create a
coordinate file for the whole deck. The deck coordinate file consisting of vector data was
converted to a file consisting of raster (pixel) data using ERDAS commands (34). The raster
deck files we:re then printed using a color Tektronix Ink-Jet printer.

The camera system had to address two requirements. First, it had to provide a sufficient
field of coverage. Second, the images in each photograph had to be large enough that they
could be digitized with sufficient accuracy to produce a reasonably accurate plan view map.

The field of coverage was determined by whether vertical or oblique photographs were
taken, and the. type of photograph is determined by the orientation of the optical axis of the
camera. For a vertical photograph, the optical axis of the camera is perpendicular to the
object plane being photographed. The resultant field of coverage is a rectangular area, with
dimensions proportional to the dimensions of the film negative. For a 35mm camera, the
nominal negal:ive dimensions are 35ram by 24mm. Thus, the field of coverage using a
35mm camera is a rectangular area, with the coverage depth-to-width ratio of 35 to 24, (1.46
to 1).

For an oblique photograph, the camera is tilted so that the angle between the optical axis and
the object plane is less than 90°. The resultant field of coverage is trapezoidal in shape and
its dimension:; are based on the extent to which the focal axis is tilted from vertical, the tilt
angle (co) (34). The greater the tilt angle, the greater the depth of coverage, but the smaller
the image dimensions. The photographic technique developed in this study used oblique
photography to extend the field of coverage.
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The field of coverage is a function of two spatial camera parameters: the height of the
camera above the object plane, and the tilt angle. A third critical parameter is the focal
length of the camera lens. A lens having a short focal length, such as 28 mm, produces a
photograph with a large field of coverage, but with small images. A "zoom" lens having a
long focal length, such as 70 mm, produces a photograph having larger images, but with a
smaller field of coverage. Thus, the task of developing a photographic technique involved
balancing three system parameters: camera height, tilt angle, and focal length.

All of the bridges that were evaluated had two traffic lanes. Each deck was be mapped by
blocking traffic from one lane and shoulder, marking and photographing the damaged areas,
and then repeating the process on the other lane and shoulder. A typical traffic lane is 12 ft
(3.7 m) wide, and most shoulders are no more than 10 ft (3.0 m) wide. Thus, the minimum
allowable width of coverage for the camera system was 22 ft (6.7 m). In addition, it was
desirable to have the greatest possible depth of coverage in each photograph to maintain a
deck survey time of one working day. It was estimated that there would not be sufficient
time to set up and take more than 30 deck photographs within the typical 6-hour traffic
stoppage period. Since two series of photographs (one for each lane) would be needed to
record the damaged condition of each deck, and with a maximum expected deck length of
300 ft (91 m), 20 ft (6.1 m) was chosen as the working depth of coverage. Thus, the
working field of coverage was set at 22 ft (6.7 m) wide by 20 ft (6.1 m) deep.

The next step was to identify potential combinations of camera height, tilt angle, and focal
length that would provide the working field of coverage. Camera height was determined
first. While it was desirable to elevate the camera as high as possible to increase the field of
coverage, the camera operator would need to stand on an elevated platform to focus the lens
and release the shutter. A camera height of 12 ft (3.7 m) was chosen, because it was
considered feasible to build and transport a tripod and platform to accommodate a camera at
this height.

Next, the three common camera lens focal lengths were considered: 28ram, 50ram, and
70ram. The field of coverage was calculated for all possible focal length and tilt angle
combinations (F/T combinations). The tilt angles that were found to yield a depth of
coverage of at least 20 ft (6.1 m) for the 28 mm, 50 mm, and 70 mm focal lenses were 36"
to 66", 51" to 75", and 60" to 78 °, respectively. Photographs of test objects were taken
using these focal length to tilt angle (F/T) combinations to determine the accuracy of the
resultant rectified images for each combination.

To achieve reasonable map accuracy, it was necessary for the damaged area images in the
deck photographs to appear at a large enough scale that they could be digitized with an
acceptable accuracy. Thus, it was necessary to balance the extended field of coverage
provided by a large tilt angle with a larger image size provided by a small tilt angle.

It is important to emphasize that legitimate survey responses could have been obtained
without a high level of map accuracy, since the engineers would base their evaluations on
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the component map damaged areas regardless of how closely they matched the actual deck
damaged areas. The purpose of producing the maps based on existing bridge information
was simply to get realistic representations of damage. Still, it was considered important for
the mapping method to produce reasonably accurate maps, because such a method could have
importance beyond the needs of this study. For example, state DOTs could consider using
the method t_ map bridge decks during routine inspections and rehabilitation quantity
estimates. Because of this potential use, minimizing the map misrepresentation error was a
criterion used in selecting the photographic technique.

Potential sources of misrepresentation error were identified for the mapping method, such as
disagreement between the locations of control points and their measured coordinates, internal
misalignments and distortions within the camera, variances in camera lens focal length,
human error of digitizing the photograph image, blockiness associated with rasterization, and
limited printer resolution. Control point and digitizing errors are random, while the other
errors are likely to be systematic. Systematic errors are consistently positive or negative.
For example., since a raster-based image is blocky compared to the vector-based image from
which it was produced, the rasterization process tends to cause only positive errors (increases
in surface area).

Because a high quality camera was used, it was expected that the camera errors would be
negligible. Also, the true camera lens fixed focal length were calculated from photograph
image dimenstions of objects photographed at a measured distance.

Since it would be difficult to accurately estimate the value of each error, the total
misrepresentation error from all sources was calculated for each potential F/T combination.
The procedure involved taking photographs of test objects, digitizing and rectifying the
photograph test object images, and calculating the surface areas of the rectified images. The
misrepresentation error was determined by comparing the known surface areas of the test
objects to the: calculated surface areas of the rectified test object images.

System OpJmization and Field Evaluation

The total misrepresentation error was determined by photographing paper circles having a
diameter of 13.5 in (34.3 cm). The resultant surface area of each circle, one square foot
(930 cm2), is comparable to the smallest spall that is normally found on a bridge deck.

Photographs were taken in an indoor recreation facility, with the camera mounted to
scaffolding al: a height of 12 ft (3.7 m) above the floor. To simulate a lane and shoulder of a
bridge deck, surveying ribbon was taped on the floor to define a rectangular area of 22 ft
(6.7 m) wide by 100 ft (30.5 m) long. Simulated spalls (paper circles) were placed every
3.3 ft (1 m) along the length of the deck, and the scaffolding to which the camera was
mounted was placed at one end of the simulated deck surface. A Minolta X-700 camera was
used to take photographs of the simulated deck using the F/T combinations presented earlier.
Photographs were taken at increments of 3 ° of tilt angle; for example, using a 28ram lens,
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photographs were taken at tilt angles of 39 ° to 66 ° at increments of 3 °. A total of 10
photographs were taken using a 28 mm lens, nine using a 50 mm lens, and seven using a 70
mm lens.

Of the resultant photographs, those taken using the 50 mm lens and 70 mm lens were
immediately eliminated from consideration because the minimum width of coverage occurred
at distances of 30 ft (9.1 m) or greater from the base of the camera mount. The photograph
images of circles at these distances were very small, and thus would be difficult to digitize
accurately. Of the photographs using the 28 mm lens, those using tilt angles of 51 ° and 54 °
most clearly presented the circle images and had acceptable fields of coverage.
Misrepresentation errors were calculated for both of these photographs to determine the best
F/T combination.

The two photographs, taken using a 28 mm lens at tilt angles of 51 ° and 54 °, were enlarged
to 8 in x 10 in (20 cm x 25 cm) size to make digitizing easier. Six image coordinate files
for each photograph were produced by repeatedly digitizing the photographs. Thus, there
were six computed surface areas for the rectified representation of each circle that appeared
in the photographs. The mean of the six computed surface areas was determined for each
circle.

In both photographs, the minimum width of coverage 22-ft (6.7 m) occurred at a distance of
13 ft (4.0 m) from the base of the camera mount. Thus, the effective depth of coverage
began at a near distance of 13 ft (4 rn). In the photograph with a tilt angle of 51 °, circles
could be seen up to a far distance of about 40 ft (12.2 m) from the camera. The effective
depth of coverage is computed as the difference between the far distance and the near
distance, in this example, 27 ft (8 m). Table 6.1 presents the mean of six computed surface
areas for the rectified circles at three distances D from the near distance. The two F/T
combinations proved to be of similar merit.

While the mean surface area at D = 25 ft (7.6 m) is noticeably higher for the photograph
using a 54 ° tilt angle, the misrepresentation errors within the chosen depth of field of 20 ft
(6. i m) are about the same for the two photographs (close to 20%). Still, when the rectified
raster files were viewed on a computer monitor, it was observed that the rectified circles
from the 51 ° tilt angle photograph were somewhat less distorted in appearance than those
from the 54 ° photograph. This difference in appearance is not surprising, because the circle
images were slightly larger in the 51 ° tilt angle photograph than they were in the 54 °
photograph, meaning that the random digitizing errors were probably smaller for the 51 ° tilt
angle photograph. Thus, the field survey deck photographs were taken using a 28 mm lens
at a nominal tilt angle of 51 °
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Table 6.1 Misrepresentation Error Data for Two Potential F/T Combinations

Lens Camera Mean Computed Area of Circles at D =
Focal Tilt

Length Angle 15 ft 20 ft 25 ft
(") fit=) fit-') (ft'-)

28nun 51 1.19 1.17 1.21

28mm 54 1.20 I. 17 1.29

All of the mean computed surface areas shown in Table 6.1 are greater than one ft2 (929
cm'-), the actual size of the circles. Also, for each photograph the misrepresentation error is
greater for the circles farthest from the camera. Thus, it is probable that the primary source
of misrepresentation error is the rasterization process, which tends to increase the surface
areas of vector-based images, and that the secondary source of error is the digitizing process.

The test photograph oblique image coordinate files were rasterized using a pixel size of 0.01
ft x 0.01 ft ('9.003 m x 0.003 m). The resultant rectified pixel files were viewed on a high
resolution computer monitor. Later in the study, when the deck maps were being printed, it
was discovered that the resolution of the printer was considerably less than the resolution of
the computer monitor. Due to limited printer resolution, using pixel sizes smaller than 0.04
ft x 0.04 ft (0.012 m x 0.012 m) yielded no improvement in map accuracy. Accordingly, a
pixel size of 0.04 ft x 0.04 ft (0.012 m x 0.012 m) was used for rasterization.

Since a larger pixel size was used, the misrepresentation error for the maps was slightly
greater than the errors shown in Table 6. I. To estimate the error for the deck maps, two of
the rectified image coordinate files for the 28 ram/51 ° test photograph were rasterized using
a pixel size of 0.04 ft x 0.04 ft (0.012 m x 0.012 m). The mean of two computed surface
areas for circles at D = 20 ft (6.1 m) was 1.24 ft-' (0.12 m2), slightly higher than the
computed 1.17 ft2 ( 0.11 m2) from Table 7.1. The increase in mean computed surface area
corresponding to a larger specified pixel size indicates that rasterization errors are systematic
and positive. Based on the computed mean surface area of 1.24 ft _-(0.12 m2), it is estimated
that the maximum mean misrepresentation error for the deck maps produced in this study is
about 24% for a 1 ft2 (0.093 m2) area.

While this error may seem large, it is important to realize that the damaged areas found on
bridge decks typically have surface areas much greater than one square foot (0.093 mZ).
Thus, a maximum error of 24% for a small area would probably mean that the average error
for all damaged areas would be less, perhaps 10% to 15%. Also, the bridge maps produced
in this study were printed at a small scale for practical reasons, and thtls a 24% difference in
surface area on a one-square-foot (0.093 m 2) spall was difficult to detect on the final maps.
Finally, this misrepresentation error cotuld be reduced by using a higher-resolution printer.

A tripod was built to hold the camera at a fixed nominal tilt angle of 51" Since the actual
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tilt angle would vary slightly for each photograph due to a lack of rigidity in the 12-ft (3.7
m) tripod, the tilt angle was calculated for each photograph using a rectification program.
To facilitate this calculation, a control point was placed on the deck at a specified distance
from the base of the camera mount, so that it would appear in the center of each photograph.
The control point was digitized along with the other photograph images to put an x and y
coordinate for the control point in the data file. The coordinates for the control point were
read by the rectification program, and compared to the coordinates of the true center of the
photograph to calculate the actual tilt angle. For all of the field survey deck photographs,
the center control point was placed on the deck 14.8 ft (4.5 m) from the base of the camera
mount, since the optical axis of a camera elevated 12 ft (3.7 m) at a tilt angle of 51 ° would
intersect the deck surface at this distance.

The camera system selected for this study consisted of a 35 mm camera mounted at a height
of 12 ft (3.7 m) from the deck surface, aimed downward with its optical axis tilted 51 ° from
vertical, and equipped with a 28 mm focal length lens. A digitizer, ERDAS software, and a
rectification program were used to produce plan view maps from the oblique deck
photographs taken using the camera system. This method was used in a field survey of 18
concrete bridges to develop maps of deteriorated decks, piers, and abutments. The maps,
which showed the areas of corrosion-induced physical damage, were used as the basis for the
opinion survey of bridge engineers. Deck damage maps were produced using the
photographic mapping method, while damage maps for piers and abutments were hand
drawn.

The field study was preceded by the following preparation activities: criteria were developed
for the bridges that would be studied, and State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) were
asked to identify candidate bridges meeting the specified criteria. It was important for each
bridge to show significant physical damage caused by the corrosion of steel in concrete. The
deck condition was chosen as the damage criterion for the bridge selection because the deck
was considered to be the bridge component that typically requires rehabilitation first. To
insure that each deck would show significant damage, only decks that had been designated
for rehabilitation by State Highway Personal within the past year were considered. In
addition, each deck had to have a concrete riding surface to be within the scope of the study.

Only two-lane bridges less than 300 feet tong were considered for study because it was
estimated that bridges having additional lanes or longer spans would be difficult to map in
one day, the desired mapping time period. Also, a majority of bridges fall into the category
of two-lane bridges under 300 feet.

Candidate bridges were sought from eight states, because it was considered important to
include bridges from different geographic locations and environmental exposure conditions in
order that the resulting damage maps would represent a realistic sample of the deteriorated
bridge components that exist in the United States.

Letters requesting identification of 10 to 36 candidate bridges were sent to the Departments
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of Transpo_ttion of Maryland, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
Virginia, and Wisconsin. The following information was requested for each bridge.

1. The name of the bridge and its location shown on a county map.
2. A description of the components designated for rehabilitation.
3. The date the bridge was constructed and put into service.
4. The mean annual snowfall and the traffic volume.

5. The approximate date of the scheduled rehabilitation work.

No candidate bridges were identified by Maryland, New York, or West Virginia. The
candidate bridges identified by the remaining five states were considered for preliminary site
visits.

Visits were made to approximately 60 candidate bridges in the states of Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin, from which 18 bridges were chosen. The visits were
made to dete:rmine accuracy of the submitted information, working safety concerns, and the
condition of 1:hesubstructure components.

The 18 candidate bridges were selected for study based on the following considerations:
observations made during the preliminary site visits, geographic distribution of the bridges
among the five states, distribution of the bridges among ranges of environmental severity,
and traffic volume.

A nine cell field study matrix was developed based on groupings of mean annual snow
(MAS) and average annual daily traffic (AADT): MAS, 0 - 20, > 20 -50, and > 50 in/yr
(0 - 51, > 51 - 127, and > 127 cm/yr, respectively) and AADT, 0 - 8000, > 8000 -
16000, and > 16000 vehicles/day. The groupings for MAS were derived from Fig. 2.5,
while the groupings for AADT were based primarily on judgement.

Efforts were made to select a set of study bridges that would be evenly distributed among the
nine cells. Fig. 6.1 presents the resultant study matrix for the 18 bridges that were
surveyed. The abbreviated names for the bridges are based on the state and order of
inspection; for example, VA-1 was the first Virginia bridge inspected. As shown in Fig.
6.1, an equal distribution of bridges (two per cell) was not achieved from the list of
candidates. Few of the candidate bridges had an AADT greater than 15,000 vehicles per
day. Howew_.r, the bridges were well distributed among ranges of snowfall, and thus a
reasonable overall distribution was achieved. Table 6.2 presents the location, AADT, and
MAS for each bridge included in the field study.

The damage surveys consisted of mapping all damage found on the decks, piers, and
abutments of the 18 bridges presented in Table 6.2. Traffic control was provided by each
State DOT. For decks, hammers and drag chains were used to locate delaminated areas,
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Snowfall

(In./Yr. )

PA-I OH-5
> 50 OH-4

MI-3 OH-6

PA-2 WI-2
MI-I

> 20 - 50 MI-2 WI-3
OH-3

WI-I WI-4

VA-I OH-I
0 - 20 VA-3

VA-2 OH-2

0 - 8000 > 8000 - > 16000
16000

Average Annual Daily Traffic
(Vehicles/Day)

Fig. 6.1 Field Study Matrix For Distribution Bridges
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Table 6.2 Description of the Eighteen Bridges Evaluated

S_ste/Name County Est. Est.
Located Description of Bridge AADT MAS

VA-I Smyth 1-81 NB over Rte. F-010 8600 < 20

VA-2 Rockbridge 1-81 SB over Route 710 12500 < 20

VA-3 Fauquier Rte. 17 over Crooked Run 5200 < 20

PA-1 Eric 1-79 NB over Camp Road 5600 100

PA-2 Lozerne SR 3034 over i-81 2500 50

MI-1 Allegan N. Shore Dr. over 1-196 4500 40

MI-2 Clinton State Rd. over US-127 3300 40

MI-3 Gratiot US-27 NB over Polk Rd. 5400 76

WI-1 Dane Maple Grove Rd. over !-90 100 42

WI-2 Dane US-14 EB over McCoy Rd. 4000 42

WI-3 Columbia CTH-O over STH-78 300 42

WI-4 Columbia STH-60 over Wis. River 2600 42

OH-I Ross Rte. °.23EB over US-50 15400 15

OH-2 Ross Rte. 23 WB over US-50 15400 15

OH-3 Franklin Winchester Pike over USR-33 11500 22

OH-4 Lorain Rte. 2 over SR-58 31500 60

OH-5 Lorain Rte. 20 over Railroad 13600 60

OH-6 Lorain Rte. 20 over Grafion Rd. 15500 60

Note: AADT = Average Annual Daily Traffic (Vehicles/Day)
MAS = Mean Annual Snowfall (Inches/Year).

which were outlined on the deck surface using lumber crayon. Different colors of temporary
water-based paint were used to outline spalls, delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. Photographs were then taken to record the painted damaged areas. Five
reference control points were placed on the deck for each photograph to define the field of
coverage. _Lch control point was a flat square piece of wood, 6 in x 6 in (15 cm x 15 cm),
with its center marked by crossed lines. For each deck portion, two photographs were taken
using the camera system developed for this study; photographs were taken at 20 ft (6.1 m)
intervals along each lane of the deck. It typically took about six hours to map an entire deck
using the described procedure.

Maps showin;g cracks, spalls, and concrete patches on substructure components were drawn
by hand, since the relatively small component surface areas did not necessitate the use of
photography. In addition, it was not feasible to map piers using photography because the
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workers were unable to reach damaged areas to mark them with paint without some type of
elevating equipment. Delaminated areas were not identified due to the lack of access. For
piers, all column and pier cap surfaces were mapped except for the top of the cap, which
could not be seen. The abutment surfaces that were mapped were the breast wall, beam seat,
and back wall.

The procedures described in the previous sections were used to map the decks, piers and
abutments of all 18 bridges. After the field work was completed, plan view maps were
printed and were used as the basis for the bridge engineers' opinion survey. Conducting the
opinion survey of bridge engineers involved the completion of three tasks: printing
component maps from the field photographs and drawings; designing the survey questionaire
kits; and distributing Survey Kits to engineers.

Deck maps were produced from the deck photographs using the previously described
procedures. For decks, eight colors were chosen to represent spalls, delaminations, cracks,
asphalt patches, concrete patches, border and joint lines, "white" lane lines, and "yellow"
lane lines. The background deck color was white. A literature review was conducted to
select colors for the maps that would be individually distinguishable, without having some of
the colors overpowering others to the point of biasing the respondents. For example, objects
colored red (an advancing color) tend to be more noticeable than objects colored blue ( a
retreating color) (35). More generally, it is common knowledge that objects having light
colors appear to be relatively larger than objects having dark colors (35). In additon, efforts
were made to avoid map color combinations that might be confusing to some respondents.
Glas et al., citing other research (36, 37), state that "about 8 to 10% of adult males
(caucasian)" in this country "are color defective", and thus have difficulty distinguishing
between certain colors (38). Thus, the deck map colors were selected based on the following
criteria: colors distinguishable by brightness, avoid colors that could bias the respondents,
and avoid potentially confusing color combinations. The colors chosen for the deck maps are
presented in Table 6.3.

The maps were printed using a Tektronix Ink-Jet printer. An example deck map is presented
at the back of this report.

It was observed during the field work that most of the bridges showed relatively less damage
on the substructure components than on the deck. Of the substructure components surveyed
for damage, only 11 piers and six abutments were considered to have enough damage to be
included in the survey. The hand-drawn field maps for these 17 components were re-drawn
using AutoCAD software.

A Survey Kit to be distributed to bridge engineers was designed based on the component
damage maps. The purpose of the Survey Kit was to obtain damage map evaluations that
could be used to quantify terminal damage levels for concrete bridge components. An
important consideration was the type of responses that should be elicited to achieve this
purpose. One type of response would be a condition rating, which is how engineers typically
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evaluate bridges during an inspection. Unfortunately, while consistent with engineers'
experience, condition ratings reflect only the bridge condition at the present time and
singularly c_anot be used to determine the bridge condition at a time point in the past or
future.

Table 6.3 Color Scheme for Deck Maps

Deck Component Description of Color

Bare Deck White

Spalls Medium yellow-green

Delaminations Medium purple

Cracks Medium blue

Asphalt Patches Dark purple, red tint

Concrete Patches Light tan

Borders and Joints Black, green tint

"Yellow" lane lines Light yellow-orange

"White" lane lines Light blue-green-gray

The Cady-Weyers corrosion-deterioration model for bridges (3) presents the magnitude of
cumulative deterioration as a function of time. Thus, it was considered important for the
engineers' re,;ponses to be referenced to a time continuum, since this would allow
development of bridge component performance model relating the rehabilitation time point to
the level of physical damage. Thus, the engineers were asked to recommend for each
component the Time to Rehabilitate, which is defined in the Survey Kit (see Appendix D).
The Time to Rehabilitate O"I'R) is the time point in the life of a bridge component at which
the component has deteriorated to the Rehabilitation Condition, a physical condition that
warrants rehabilitation (see Appendix D). The Rehabilitation Condition (a measure of
physical damage) is a point on the Y-axis of the Cady-Weyers model (3), while the Time to
Rehabilitate i's a point on the X-axis.

The engineers were asked to recommend the Time to Rehabilitate by choosing a response
from a discrete time scale that had two-year intervals, and ranged from 20 years before the
rehabilitation condition to 20 years after the rehabilitation condition. For example, one of
the response choices from the TTR scale was: "This component should have been
rehabilitated about 10 years ago".

The respondents were given the age of each component they evaluated, so they could
estimate the rate of physical deterioration and thus estimate the Time to Rehabilitate. The
engineers were asked to recommend two q'q'Rs for each component, one based on Local
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Standards and the other based on Snowbelt Standards (see Appendix D).

It was reasoned that since the Rehabilitation Condition is a subjective estimate, it may vary
considerably from one engineering district to another. This hypothesis is supported by the
wide variance in the damage levels that were observed on the 18 field survey decks in this-
study. While all of the decks had been designated for rehabilitation within the past year, the
total deck damage area percentages that were calculated from the deck maps ranged from
1.0% to 29.8%. Thus, it was considered unlikely that the engineers' T'I'R responses using
Local Standards would form a strong consensus about the Rehabilitation Condition.
Accordingly, the engineers were also asked to estimate the Rehabilitation Condition using
Snowbelt Standards that could be applied to concrete bridges in all snowbelt states. The
difference between Local Standards and Snowbelt Standards could be described as the

difference between "current practices" and "recommended practices".

Survey Kit Layout

Each Survey Kit consisted of an instruction packet and five work packets; see Appendix D.
Packets 1 through 3 addressed the evaluation of damage maps for decks; Packet 4 addressed
the evaluation of damage maps for substructure components. Packet 5 included summary
items, and requested respondent background information.

The Survey Kit was designed to take between 75 and 90 minutes to complete. Accordingly,
each respondent was asked to evaluate damage maps for three decks, two piers, and one
abutment. Since approximately the same proportions of damage maps for decks, piers, and
abutments were included in the opinion survey (18, 11, and 6, respectively), it was expected
that approximately the same number of responses would be received for each damage map.

For each deck map in a Survey Kit, the age of the deck, the average annual daily traffic
volume (AADT), and the estimated average traffic speed were provided. For piers and
abutments, only the age was provided. The age was provided for all of the bridge
components so that the respondents could estimate the rate of deterioration. The AADT and
typical speed of traffic were provided for decks so that the respondent could estimate a deck
usage factor. It is reasonable to expect an engineer to be most concerned about a damaged
bridge deck if many vehicles cross it at high speeds. The estimated average traffic speed
was expressed as "greater than 45 mph" or "less than 45 mph".

During efforts to verify this support information for each deck, it was discovered that one of

the decks surveyed, VA-2, had been overlaid with concrete in the past. Since the map for
this deck satisfied the criterion of showing a realistic pattern of corrosion-induced damage, it
was included in the survey and was presented to the respondents as a damage map for an
untreated deck.

Before being distributed to respondents, the Survey Kit was sent to 13 engineers for review.
The engineers were members of an Expert Task Group (ETG) overseeing Strategic Highway
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Research Program structures research projects. Changes were made to the Survey Kit to
reflect suggestions from the nine ETG members who responded.

Each Survey Kit was assembled with a unique set of component damage maps, which were
chosen randomly to insure that each respondent had an equal chance of evaluating any deck-,
pier, or abutment. A total of 90 Survey Kits were sent to bridge engineers in the following
25 states that were identified as using de-icing salts: CT, DE, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, ME,
MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, NB, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, TN, VT, VA, WV, and WI. No
Survey Kits were sent to Alaska, since it is a non-contiguous state and was considered to
differ signific_mtly from the others in location and climate. Sixty qualified respondents
returned Survey Kits with responses, representing a 67% response rate. At least one Survey
Kit with responses was received from every targeted state except Delaware and
Massachussetts.

Results and: Analysis

Preliminary Analysis of Survey Responses

Preliminary analysis of the survey responses consisted of organizing the responses into
manageable subdivisions, identifying unqualified respondents, and identifying outlier
responses. The survey responses were organized into three types: responses to prediction
model support items; responses used to develop prediction models; and responses to
miscellaneous items. The most important are the prediction model responses, for which the
respondent eva.luated a component damage map and made a rehabilitation or treatment
recommendation. These responses were used to develop linear regression prediction model
equations relating a recommendation response dependent variable to a component damage
independent variable.

The support item and miscellaneous item responses consist of all responses not used for
building prediction models. The support item responses assisted in determining the approach
for developing the prediction models. Miscellaneous item responses are responses to Packet
5 items, which ask the respondent to evaluate the importance of factors that affect
rehabilitation decisions. These responses were analyzed to help provide better understanding
of rehabilitation decision logic.

A total of 63 Survey Kits were returned with responses; however, the responses from three
of the Kits were discarded because the respondents were not qualified to participate in the
survey. In Survey Kit Packet 5, each respondent was asked to indicate the extent of his or
her experience: in making rehabilitation decisions. Three respondents indicated that they
usually do not have any involvement with rehabilitation decisions, and thus none of their
responses were included in the data analysis. Six respondents had no experience with bare
decks, and thus were not qualified to respond to the deck items in Packets 1 through 3.
These respondents, who were from Vermont and New Hampshire where most decks have an
asphalt riding surface, completed Packets 4 and 5 only.
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Responses from the 60 qualified respondents were examined to detect outliers. Outlier
responses were identified by internal inconsistencies within an engineer's responses, such as
recommending that the Time to Rehabilitate a component is now while recommending repair
instead of rehabilitation as the component treatment. Four of the 60 qualified respondents
were found to have made outlier responses: deck and substructure responses were internally
inconsistent; responses for a single deck were internally inconsistent, and responses for -
substructure components indicated that all should have been rehabilitated more than 20 years
ago even though none showed severe damage; the respondent recommended the Time to
Replace for one deck instead of the Time to Rehabilitate; the respondent recommended the
Time to Repair for one deck instead of the Time to Rehabilitate. In total, six of 162 deck
TTR responses, 3.7%, were discarded as outliers. Two of 60 substructure packets, 3.3%,
were discarded as outliers. Due to the removal of these outlier responses, and to the fact
that some of the engineers chose not to respond to individual Survey Kit items, there are
items for which less than 60 responses were analyzed.

As indicated earlier, the engineers used both Local Standards and Snowbelt Standards to

evaluate the component damage maps. Use of Snowbelt Standards required greater
estimation by the respondents; therefore, it is reasonable to question the accuracy of their
Snowbelt Standards responses. In response to a Survey Kit item asking how they felt about
using Snowbelt Standards, approximately 56% of the respondents indicated that they were
reasonably comfortable with the answers they provided using Snowbelt Standards.
Approximately 25% indicated that they were somewhat comfortable with their answers using
Snowbelt Standards, and only 19% indicated that they were uncomfortable. While it must be
acknowledged that some respondents were uncomfortable about using Snowbelt Standards,
these respondents were a minority. Since most of the respondents felt at least somewhat
comfortable, it is reasonable to conclude that as a whole the Snowbelt Standards responses
from the 60 qualified respondents are valid. Accordingly, the engineers' Snowbelt Standards
responses were analyzed along with their Local Standards responses.

Analysis of Survey Responses for Concrete Bridge Decks

The support item responses for decks are responses to the Survey Kit item about the
percentage of influence of the physical condition of wheel-path (A), non-wheel-path (B), and
shoulder (C) areas on ratings of the overall physical condition of the deck. The responses to
this item are presented in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Summary of 58 Responses to Item About Damage in Different Deck Areas

Area Mean PI, 58 No. of Resp. No. of Resp. No. of Resp.
Resp. PI > 33.3% PI --- 33.3% PI < 33.3%

A 49.1% 51 6 I

B 34.6 % 32 6 20

C 16.2% 0 6 52

Note: PI = Percentage of Influence
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Two approaches may be used to analyze the responses. First, the mean percentage of
influence (PI) gives a general indication of the respondents' opinions. If the physical
conditions of the three areas A, B, and C were considered to have approximately equal
influence, the mean condition PI for each area would be close to 33.3%. Secondly, since
mean values can be misleading, it is also useful to look at the distribution of the responses-
(see columns 3 through 5 of Table 6.4). As shown by the distribution of the responses, most
respondents indicated that the wheel-path area condition has a high PI relative to the overall
deck condition rating. Fifty-one respondents (88%) indicated that the condition PI for wheel-
path areas is .greater than 33.3%, while only one respondent indicated that the condition PI
for wheel-path areas is less than 33.3%.

A mixed response is seen for non-wheel-path areas in traffic lanes. Thirty-two respondents
indicated that the condition PI for these areas is greater than 33.3%, while 20 respondents
indicated that the condition PI for these areas is less than 33.3 %. Addressing shoulder areas,
52 of the 58 respondents (90%) indicated that the condition PI for shoulders is less than
33.3% relative to the overall deck condition rating. None of the 58 respondents rated the
shoulder condition as having more than 33.3% influence.

In summary, the responses suggest that bridge engineers are most concerned with the
physical condition of wheel-path areas when evaluating the overall physical condition of a
deck. The condition of non-wheel-path areas in traffic lanes is also considered to be
important. There is strong evidence that engineers are least concerned about the physical
condition of shoulder areas.

These conclu.,;ions suggest that the percentage of surface area damaged for the whole deck
may not be the best predictor of an engineer's deck condition evaluation. Since the
summation of mean PIs for traffic lane areas (areas A and B combined) is 83.7%, a more
accurate pred!ictor may be the percentage of surface area damaged in the traffic lanes.

After the deck support item responses were evaluated, Minitab statistical software (39) and
common multiple linear regression techniques (40,41,42,43) were used to develop linear
regression prediction models relating the engineers' deck TTR recommendations to the
damage shown on the deck maps. For all of the prediction models developed in this study,
the independent variables were measures of physical damage shown on the component maps,
and the dependent variable was the Time to Rehabilitate.

Each prediction model was subjected to cross-validation. A data-splitting approach (40) was
used to cross-validate the models in this study by dividing the responses into a model-
building set z ad a model-validating set. For example, there were 156 pairs of "ITR
recommendations for decks, each pair consisting of a Local Standards response and a
Snowbelt Standards response. To split these 156 pairs, about half of the pairs for each deck
were randomly selected. Two half-size spreadsheets (Set A and Set B) were produced, each
having 78 pairs of responses for the 18 bridge decks. The sets of response pairs were halved
for each deck, rather than for all of the decks combined, so that each deck would be equally
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represented by responses in Set A and Set B. The cross-validation percentage is the
percentage of responses from one data set that fall within response predection intervals
developed from the other data set. A cross-validation percentage close to 100% is an
indication of a successful model.

The response (dependent) variable for deck models was the Time to Rehabilitate. Thus,
potential predictor (independent) variables for the recommended TTR were any information
that the respondents could have considered when they evaluated the deck maps. The
respondents saw the physical damage and characteristics of each deck on the maps. In
addition, the age of the deck, AADT, and typical traffic speed were provided for each deck.

To identify potential predictors, it was necessary to account for the way the respondents
evaluated the physical damage shown on the maps. Since the deck support item responses
indicated that damage in shoulder areas is of relatively less concern than damage in traffic
lane areas, it was considered possible that the surface distribution of the damage affected the
TIN responses. In addition, it is possible that the respondents' evaluations were based in
part on the damage type, rather than being based strictly on the percentage of the deck area
affected. For example, it is reasonable to suspect that an engineer would react differently to
a deck having 10% of its area spalled than to a deck having 10% of its area patched with
concrete.

Based on these considerations, potential predictor variables were developed to categorize the
observed physical damage. The percentage of area damaged was calculated for three deck
regions: the whole deck, the worst (most damaged) traffic lane, and both traffic lanes
combined. For each region, percentage of area damaged was calculated based on various
aggregates of spalls, delaminations, asphalt patches, and concrete patches.

The following twenty potential predictor variables were identified:

Basic information shown on deck map:

x_ = surface area of deck (sO
x2 = percent of whole deck spalled
x3 = percent of whole deck delaminated

x4 = percent of whole deck patched with asphalt
x5 = percent of whole deck patched with concrete
x6 = lineal feet of cracks/surface area of deck (ft/ff)

Information provided to respondents:

x7 = age of deck (years)
xs = AADT
x9 = typical speed of traffic on deck
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Total damage for different areas:

xl0 = percent of whole deck spalled, delaminated, patched with asphalt, and
patched with concrete

xlI = percent of worst traffic lane spalled, delaminated, patched with asphalt,
and patched with concrete

x_2 = percent of both traffic lanes spalled, delaminated, patched with asphalt,
and patched with concrete

Aggregates of damage:

x_3 = percent of whole deck spalled and patched with asphalt
x_4 = percent of whole deck spalled, delaminated, and patched with asphalt
xls = percent of worst traffic lane delaminated
x_6 = percent of worst traffic lane spalled and patched with asphalt
x17 = percent of worst traffic lane spalled, delaminated, and patched with

asphalt
x_s = percent of both traffic lanes delaminated
Xl9 = percent of both traffic lanes spalled and patched with asphalt
x20 = percent of both traffic lanes spalled, delaminated, and patched with

asphalt

These 20 potential predictor variables were used in the development of both the Snowbelt
Standards deck model and the Local Standards deck model.

Potential preclictor variables were evaluated using the Minitab command BREGRESS. Six of
the potential predictor variables were found to correlate somewhat with the TrR response
variable. To allow for the possibility of higher-order model terms, which can help account
for a curvilinear relationship between the dependent and independent variables, the square of
each of the six correlating predictors was then added as a possible predictor. Three potential
models were identified using BREGRESS, each model consisting of a single predictor and its
square term. The power of the higher-order term was adjusted to optimize each model. The
three optimum potential models are summarized in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Potential Models for Decks Using Snowbelt Standards

Data Set A Data Set B

Proposed Regr. s _ (Yl " 5'i)"
Model P-value (yrs.)

x2o, x_0t'l 0.000 5.92 3112

xl4, xl4I'' 0.000 5.98 3264

xtT, x17H 0.000 6.07 2802
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It is important to note that all three models are based on the same aggregate of damage:
spalls, delaminations, and asphalt patches. The predictors based on total damage (i.e.,
including concrete patches) did not correlate well with the TTR variable. For all three
models, the regression p-value is 0.000, indicating a strong linear relationship between the
independent and dependent variables. All three models have approximately equal values of-
the standard error (s) of the responses about the regression line, approximately 6 years on the
TI'R scale.

Despite the similarities between the models, some differences are shown by the model
statistics presented in the fourth column of Table 6.5. This summation term, suggested by
Ott (44), gives a relative idea of how well the model cross-validates. For each potential
model, the REGRESS command was used to develop a model equation from the TrR values
in Set A. Then, the x values from data Set B were put into the Set A model equation,
producing fitted TI'R values. The squares of the differences between the Set B observed
TrR values (y) and fitted TTR values (_¢.0were then added. The lower the sum-of-squared
error (SSE), the less lack-of-fit between response sets A and B. The summation term can be
used to determine which model cross-validates best relative to the others.

The third model, based on the percentage of worst traffic lane spalled, delaminated, and
patched with asphalt (x_7), was considered to be the best because it had the smallest
summation term, approximately 10% lower than the x20(both traffic lanes spalled,
delaminated, patched with asphalt) model term and 15% lower than the x14(percent of whole
deck spalled and patched with asphalt) model term. The cross-validation percentage was
determined for the chosen model by developing a prediction interval for each deck using the
Set A responses. For all 18 field survey decks, 74 of 78 responses were within the
computed prediction intervals. This represents a cross-validation percentage of 94.6%,
which was considered acceptable for a cross-validation procedure based on 95 % prediction
intervals.

On the full data set of 156 observations, the model produced the following equation:

_, = -11.2 + 5.34 x - 3.41 x I_ (6.1)

where,
_, = fitted Time to Rehabilitate, and

x = % of worst traffic lane spalled, delaminated, and patched with asphalt

The model is further described by the following statistical information (presented in standard
Minitab format).
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Predictor Coef Sd T-ratio p

Constant -11.229 1.586 -7.08 0.000
x 5.345 1.318 4.06 0.000
xH -3.4073 0.9123 -3.73 0.000 -

s = 6.021 R2 = 31.7% R2 (adj) = 30.9%

Regression: F computed = 35.59, p = 0.000

The statistical analysis indicated that the probability of the population coefficients being zero
is zero. Since the determination coefficient (R_) is low, there is too much unexplained
variability to conclude that the model equation is a good predictor of future individual TI'R
responses. However, since the model cross-validates well, 95 % confidence intervals based
on the model equation can be used to predict future mean population TTR responses with
95% certainty (41).

To illustrate these concepts, two graphs were prepared for the model. Each graph presents
TTR as a function of the predictor x. The first graph, Fig. 6.2, shows the model equation
line and the responses it is based on. The second graph, Fig. 6.3, presents the 95 %
confidence interval envelope around the equation line. Fig. 6.2 demonstrates why R2 is low:
the data points are spread in a wide band around the regression line. Still, a general
curvilinear relationship can be seen. The relationship is realistic, since low values of x
(physical damage) predict negative TTR values, meaning that the deck has not yet reached
the rehabilitation time point (T'I'R = 0). It is important to realize that some of the data
points on this graph represent more than one observation of the same TTR value, and thus
the represent_Ltion of the data is not completely accurate. Still, the graph gives a general
indication of the distribution of the TI'R responses.

Figure 6.3 presents the model equation line and 95 % confidence interval lines. The
confidence interval envelope widens considerably for x values from values from 24% to
38%, because., there were few responses that region (see Fig. 6.2).

Figure 6.3 shows that the confidence interval lines intersect the horizontal line TTR = 0 at x

values of 9.3% and 13.6%. For worst traffic lane damage values of 9.3% or less, there is at
least 95 % certainty that the mean TTR response will not be TTR = 0. Similarly, for worst
traffic lane damage values of 13.6% or greater, there is at least 95% certainty that the mean
TI'R response; will not be TrR = 0. A mean recommendation by bridge engineers to
"rehabilitate the deck now" is probable only for worst traffic lane damage values between
9.3% and 13.6%. Thus, the indicated Snowbelt Standards terminal damage level for decks is
9.3% < x < 13.6%.

The model based on the engineers' Local Standards TTR responses was developed using the
data-splitting method and the 20 predictors described for the Snowbelt Standards model.
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Four variables were found to correlate with the Local Standards TI'R responses: xs, x_4, x_5,
and x17. The two potential models that were identified are presented in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6 Summary of Potential Models for Decks Using Local Standards

Data Set A Data Set B

Proposed Regr. s _ (Yi " Yi)2
Model P-value (yrs.)

xl4, xl41'°5 0.000 6.65 4136

xs,x,2,x_5 0.000 6.70 3996

The first model is based on a single predictor, x14, where:

x_4 = percent of whole deck spalled, delaminated, and patched with
asphalt

The second model is based on the following three predictors:

xs = AADT

x_2 = % of both traffic lanes spalled, delaminated, patched with asphalt, and
patched with concrete
x15 = % of worst traffic lane delaminated

Both models seem to be viable. Both have a regression p-value of 0.000 using the Set A
responses, and the standard error (s) values, 6.65 and 6.70 years, are nearly identical.
While the error summation value is slightly smaller for the second model, the first model has
the practical advantage (42) of being based on one predictor rather than three.

The accuracy of both models was assessed using the full set of responses. The p-values for
the predictor coefficients were as follows:

Predictor Coef. p-value
....................................................................

First model: Constant 0.000

x14 0.017
xl41°5 0.023

Second model: Constant 0.000
xs 0.006
x_2 0.098
x_5 0.002
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In the second model, the p-value for x_2is high (0.098). Since it is based on fewer
predictors th:m the second model, and has low p-values for all coefficients, the first model
was consider,_ to be the best. The cross-validation percentage calculated for this model was
97.4%, provJ.ding strong evidence that the model works well for other data.

On the full data set of 156 observations, the model produced the following relationship:

= -10.3 + 14.0 x - 11.4 xTM (6.2)

where,

_, = fitted Time to Rehabilitate, and
x = percent of whole deck spalled, delaminated, and patched with asphalt

The following statistical information describes the model:

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p

Const_mt -10.303 1.939 -5.31 0.000
x 14.014 5.795 2.42 0.017
x _'°5 -11.438 4.979 -2.30 0.023

s = 6.906 R2 = 22.0% R2 (adj) = 21.0%

Regre:_sion: F computed = 21.59, p = 0.000

All of the p-values are close to zero, indicating a dependable model.

The model _,uation line and confidence interval lines are presented in Fig. 6.4. The
confidence interval envelope is slightly wider than the Snowbelt Standards model envelope,
reflecting greater variability in the Local Standards responses. The mean TTR = 0 response
probable only for whole-deck damage values between 5.8% and 10.0%. Thus, the indicated
Local Standards terminal damage level for decks is 5.8% < x < 10.0%.

For the Snowbelt Standards deck model, the predictor is the percentage of the worst traffic
lane area that is spalled, delaminated, and patched with asphalt. For the Local Standards
model, the predictor is the percentage of the whole deck area that is spalled, delaminated,
and patched with asphalt. Two important observations can be made about the model
predictors. First, the same aggregate of damage is the basis for both predictors; concrete
patches are irrelevant for both models. It is reasonable to believe that engineers are
concerned about vehicle riding quality and safety when they make deck rehabilitation
decisions. Thus, it is realistic for these models to indicate that concrete patches, which are
typically soutld and smooth, do not have a quantifiable impact on deck rehabilitation
decisions relative to spalls, delaminations, and asphalt patches.
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A second observation is that the predictor for the Snowbelt Standards model is more specific
than the pred!ictor for the Local Standards model. The former is based on damage in the
worst traffic ;.ane, while the latter is based on damage for the whole deck. Since the
Snowbelt Stm_dards responses showed a greater consensus of opinion than the Local
Standards responses, as indicated by the determination coefficients for the two models, it is-
consistent that the Snowbelt Standards predictor more specific than the Local Standards
predictor. In addition, the Snowbelt Standards predictor is consistent with the deck support
item responses, which indicated that damage in shoulders is of relatively less concern to most
engineers than damage in the traffic lanes.

In summary, both models are considered to be valid for predicting mean ]"I'R responses.
The Local Slzaadards model predicts current rehabilitation practices, while the Snowbelt
Standards mo,rlel predicts recommended rehabilitation practices.

The deck models are based on engineers' evaluations of 18 damage maps for decks that carry
two lanes of traffic, and have surface areas ranging from approximately 3900 ft2 (151 m2) to
9300 ft2 (360 m2). The deck models presented may be less applicable to decks having other
than two lane:; of traffic or having surface areas greater than approximately 9300 square feet.
Single-lane deck rehabilitation may require bridge closure and traffic detours, while
rehabilitation for decks having more than two lanes may require additional lane changes.
The rehabilitation labor and materials costs are likely to be greater for decks having surface
areas exceeding the surface areas of the decks in this study. Thus, for decks outside the
scope of this ,;tudy, potentially greater rehabilitation costs may correspond to greater terminal
damage levels.

Analysis of Survey Responses for Concrete Bridge Substructure Components

During the field condition survey, it was observed that most of the 18 bridges showed
relatively less physical damage on the substructure components than on the deck. This
observation is not surprising, because substructure components are exposed to less salt-laden
water than decks and are not subjected to surface traffic loads. Based on the observed
component damage disparities, it was hypothesized that the decision to repair or rehabilitate
substructure components often depends on whether a decision has been made to repair or
rehabilitate the deck. The substructure support item in the Survey Kit (Appendix D) asked
the engineers 'to indicate the percentage of bridge substructures rehabilitated in their
engineering district for which the hypothesis is true. The 60 responses to this item are
summarized in Table 6.7. Most of the respondents (77%) indicated that the hypothesis is
true for 60% or more of the substructures rehabilitated.

The responses to this item suggest that the physical damage level may not be the primary
basis for substructure component rehabilitaiton decisions. The hypothesis was explored
further by developing rehabilitation prediction models from the engineers' responses for
substructure components. The responses supported five workable models for piers, and no
workable models for abutments.
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Table 6.7 Summary of 60 Responses to Substructure Item

Answer Choices: % of Substructures Rehabilitated

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

# of Responses 6 19 11 7 3 1 0 4 3 3 3

Each respondent evaluated two of the 11 piers that were included in the survey. The
engineers gave three types of responses for each pier they evaluated:

1. The Time to Rehabilitate

2. A treatment recommendation of what work should be done to the pier now,
given its condition and assuming no deck work will be done in the near future.
The treatment choices were do nothing, repair, or rehabilitate.

3. A treatment recommendation of what work should be done to the pier now,
assuming a decision has already been made to rehabilitate the deck.

Since two responses (Snowbelt Standards and Local Standards) were given for each response
type, six prediction models were attempted.

The 116 sets of pier responses were divided into sets A and B, each having 58 sets of
responses. As done for decks, the Set A responses were used to build the models, and the
Set B responses were used to cross-validate the models.

The pier damage maps showed three types of damage: spalls, cracks, and patches. Only two
of the 11 piers had more than one patched area; thus, an aggregate of spalls and cracks was
considered to be a more likely predictor than an aggregate of all three damage types. Since
cracks are expressed in lineal dimension, not area, an aggregate of "percentage of area
cracked and spalled" could not be determined directly. However, it was considered likely
that engineers view cracks as an indication of an area of unsound concrete. During the field
study, it was observed for both decks and columns that the concrete within several inches of
a crack was often delaminated. Based on this observation, the total lineal dimension of
cracking for each pier was multiplied by an equivalent damage width (44) to yield an
equivalent area of unsound concrete as indicated by cracks. An aggregate quantity, the
percentage of pier area spalled and having unsound concrete as indicated by cracks, was then
calculated for each pier.

The selected equivalent damage width was 4 in (102 mm). Since a common cover depth of
concrete over reinforcement is 2 in (51 mm), a crack due to corrosion must propagate
approximately 2 in (51 mm) to reach the concrete surface. If a crack has propagated to the
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concrete surface, it is reasonable to suspect that the concrete within 2 in (51 mm) of the bar
on either side is either delaminated already or will delaminate in the near future.

The potential predictors determined for pier models are listed below. The pier area is the
summation of areas of all column and pier cap surfaces, with the exception of the horizontal
top surface of the pier cap.

Basic :information shown on map:

xl = Surface area of pier (st')
x2 = % of pier area spalled
x3 = lineal feet of cracks per square foot of

pier area
x4 = % of pier area patched

Information provided to respondents:

xs = age of pier

Aggregates of damage:

x6 = % of pier area spalled and having unsound
concrete as indicated by cracks

x7 = % of pier area spalled, patched, and
having unsound concrete as indicated by
cracks

Five pier models were developed using the model-building procedure described for decks.
All five pier models were based on a single predictor, x6. None of the models were
significantly improved by the addition of a second predictor or higher-order terms.

Two Snowbelt Standards models developed from the Set A responses seemed to be feasible,
one based on x6 and the other based on x4 and xr. However, both models were found to be
unacceptable using the full data set. For the model based on xr, the cross-validation
percentage (83.3%) was much less than the desired 95% and was thus considered to be
unacceptable. For the two-predictor model, the high coefficient p-value for x4 (0.119) was
considered to be unacceptable. Thus, no Snowbelt Standards TTR models for piers were
developed.

The best Local Standards model on the Set A data was based on x6. The cross-validation
percentage (92.6%) was slightly less than 95% but was thought to indicate a marginally
acceptable model. On the full data set, a total of 113 observations, the model produced the
following relationship:
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-9 = -17.8 + 3.35 x (6.3)

where,
.9 = fitted Time to Rehabilitate using Local

Standards

x = % of pier area spalled and having unsound
concrete as indicated by cracks

The model statistics are as follows.

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p
.....................................................................................

Constant -17.792 1.998 -9.41 0.000
x 3.347 1.004 3.33 0.001

s = 10.52 R2 = 9.1% R2(adj) = 7.3%

Regression: F computed = 11.11, p = 0.001

All three p-values are sufficiently close to zero. The standard error (s) value, 10.52 years on
the TTR scale, is considerably greater than the standard error values for the deck models,
which were between 6 and 7 years. The considerable variability in the model responses is
further indicated by the low correlation coefficients.

The equation line and 95 % confidence interval lines for the model are shown in Figure 6.5.
The model boundaries indicate that none of the 11 survey piers have reached the
rehabilitation point. It is only by extrapolation that the upper confidence interval line
intersects the horizontal line TrR = 0. Since the intersection point occurs for an x value of
4.1%, there is at least 95 % certainty that the mean TI'R response will not be TTR = 0 for x
values of 4.1% or less. Thus, only a one-sided terminal damage level for piers is suggested
by this model. The pier damage maps produced from the 18 study bridges did not show
enough physical damage to allow development of a complete terminal damage level for piers.

The model is based on evaluations of damage maps for eleven open-type piers having either
three or four columns. The piers range in surface area from about 700 to 900 square feet.
The model may not be applicable to other types of piers, such as hammerhead piers, for
which the rehabilitation approach may be different. In addition, the model may be less
applicable to piers that have surface areas greater than the survey pier surface areas, because
piers having greater surface areas may be more costly to rehabilitate.

In addition to making TTR recommendations, the respondents recommended one of the
following three treatments for each pier they evaluated: (1) do nothing; (2) repair: patch
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damaged area.s; and (3) rehabilitate: remove unsound concrete, patch, and encase.
To facilitate regression analysis, the engineers' responses (A, B, or C) were converted to
numbers: 0 fi)r do nothing, 1 for repair, and 2 for rehabilitate. For each pier they evaluated,
the responder,ts provided two treatment recommendations, each based on a different
assumption. One pier treatment recommendation was made based on the assumption that the
bridge deck would not be rehabilitated in the near future. The other pier treatment
recommendation was made based on the assumption that a decision has been made to
rehabilitate the deck.

The model based on the assumption that the deck would not be rehabilitated is presented
first. The be:_t model, x6, yielded an acceptable cross-validation percentage of 94.4 %. The
following model equation and statistics were developed from the full data set of 110
responses:

-9 = 0.193 + 0.132 x (6.4)

where,

-9 = fitted treatment recommendation using Snowbelt Standards
x = percent of pier area spalled and having unsound concrete as indicated

by cracks

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p

Constant 0.1926 0.1143 1.68 0.095
x 0.1318 0.0578 2.28 0.025

s = 0.6001 R2 = 4.6% R2(adj) = 3.7%

Regression: F computed = 5.19, p = 0.025

The standard error value, s = 0.6001, is consistent with treatment responses ranging from 0
to 2. The regression and x p-values are sufficiently low. The constant p-value, 0.095, is
greater than 0.05 and thus casts doubt on the validity of the constant.

Next, a model, based on the assumption that a decision has been made to rehabilitate the deck
was developed. For the best model, again x6, the cross-validation percentage was 96.6%.
The full data set of 116 responses produced the following model equation and statistics:

.9 = 0.630 + 0.135 x (6.5)

where,

.9 = fitted treatment recommendation using Snowbelt Standards, and
assuming a decision has been made to rehabilitate the deck
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x = percent of pier area spalled and having unsound concrete as indicated
by cracks

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p

Constant 0.6302 0.1110 5.68 0.000
x 0.1348 0.0561 2.40 0.018

s =0.5907 R 2 =4.8% R2(adj) =4.0%
Regression: F computed = 5.77, p = 0.018

All three p-v_alues are close to zero. The standard error value, s = 0.59, is nearly identical
to the standard error value of 0.60 for the model assuming no deck rehabilitation.

Both Snowbelt Standards treatment recommendation models are presented in Fig. 6.6. The
y-axis of the graph can be interpreted as follows. While the actual responses are based on a
discrete scale of 0, 1, and 2, the regression model equations are continuous on the y-axis. It
is therefore appropriate to define the following ranges on the y-axis:

0.0 _ y _< 0.5: Do nothing
0.5 < y < 1.5: Repair
1.5 _< y _< 2.0: Rehabilitate

Since these ranges are approximations, and the model assuming no deck rehabilitation has a
questionable model constant, no dependable quantitative conclusions can be drawn from these
models. However, two dependable qualitative conclusions are indicated. First, the 95 %

confidence interval envelope for the model assuming deck rehabilitation is displaced upward
compared to the envelope for the other model, indicating that it is more likely for a pier to
be repaired o:: rehabilitated if a decision has already been made to rehabilitate the deck.
Second, nearly the entire envelope for the model assuming deck rehabilitation is within the
repair range, suggesting that if a decision has been made to rehabilitate the deck, it is likely
that any pier damage will be repaired.

For both of tile Local Standards pier treatment recommendation models that were developed,
the best predictor was x6 and the cross-validation percentages were acceptable: 96.4% for the
model assuming no deck rehabilitation, and 94.8% for the model assuming a decision has
been made to rehabilitate the deck.

Based on 112 responses, the model assuming no deck rehabilitation is:

.9 = 0.026 + 0.177 x (6.6)
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where,
_, = fitted treatment recommendation using Local Standards, and assuming

the deck will not be rehabilitated in the near future; and

x = percent of pier area spalled and having unsound concrete as indicated
by cracks.

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p

Constant 0.0262 0.1013 0.26 0.797
x 0.1770 0.0512 3.46 0.001

s = 0.5340 R2 = 9.8% R2(adj) = 9.0%

Regression: F computed = 11.98, p = 0.001

The regression and x p-values are close to zero. While the p-value for the equation constant
is 0.797, the value of the constant (0.0262) is so close to zero that it has no significant effect
on the model equation.

Based on 116 responses, the model assuming that a decision has been made to rehabilitate
deck is:

S' = 0.665 + 0.125 x (6.7)

where,

S' = fitted treatment recommendation using Local Standards, and assuming
a decision has been made to rehabilitate the deck

x = percent of pier area spalled and having unsound concrete as indicated
by cracks.

Predictor Coef Stdev t-ratio p

Constant 0.6648 0.1121 5.93 0.000
x 0.1248 0.0567 2.20 0.030

s = 0.5967 R2 = 4.1% R2(adj) = 3.2%

Regression: F computed = 4.84, p = 0.030

All three p-values are acceptable.

Both models are presented in Fig. 6.6. Once again, the confidence interval envelope for the
model assuming deck rehabilitation is displaced upward relative to the envelope for the other
model. The models appear to be nearly identical to the Snowbelt Standards models presented
in Fig. 6.5.
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In summary, the Local Standards and Snowbelt Standards pier treatment recommendation
models support the qualitative conclusion that pier repair or rehabilitation is more likely to
occur if a decision has been made to rehabilitate the deck. Thus, the models are consistent
with the responses to the substructure component support item.

As indicated earlier, each respondent evaluated one of the six abutments that were included
in the survey. The data-splitting approach was used to divide the 58 sets of abutment
responses into half-size data sets A and B for analysis. As described for piers, there were
three types of responses elicited for abutments: the Time to Rehabilitate, and two separate
treatment recommendations. Since two responses (Snowbelt Standards and Local Standards)
were given for each response type, six models were attempted.

Five of the six abutments showed only one type of damage: cracks. Since only one abutment
showed a spalled area, the percentage of surface area spalled could not be a potential
predictor of the engineers' abutment responses. Thus, cracks were considered to be the only
damage-based source of potential predictors. For piers, the lineal dimension of cracking had
been converted to an equivalent area of unsound concrete so that cracks and spalls could be
aggregated. For abutments, however, there was no need to aggregate cracks and spalls, and
thus the extent of cracking was calculated as a lineal dimension of cracks per unit of
abutment surface area.

Four of the abutments showed vertical cracks, which appeared to have been caused by
shrinkage and expansion of the abutment rather than by steel reinforcement corrosion, since
corrosion-induced cracks on abutments are usually horizontal or semi-circular. To account
for the possibility that the respondents reacted primarily to the non-vertical cracks on the
damage maps, the extent of non-vertical cracking (lineal dimension of non-vertical cracks per
unit of abutment surface area) was also calculated.

The following four potential abutment model predictors were identified:

Xl = surface area of abutment (square feet)

x2 = lineal feet of all cracks per square foot
of abutment area

x3 = lineal feet of non-vertical cracks per
square foot of abutment area

x4 = age of abutment

For all six attempted models, no correlation was found between the engineers' responses and
the potential predictors. The best of the attempted abutment models are presented in Table
6.8. The regression p-values, which range from 0.177 to 0.752, are all greater than 0.05
and thus are unacceptable.
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In summary, the survey responses did not support any models to predict the Time to
Rehabilitate, or treatment recommendations, for abutments. The attempted models may have
failed in part because most of the six survey abutments showed little damage. For example,
since the respondents evaluated some mildly damaged abutments, many of their TTR
recommendations were based on vague estimates of the abutment condition in the distant -
future.

The treatment recommendation models, however, should not have been affected by the lack
of heavily damaged survey abutments as much as the TTR models. Since treatment
recommendations are for work to be done now, there is no need to estimate the future

physical con6ition of the component. Still, no acceptable treatment recommendation models
were developed, which suggests that terminal damage levels for abutments may be difficult,
or impossible, to quantify. Based on the substructure support item responses, it is likely that
abutment rehabilitation decisions are highly dependent on deck rehabilitation decisions.

Table 6.8 Attempted Prediction Models for Abutments

Full Data Set

Abutment Prediction "Best _ Pred. Regr. p-value
Model Attempted

TTR, Snowbelt Standards x2 0.752

TTR, Local St_mdards x, 0.291

Treatment, deck not rehab., Snowbeit

Stds. x3 0.237

Treatment, deck being rehab., Snowbelt

Stds. x,, x, 0.198

Treatment, deck not rehab.,

Local Stds. x_, x.,, x4 0.177

Treatment, deck being rehab., Local

Stds. x3 0.360

Analysis of Survey Responses to Miscellaneous Items

In Packet 5 of each Survey Kit, the engineers were asked to respond to general items about
rehabilitation practices. Only qualitative conclusions can be made from the responses to
these items.

To determine how and why engineers decide to rehabilitate a bridge deck, one miscellaneous
item asked the; respondents to choose six factors that affect bridge deck rehabilitation
decisions (see Appendix D) and then rank them from 1 to 6, with 1 being the most
influential. Since all 60 engineers provided answers, a total of 360 rank responses were
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obtained. The responses are presented in Table 6.9, which shows, for example, that 15
respondents ranked factor A, "availability of funds/labor", as being number 1 in influence.

The far right column of the Table 6.9 gives the total number of respondents who chose the
factor as being one of the six most influential. For example, 46 of the 60 respondents -
included factor A among the six factors they chose. This column shows that each of factors
A, B, F, L, and P were selected by at least half (30) of the respondents. Since these were
the most frequently selected factors, they can be considered the most influential factors on
the list.

Table 6.10 lists the five factors in the order of selection frequency, as suggested by the
aggregates of rank responses shown in columns 2 through 4. For example, factor B was
ranked number 1 by 31 respondents; number 1 or 2 by 43 respondents; number 1, 2, or 3 by
49 respondents; and so on. The rank response aggregate values show the same numerical
order in each column.

Based on the information in Table 6.10, the five deck rehabilitation factors most frequently
selected as being influential are as follows, listed in the order of selection frequency:

1. Amount of physical damage
2. Availability of funds/labor
3. Condition of the superstructure
4. Volume of traffic (AADT)
5. Distribution of physical damage

The factor most frequently selected as being influential is the amount of physical
deterioration on the deck. This finding supports the validity of the deck rehabilitation
prediction models, which predict the Time to Rehabilitate based on the magnitude of a
physical deterioration parameter. Still, it is important to note that the second factor on the
list is the availability of funds and labor. Clearly, decisions about deck rehabilitation are
strongly affected by economic considerations.

The remaining factors frequently selected as being influential are the condition of the
superstructure, the traffic volume (AADT), and the rate of physical deterioration. The
substructure condition is not among the five deck rehabilitation decision factors most
frequently selected as being influential.
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Table 6.9 Summary of Rank Responses for Factors that Affect Deck Rehabilitation
Decisions

No. of Resp. who RankedtheFactor: Total _

Factor 1 2 3 4 5 6 Resp.

A 15 6 4 2 2 17 46

B 31 12 6 4 i 1 55

C 1 7 3 4 6 2 23

D 1 1 6 5 4 4 21

E 0 1 1 1 I 0 4

F 0 8 6 3 7 12 36

G 0 0 0 I 0 2 3

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I 1 0 2 4 7 3 17

J 0 0 2 1 4 4 11

K 0 1 2 3 4 4 14

L 4 11 8 7 7 1 38

M 1 3 5 5 2 4 20

N 0 0 1 3 2 2 8

O 0 0 1 2 1 2 6

P 0 6 6 11 6 2 31

Q-T 27

1;=360
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Table 6.10 The Five Deck Rehabilitation Decision Factors Most Frequently Selected as
Being Influential, Listed in the Order of Selection Frequency

No. of Resp. Who Rankedthe Factor:

Factor 1 1 or 2 1,2, or 3 1-6

B 31 43 49 55

A 15 21 26 46

L 4 15 23 38

F 0 8 14 36

P 0 6 12 31

As discussed previously, survey responses from this study suggest that substructure
component rehabilitation decisions are often significantly affected by deck rehabilitation
decisions. In response to a Survey Kit item asking whether deck rehabilitation decisions are
similarly affected by substructure component rehabiliation decisions (Appendix D), most
engineers indicated that they are not. The 59 responses, which are summarized in Table
6.11, show that 49 of the 59 respondents (83 %) indicated that deck rehabilitation decisions

are significantly affected by substructure component rehabilitation decisions for only 10% or
less of the decks rehabilitated. The responses strongly suggest that decisions to repair or
rehabilitate a concrete bridge deck are usually not significantly affected by whether a decision
has been made to repair or rehabilitate the substructure components.

Table 6.11 Sununary of 59 Responses to Item About the Influence of Substructure
Component Rehabilitation Decisions on Deck Rehabilitation Decisions

AnswerChoices: %of decksrehabilitated

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

# of Responses 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 26 23

Another miscellaneous Survey Kit item asked the respondents to indicate the relative
percentage of influence of the physical condition of the deck, superstructure, and substructure
engineers' ratings of the condition of the whole bridge (Appendix D). The 59 responses to
this item are summarized in Table 6.12, which shows that the mean condition percentage of
influence is approximately equal for decks and substructures. The mean condition PI for
superstructures, 39.8 %, is slightly greater than the mean condition PIs for decks and
substructures. The relative influence of each bridge part condition is further indicated by the
distribution of the responses, summarized in Columns 3 through 5 of Table 6.12.
Approximately two-thirds of the respondents indicated that the mean condition PI for
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superstructures is greater than 33 %. For both decks and substructures, only one-third of the
respondents i:ndicated that the mean condition PI is greater than 33%.

The response:g suggest that a majority of engineers think the physical condition of the
superstructure," influences the overall bridge condition rating slightly more than the condition
of either the deck or the substructure. Although superstructures were not addressed in this

study, it is important to acknowledge that they are significant in the bridge rehabilitation
process.

Table 6.12 Summary of 58 Responses to Item About the Influence of Bridge Part
Conditions on the Overall Bridge Condition Rating

Bridge Mean # of Resp. PI > # of Resp. PI _ # of Resp. PI <
Part PI 33.3 % 33.3 % 33.3 %

Deck 29.4 20 4 35

Superstr. 39.8 39 5 15

Substr. 30.8 19 4 36

Note: PI = "Percentage of Influence"

The two remaining miscellaneous Survey Kit items asked the respondents to indicate the
relative percentage of influence of pieces of bridge component information on their TrR
recommendations for the components (Appendix D). For decks, the pieces of information
available to the respondents were the age of the deck, the deterioration shown on the deck
map, the AADT, and the typical speed of traffic.

The mean percentages of influence determined from the 53 sets of responses to the deck item
are summarized in Table 6.13. The mean PI for "deterioration shown on map" (60.4%) is
greater than the summation of the mean PIs for the other three pieces of information.
Regarding the. distribution of the responses, 51 of the 53 respondents (96%) indicated that
"deterioration" had the greatest percentage of influence on their deck TTR responses. Of the
two respondeats who did not give "deterioration" the greatest PI, one indicated that "age"
had the greatest PI, while the other indicated that "deterioration" and "age" had the same PI.
The response:_ suggest that nearly all of the survey engineers based their deck rehabilitation
responses primarily on the deterioration shown on the deck damage maps.
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Table 6.13 Summary of 53 Sets of Responses to Item About the Relative Influence of
Deck Information on Deck Rehabilitation Recommendations

Piece of Percentage of Influence _
Information

Mean Std. Dev.

Age of deck 19.7 10.5

Deterioration shown on map 60.4 13.5

AADT 13.7 7.8

Typical speed of traffic 6.2 6. I

Responses to the similar item for substructure components indicate the same conclusion
regarding the engineers' substructure component rehabilitation responses. The mean
percentages of influence determined from the 59 sets of responses are summarized in Table
6.14. The mean PI for "deterioration" is 76.9%, three times the mean PI for "age". Fifty-
two respondents (88%) indicated that "deterioration" had a greater percentage of influence on
their TrR recommendations than "age", while only three respondents indicated that "age"
had the greater PI. The remaining four respondents indicated that "deterioration" and "age"
had the same PI.

The responses to these two survey items simply indicate that most of the respondents based
their bridge component rehabilitation recommendations primarily on the deterioration shown
on the component damage maps. This conclusion is consistent with the rehabilitation
prediction models developed in this study, since all of the models relate a rehabilitation
recommendation variable to the magnitude of a physical deterioration parameter.

Table 6.14 Summary of 59 Sets of Responses to Item About the Relative Influence of
Substructure Component Information on Substructure Component Rehabilitation
Decisions

Percentage of Influence
Piece of

Information Mean Std. Dev.

Age of substructure comp. 23.1 17.5

Deterioration shown on map 76.9 17.5

F'mdings and Conclusions

The study findings and conclusions presented in this chapter are based on opinion survey
responses from 60 bridge engineers. Due to the specific scope of the opinion survey, the
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findings and conclusions are applicable onty to bare reinforced concrete bridge components
that deteriorate as a result of corrosion of the reinforcing steel, induced by exposure to
chloride de-icing salts.

Findings

A majority of bridge engineers indicated that their ratings of the overall physical condition of
a deteriorated concrete bridge deck are influenced more by the physical condition of traffic-
lane areas th2Ja by the physical condition of shoulder areas.

The five concrete bridge deck rehabilitation decision factors most frequently selected by
bridge engineers as being influential are as follows, listed in the order of selection frequency:

• Amount of physical deterioration
• Availability of funds/labor
• Condition of the superstructure
• Volume of traffic (AADT)
• Rate of physical deterioration

A majority of"bridge engineers indicated that their ratings of the overall physical condition of
a concrete bridge are influenced more by the physical condition of the superstructure than by
the physical condition of either the deck or the substructure.

A majority of bridge engineers indicated that their decisions to repair or rehabilitate concrete
bridge substructure components are often significantly affected by whether a decision has
been made to repair or rehabilitate the deck. Thus, it may be impractical to quantify
terminal damage levels to define the end of functional service life for concrete bridge
substructure components.

Conclusions

Due to the particular bridge component damage maps upon which the survey engineers based
their responses, the conclusions are applicable only to the following concrete bridge
components: two-lane bridge decks having a surface area not greater than approximately
9300 square feet; and open-type bridge piers having a surface area not greater than
approximately 900 square feet.

Based on recommended practices, it is likely that the end of functional service life for
concrete bridge decks is reached when the percentage of the worst traffic lane surface area
that is spalled, delaminated, and patched with asphalt ranges from 9.3 % to 13.6%.

Based on curTent local practices, it is likely that the end of functional service life for
concrete bridge decks is reached when the percentage of the whole deck surface area that is
spalled, delarninated, and patched with asphalt ranges from 5.8% to 10.0%.
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Based on current practices, it is unlikely that the end of functional service life for open-type
concrete bridge piers has been reached when the percentage of the surface area of all cap and
column surfaces (excluding the horizontal top surface of the cap) that is spalled and has
unsound concrete as indicated by cracks is 4.1% or less.

It is not likely that the end of functional service life for concrete bridge abutments can be
quantified as a level of physical damage.
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Effective Chloride Diffusion Constant For Concrete
Bridges

Introduction

The most practical explanation of the chloride-induced deterioration of reinforced concrete
bridge decks is that of a sequential process. First, some time elapses from initial
construction when the concrete is free of chloride, except that of background chloride, to
when the chloride concentration at the shallowest concrete cover depth reaches the corrosion
threshold level. As corrosion initiates and continues, tensile stresses increase. Eventually,
the tensile stress at a particular location reaches a rupture level, cracking and then spalling
occurs. Chloride continues to diffuse to steel with deeper concrete cover depths, corrosion
initiates, tensile stresses buildup and spalling occurs at other locations until the cumulative
surface damage reaches the element's EFSL.

This part of the report focuses on the first phase of the deterioration process, namely the
time for chlorides to reach the corrosion threshold level at the cover depth to the EFSL. In
order to estimate the time to corrosion initiation, three conditions must be specified. First,
the material properties and environmental conditions that influence the transport rate of the
chlorides nqust be quantified. Second, the chloride content with depth must be measured.
Third, a model of the transport phenomenon must be formulated.

This research had a single objective. A rnodel was sought that would simulate the transport
phenomenon of chloride through concrete. The attainment of the research objective required
the completion of three tasks. First an existing model of the transport mechanism was to be
adapted to the chloride corrosion problem. Second, the material property required for the
performance model needed to be determined. Finally, a quantification of the chloride
corrosion environment was to be accomplished.
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The transport model was first developed for untreated bridge decks and then extended to the
concrete rehabilitation treatments: LSDC, LMC and microsilica concrete (MSC).

The transport model was also used to develop usage limitations for surface sealing methods
such as coatings, sealers, and membranes. The assumption was that a sealed surface -
prohibited any further transport of chloride from the surface into the concrete. The primary
concern of the research was the determination of the maximum time after which the

application of a sealer would be ineffectual. After a number of years of exposure to a
chloride environment, an untreated concrete has some chloride concentration distribution with
depth. The entrapped chloride concentration distribution will redistribute toward a steady
state condition after the surface is sealed. Either at the steady state condition or prior to the

steady state condition, the chloride accumulation at the reintbrcement may reach the
corrosion threshold level after which a sealed surface would not prohibit corrosion should

sufficient oxygen and moisture be present and consequently, would be less effective.

Apparent :Diffusion Constant

Database

Chloride distributions in concrete are the results of numerous random processes, in particular
the ubiquitous micro-cracking phenomenon due to shrinkage, temperature fluctuations, and
vehicular traffic. Nevertheless, the overall result is a chloride distribution through concrete

due to transfi_r or diffusion. In this study the diffusion process was investigated. Concrete
has an apparent diffusion constant which is the result of several separate unmeasurable
processes.

Historical records were analyzed, with the expressed purpose of calculating representative
apparent diffusion constants. The data base formed from the subrnitting DOTs consisted of
measurements taken in 16 states. Over 2,700 powdered concrete samples from 321 bridges
were studied, Table 7.1. Generally, five samples or more were taken per bridge deck.
Chloride content as a function of depth was not generally available for other concrete bridge
components. The chloride concentration measurements were taken at 0.5 in (13 ram)
increments, for example data for a bridge deck from the State of Delaware is presented in
Table 7.2.

The historical data base was perused for the common functional form of chloride distribution
in concrete. Generally, it was observed that the field measurements seem to plot along a
diffusion curve, Fig. 7.1. The data points indicated a distribution curve that could indicate a
diffusion process, that is diffusion through an isotropic material. While the top surface of
any bridge deck is subjected to a chaotic and continual random chloride concentration level,
it was assumed that the chloride concentration at the 0.5 in (13 ram) depth was virtually
stable over time (5).
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Table 7.1 Data Base Submittals by State DOTs

State No. of Bridges No. of Samples

Arkansas 10 80 --

California 49 252

Delaware 3 14

Florida 15 52

Indiana 6 43

Iowa 27 183

Kansas 28 275

Maryland 59 1069

Michigan 13 35

Minnesota 59 521

Nevada 2 9

New York 15 45

Pennsylvania 9 6

Virginia 6 57

West Virginia 8 48

Wisconsin 12 75

Total 321 2764
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Table 7.2 Sample Set of a Bridge Deck From Delaware

Sample Number Depth Cl Concentration
inch (cm) lbs/yd _ (kg/m 3_ _

1 0.25 9.6

1 0.75 6.6

1 1.25 4.7

1 1.75 2.3

2 0.25 5.9

2 0.75 3.3

2 1.25 2.3

2 1.75 1.1

3 0.25 9.6

3 0.75 5.7

3 1.25 5.1

3 1.75 2.6

4 0.25 6.4

4 0.75 1.9

4 1.25 1.9

4 1.75 1.9

5 0.25 9.2

5 0.75 5.4

5 1.25 4.3

5 1.75 1.2

Note: 1 in = 2.54 cm

1 lbs/yd _ = 0.59 Kg/m 3
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Later in the research project, chloride distributions for 15 bridges measured over a period of
about 15 years became available. Several regression models, including exponential, log,
polynomial, and power functions for the near surface chloride readings (0.25 in [6.5 mm]
from the deck surface) were considered. However, the net results indicated a lack of fit with
the computed coefficients of determination (R2) ranging from zero to less than 0.4.

Indeed, the times series data seemed to give more credibility to the earlier assumption of a
constant chloride content at the 0.5 in (13 ram) depth, Fig. 7.2 through 7.4. All 15 bridge
decks surveyed on a biennial schedule indicated a short period of time (four to six years)
during which the chloride content at the 0.25 in (6.5 mm) depth increased. After the short
period of increasing chloride content, the measurements at the 0.25 in (6.5 ram) depth seem
to indicate a tendency to reach a constant level. From the fourth or sixth year, the
observations seem to be random variations.

The time series data analysis substantiated further the assumption that the chloride
concentration near the surface (approximately at the 0.25 in [6.5 mm] to 0.5 in [13 mm]
depth) follows a basic underlying model, Fig. 7.5. In particular, chloride concentration just
below the surface increases (shown linear for clarity only) for a short period and then
fluctuates in a random process about some mean value. Consequently, the assumption of a
constant surface chloride concentration for computing apparent diffusion constants was
accepted as being practical and realistic.

Computational Approach

The fundamental differential equation of diffusion in an isotropic medium is the following,
according to Fick's Second Law:

ac o2c
=D (7.1)

Ot o_OX2

where,

C = chloride concentration with depth, in (cm)
t = time, yr.
D_ = diffusion constant, in2/yr (cm2/yr)
x = depth, in (cm).

With the surface chloride assumed to be constant and an initial chloride-free deck (zero
distribution), a closed form solution to Fick's Law, for a semi-infinite concrete bridge
member is
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C(x,t ) =Co(1 -era x

2(_/_a_T)]) (7.2)

where

Co = the constant surface concentration, Ibs/yd s (kg/m 3)
erf = error function

T = time of exposure to Co, yrs.

The solution is also applicable to members of finite depth, such as decks, as long as the
chloride concentration at the bottom surface remains at zero.

The determination of an apparent diffusion constant, D.,_, was completed by a least squares fit
of Equation 7.2 to the field samples. An extensive evaluation of the methodology of the least
squares approach was undertaken (46). In particular, two least squares analyses were
performed. The first approach involved the best fit of the apparent diffusion constant, D,c,
sample by sample for a structural component and then the determination of the average of the
computed constants as the representative diffusion constant for the deck under consideration.
As an alternate method, a least squares best fit for a single diffusion constant was conducted
that minimized the sum of squared error (SSE) for all samples simultaneously.

Initially, the first least squares approach was undertaken. The representative apparent
diffusion constant, D_c, for each bridge deck was computed by the average of the best fit D_
values from each of the respective samples for the given bridge deck. For example, a deck
from which three samples were taken required three separate and independent least squares
fit analysis. The average of the three independently computed diffusion constants was
assumed to be the representative apparent diffusion constant for the particular deck.

In a review of the final results (that is, the computed representative apparent diffusion
constants for all 321 bridges) the coefficients of variation of the computed D,_ values for the
samples from several bridge decks were tbund to be quite large. Further study indicated that
one possible reason for such large variations in D:,_within specific sample sets was the
expected limitations in data collection. Fundamentally, tile field naeastlrement capability was
assumed to have a least count limit. In other words, the field measurenlent readings could
be off by a fraction of a pound per cubic yard. While the actual least count limitation could
not be quantified, the limitation must have been present. With samples where the chloride
concentrations were low in magnitude, the nleasurement limitation rnust have had significant
influence on the computations.

For example, three samples for a bridge pier from the Wisconsin data highlight the problem,
Fig. 7.6. Along with the actual data, three curves based on Equation 7.2 with D,_ equalling
0.i1 inZ/yr (0.71 cm2/yr) and Co equalling the 0.5 in (13 ram) reading for the three
respective samples are indicated. While the one value for D,,_equalling 0.11 in2/yr (0.71
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cm2/yr) resulted in reasonable fits for sample 1 and sample 3, the computed diffusion curve
/or sample 2 (a sample with relatively low chloride concentrations) has a lesser degree of
agreement with the data. The reason is that the data in sample 2 in contrast to the data in
sample 1 and sample 3 seem to indicate an aberration from simple diffusion. In particular,
from the 1.5 in (38 mm) depth to the 2 in (51 ram) depth a relatively large increase in -
chloride concentration was observed. This increase may have occurred due to measurement
error, measurement least count limits, or even extensive microcracking. The actual cause is
unknown but the aberration was found to significantly influence a least squares fit.

Fig. 7.7 displays the sum of square error (SSE) curves for each of the least squares
computations over a range of D,_ values for the three samples data plots shown in Fig. 7.6.
In addition, a cumulative SSE curve (sum of the ordinates of the three sample SSE curves
over the range of D,c values) is indicated. All the SSE curves indicate a minimum D,: value
(best fit). While the SSE curves for sample 1 and sample 3 have well-defined minimums
(best fit D,c values ) approximately at 0.11 in2/yr (0.71 cm2/yr), the SSE curve for sample 2
shows little curvature and consequently little variation in SSE for a wide range of the
diffusion constant. From a least squares approach the best fit for sample 2 is approximately
0.28 in2/yr (1.81 cm2/yr) yet the change in the ordinate (SSE) is minor when the D_
equalling 0.11 in2/yr (0.71 cm2/yr) is used.

It was concluded that averaging the minimunl D,_ values was erroneous in that it would give
undue weight to questionable samples as demonstrated with sample 2, Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7.
Consequently, the second analytical approach, the simultaneous least squares fit as
determined by the minimum from the cumulative SSE curve, Fig. 7.7, was accepted as a
much more consistent computational scheme. For the three samples depicted in Fig. 7.6 it
turns out that the best fit D,c was 0.11 in2/yr (0.71 cm2/yr) as indicated by the cumulative
SSE curve, Fig. 7.7.

The means and coefficients of variation for the representative apparent diffusion constants for
the 16 states in the database were computed, Table 7.3. The computational and graphical
results indicated a substantial variation in values of the apparent diffusion constants among
the states. The coefficient of variation for each state represents a substantial dispersion of
the computed apparent diffusion constants within any single state. The results showed that
while apparent diffusion is a reasonable approach, it is the result of numerous variables that
have varying degrees of influence on the problem. For example, the water-cement ratio has
been shown to cause large variation in the apparent diffusion constants as observed in
controlled experiments (47). Also, extrapolation of experimental results of diffusion in
hardened cement paste leads to the conclusion that temperature has a significant impact (35).
However, for the available database, Table 7.1, it was impossible to ascertain the respective
true water-cement ratios and thermal conditions by bridge or by state.

Correlation analyses of the apparent diffusion constant with respect to the assumed surface
chloride concentration (generally the 0.5 in [13 mini reading, Fig. 7.1) were performed,
Table 7.4. The sample sets from two bridges in each of the 16 states were selected. The
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Table 7.3 Diffusion Constant (D.¢) Means and Coefficients of Variation (C. V.) by
State

State Mean C.V. --

in-'/yr (cm:/yr)

Arkansas 0.03 1.17

Calitbmia 0.25 1.42

Delaware 0.05 0.00

Florida 0.33 1.62

Indiana 0.09 0.40

Iowa 0.05 0.63

Kansas 0.12 1.22

Maryland 0.36 1.28

Michigan 0.15 1.43

Minnesota 0.05 1.19

Nevada 0.08 0.78

New York 0.13 0.30

Virginia 0.12 0.82

West Virginia 0.07 0.62

Wisconsin 0.11 0.59

Note: 1 in:/yr = 6.45 cmZ/yr
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Table 7.4 Correlation Coefficients for Diffusion Constant (D_,) versus Surface

Chloride Concentration, Co

State Correlation Sample Size Correlation Sample Size-

(Bridge 1) (Bridge I) (Bridge 2) (Bridge 2)

Arkansas -0.47 8 -0.20 7

Calitbrnia -0.41 20 0.27 12

Delaware -0.42 5 0.46 5

Florida 0.72 9 0.24 6

Indiana O. 19 14 0.29 6

Iowa -0.69 10 -0.03 8

Kansas O. 10 10 0.58 8

Maryland 0.34 26 -0.40 12

Michigan 0.50 4 -0.66 3

Minnesota -0.08 16 0.37 11

Nevada -0.45 5 -0.062 4

New York -0.16 4 -0.66 3

Pennsylvania 0.23 12 -0.23 6

Virginia -0.15 19 -0.01 12

West Virginia 0.79 6 0.43 6

Wisconsin -0.32 12 0.02 9
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bridges selected were those from which the largest number of samples were recorded. The
least squares best fit diffusion constant tbr each sample individually was determined. A
correlation coefficient between the computed diffusion constant and the assumed surface
chloride concentration by sample was determined. The correlation coefficients, Table 7.4,
were low in most cases . The negative and positive values were evenly distributed. The -
conclusion was that if any correlation between diffusion constant and surface chloride
concentration existed, it was of little magnitude and negligible.

Correlation analyses of the representative apparent diffusion constants for each bridge by
state with respect to duration of exposure to a chloride environment was undertaken, Table

7.5. The conclusion was that the correlation coefficient was of low order. In particular, for
all but three of the 16 states, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient was found to be

below 0.5. The one case where the correlation coefficient was determined to equal 0.81,
West Virginia, the corresponding scatter plot highlighted an outlier, Fig. 7.8. When the
outlier was removed from the correlation analysis, the computed correlation coefficient for
West Virginia equalled -0.24. Similar reviews for the other computed correlation
coefficients exceeding 0.50 resulted in the same conclusion that outliers were present and
biased the calculations of the correlation coefficients. Consequently, the correlation
coefficients, Table 7.5, provide reasonable evidence that there is little correlation between

the representative apparent diffusion constant and the duration of exposure to a chloride
environment. The correlation between representative apparent diffusion constants and time in
service is too low to warrant consideration.

One interesting but unexplainable observation was the rather consistent negative correlation
coefficients, Table 7.5. While the magnitudes of the correlation coefficients were low and

could be assumed negligible, the fact that the coefficients were computed consistently to be
negative seems, at first, contradictory to intuition. One would expect over time that the
diffusion constant would remain the same or increase. But it appears, at this stage, that the
favorable factors to reduce the concrete permeability such as continuing curing and plugging
the concrete pore system outweighed the negative factors such as fatigue cracking.

The results, Table 7.3, represent the cumulative effects of all influential variables including
the water-cement ratio, temperature, and vehicular cyclic loading. Consequently, the
computed apparent diffusion constants, Table 7.3, represent the entire transport mechanism
of chloride through concrete (that is, all variables are included) for each state. For any state
not included in the study, a representative diffusion constant may be determined based on
similarities of climate, and construction practices with one or more of the 16 states included
in the study.

Corrosion Environments

The concept of apparent diffusion as the predominant mode of transport of chloride through
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Table 7.5 Correlation Coefficients of Diffusion Constant (D_L.) versus Bridge Deck

Age

State No. of Cases Correlation --

Arkansas 10 -0.58

C.alitbmia 46 -0.11

Delaware 3 0.00

Florida 15 -0.73

Indiana 6 -0.55

Iowa 27 -0.40

Kansas 24 -0.12

Maryland 56 -0.07

Michi,,an 13 -0.40

IV.:irmesota 64 -0.36

Nevada 2 0.00

New York 15 -0.38

Permsylvania 9 -0.27

Virginia 6 0.00

West Virginia 8 0.81

Wisconsin 12 -0.05
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concrete has been found to be a reasonable approximation to the actual phenomenon. The
large database, Table 7.1, provided a substantial number of samples from which apparent
diffusion constants for the 16 states could be computed. However, for a solution to the
fundamental differential equation of diffusion. Equation 7.1, the boundary conditions (surface
exposure conditions) needed to be specified.

The problem in specifying surface exposure conditions is the complexities that exist at the
surface. The,.surfaces are subjected to a myriad of wearing and weathering cycles. In turn
the exposed surfaces display substantial cracks and crevices. As a consequence, the chloride
concentration at the top surface is random and fluctuates daily as well as from one season to
another.

As a surrogal:e surface condition, chloride concentrations at a depth of approximately 0.5 in
(0.13 ram) had been assumed to be representative of an uncracked concrete surface. The
database, Table 7.1, provided the necessary measurements at 0.5 in (13 ram) so that surface
conditions could be analyzed. The only question remaining was that of the influence of the
time of inspection on the surface chloride measurements.

One proposal was the assumption that surface chloride increases linearly with the square root
of time (48),

C(O,t)=S_ (7.3)

where C(0, t) = the surface chloride concentration with time
S = a surface chloride concentration coefficient
t = time.

While Equation 7.3 seemed to have some intuitive support, no data were presented to justify
its use. The application of Equation 7.3 was proposed in the context of the analysis of the
chloride problem for structures exposed to sea water. The underlying reason for Equation
7.3 in the proposed analysis was that a closed form solution to the fundamental differential
equation of diffusion, Equation 7.1, was available.

Prior to the aforementioned time series data, Figs. 7.3 through 7.5, it was decided, due to
the lack of any contradictory information, that Equation 7.3 would be applied to the database
of bridge decks, Table 7.1. The objective was the determination of categories with respect
to the chloride concentration severities. The goal was to place each of the sixteen states
considered in the study into one of the categories.

Environme.ntal Categories

For each 0.5 in (13 ram) chloride measurement (hereafter referred to as the surface chloride
concentration, Co), the time from construction to inspection was recorded. With the records
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for surface chloride concentration and inspection times, the determination of the surface
chloride concentration coefficients, S, was straighttbrward. The results were the means and
coefficients of variation for each state in the study, Table 7.6.

The computed surface chloride concentration coefficients, S, provided the definition of -
categories by specific ranges, Table 7.7. The categories were defined as low, moderate,
high, and severe. The grouping of the states into the four categories seemed to be
reasonable. In comparison to a Vehicle Corrosion Environment Map, Fig. 2.5, the divisions
seemed to be realistic. In addition, comparison with road salt usage in the United States
during 1981-1982 and 1982-1983 the categorization by the surface chloride concentration
coefficient seemed acceptable, Fig. 2.6.

Alternate Approach

With the acquisition of the aforementioned time series data and the subsequent conclusion
that the surface chloride concentration could be considered as constant with respect to time,
an alternate approach for the categorization of the corrosion environments was undertaken.

The surface chloride concentrations, Co, were averaged by bridge by state. The result was
the compilation of a surface chloride concentration, Co, mean and coefficient of variation for
each state, Table 7.8.

The range of mean values for the surface chloride concentrations, Co, provided the basis of
the division into four categories, Table 7.9. Comparison with the Vehicle Corrosion
Environment Map, Fig. 2.5, indicated substantial agreement. For example, the division by
Co resulted in Nevada being listed in the low category which is equivalent to the negligible
category, Fig. 2.5. In contrast, the division by the coefficient, S, listed Nevada in the

moderate division, Table 7.7. With regard to the road salt usage map, Fig. 2.6, any
disagreement is due for the most part to the fact that the road salt usage information is the
compilation of only two years. In contrast, the bridge deck time history data ranged
generally from a few years to over 20 years.

Discussion

In the case of a state which was included in the historical data base, the computed statistics,
Table 7.3 and Table 7.9, can be combined to estimate chloride distributions in bridge decks.
For Pennsylvania, the mean D_ is 0.03 Ibs/yd _ (0.19 kg/m 3) and the mean Co is 7.26 lbs/yd 3
(4.31 kg/m3). Substitution of the means into Equation 7.2 results in an estirnate of chloride
concentrations with respect to time.

C(x,t)=7.26(1 -erf( x ] (7.4)

Likewise, equations for New York, Virginia, and other states can be formulated.
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Table 7.6 Surface Chloride Concentration Coefficient (S) Means and Coefficients of

Variation (C. V.) by State

State Mean S C.V. --

lbs/yd 3.yr °.-_

A,rkansas 0.49 0.97

California 0.95 I. 14

Delaware 1.89 0.51

Florida 2.50 1.11

Indiana 2.78 0.46

Iowa 2.43 0.49

Kansas 0.70 0.92

Maryland 1.10 0.83

Michigan 1.75 0.68

/VIinnesota 2.50 0.69

Nevada 1.40 0.78

New York 4.69 0.30

Petmsylvania I. 78

Virginia 1.64 0.46

We,st Virginia 1.84 0.38

Wisconsin 3.23 0.38

Note: 1 lbs/yd:_ = 0.59 Kg/m 3
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Table 7.7 Corrosion Environments: Surface Chloride Coefficient Categories
S = lbs./vd'_*vr _''_

Low S Moderate High Severe _
0<=S<I.0 1.0<S<=2.0 2.0<S<=3.0 .0 < S

Arkansas Delaware Florida New York
0.49 1.89 2.50 4.69

Calitbrnia Maryland Indiana Wisconsin
0.95 1.10 2.78 3.23

Kansas Michigan lowa
0.78 1.75 2.42

Nevada Minnesota
1.40 2.50

Virginia
1.64

Pennsylvania
1.78

West Virginia
1.84

Mean = 0.74 Mean = 1.63 Mean = 2.55 Mean = 3.96

C. V. = 1.0 C.V. = 0.58 C.V. = 0.54 C.V. = 0.34

Note: 1 lbs/yd 3 = 0.59 Kg/m -_
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Table 7.8 Mean and Coefficient of Variation for Surface Chloride Conceniration,

Co, by State

State No. of Bridges Mean C.V. --
lbs/yd 3

Arkansas 10 1.81 0.72

California 49 3.23 1.48

Delaware 3 8.67 0.05

Florida 15 5.98 1.06

Kansas 28 3.64 0.78

Indiana 6 8.97 0.43

Iowa 27 8.09 0.30

Maryl:md 59 4.89 0.50

Michigan 13 4.83 0.43

Minnesota 59 6.54 0.52

Nevada 2 3.01 0.49

New York 15 14.63 0.24

Pennsylvania 9 7.26 0.35

Virginia 6 6.29 0.58

West Virginia 8 8.54 0.29

Wisconsin 12 10.10 0.54

Note: 1 lbs/yd 3 = 0.59 Kg/m 3
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Table 7.9 For Corrosion Environments: Surface Chloride Content (Co) Categories

Low Modzratz High Severe
0<Co<4 4<=Co<8 8<=Co<10 Co>=10 --

Arkansas Florida Delaware New York
1.81 5.98 8.67 14.63

California Maryland Iowa Wisconsin
3.23 4.88 8.08 10.10

Kansas Minnesota Indiana

3.64 6.54 8.97

Nevada Virginia West Virginia
3.01 6.29 8.34

Michigan
4.83

Pennsylvania
7.26

Mean= 2.92 Mean= 5.96 Mean= 8.52 Mean= 12.37

C.O.V. =0.23 C.O.V. =0.55 C.O.V. =0.04 C.O.V. =0.39
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Consequently, the plots of equations, such as Equation 7.4, provide a simple graphical means
of as rtainirtg the time at which a corrosion threshold (critical chloride concentration) is
expec.=d. Fig. 7.9 indicates the chloride concentration at 2.0 in (51 ram) below the constant
exposure lew._l(Co point) for New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, while Fig. 7.10
represents the chloride concentrations at the 3.0 in (76 ram) depth for New York,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia. The low chloride concentration in Pennsylvania bridge decks
compared to those in Virginia and New York is related to low calculated nqean, D,_, in
Pennsylvania as presented in Table 7.3.

The overall agreement between the Automobile Corrosion Distributions, Fig. 2.5, and the
chloride environmental categories, Table 7.9, provides a reasonable basis for estimating
chloride surface conditions. The four automobile corrosion distribution categories
(negligible, mild, moderate and severe) may be paired with the corresponding four chloride
environmental categories (low, moderate, high and severe).

A bridge deck in a state not included in the historical data base may be located on the map of
the Automobile Corrosion Distribution, Fig. 2.5, and the category noted. The corresponding
environmental category would be identified and the mean and coefficient of variation for the
surface chloride exposure, Co, be determined. An appropriate apparent diffusion constant
based on comparison with the results from the 16 states, Table 7.3, could also be
determined. With the surface conditions and material property known, an estimate for the
chloride concentration with depth for a specified range of time could be computed with
substitution into Equation 7.2 as previously demonstrated by Equation 7.4. In fact, the
statistics, Table 7.3 and Table 7.9, can be used to develop probabilistic analyses (49).

Overlays

For an excessively spalled bridge deck, an overlay is the most practical repair/rehabilitation
option. The overlay may have a diffusion constant similar to the original concrete deck or it
may exhibit a diffusion constant that differs substantially from that of the original concrete
deck. It is the difference in the diffusion constant that was of concern in this project.

The analysis of the effectiveness of an overlay was conducted through a computer simulation.
The diffusion according to Fick's Law, Equation 7.1, was programmed as an explicit finite
difference problem. The range in values for the diffusion constant of the original concrete
deck was selected on the data from the range of values of the apparent diffusion constants as
computed for each of the 16 states.

Field measurements of chloride concentrations for several overlays were analyzed to validate
the computer simulation. The data analysis provided a means through which the evaluation
was undertaken. The objective was to determine the differences, relative or absolute, in the
diffusion constants of overlays and the diffusion constants of the original concrete of several
decks.
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Sample Identification

The database for the study of overlays consisted of 44 bridge decks from seven states, Table
7. i0. Each deck was sampled at 12 locations with chloride contents measured at six depths
(including background) at each sample location. Four types of concrete bridge decks werd-
analyzed: untreated concrete (UTC), latex modified concrete (LMC), low slump dense
concrete (LSDC) and micro-silica concrete (MSC). The field measurements were of the
same format as described tbr the apparent diffusion constant computations, Fig. 7.1.

The analysis was based on the concept of apparent diffusion as the nunaerical comparison
scale. The data for each untreated bridge deck were used in a best fit least squares analysis
for the determination of a diffusion constant representative of the studied deck. Basically,
the numerical approach was the same cumulative surn of the squared errors (SSE) curve
concept used in the computation of the representative apparent diffusion constants for
historical records from the 16 states, Fig. 7.7.

For the other overlay data (LMC, LSCD, and MSC), the analysis could not proceed directly
to a least squares paradigm. First, the data had to be surveyed to identify those overlays that
were placed over original deck material that exhibited none or at the very least little prior
chloride contamination. In other words, only those repaired decks that exhibited composite
diffusion from an initial contamination-free state (the original contaminated concrete was
removed) were identified.

The identification was completed by graphically reviewing each sample and selecting those
that indicated the diffusion process (that is a smooth decreasing chloride contamination with
depth). If a specific sample indicated a substantially higher concentration at a depth greater
than another sample, it was not considered in the iterative best fit search for the
representative apparent diffusion constants. It was reasoned that such an occurrence of a

higher chleride concentration with increasing depth was due most likely to insufficient
removal of the original contaminated deck material. On the other hand, if the sample
exhibited a clear diffusion pattern, then it was used in the determination for the
representative apparent diffusion constant for overlays.

Results and Discussion

Of the original 44 decks, Table 7.10, the diffusion constant analysis considered 16 LSDC
overlays, four LMC overlays and nine untreated decks. The MSC overlays were in place for
only one to two years prior to the chloride concentration measurements. Consequently,
insufficient time had elapsed to measure any chloride concentration distributions due to
diffusion. Six LMC overlay sample sets and one untreated deck were rejected for not
exhibiting clearly definitive smooth decreasing values of chloride concentration with depth.

The resulting grouped-box plot indicated little difference between the LMC overlays and the
untreated decks, Fig. 7.1 I. (Observations of suspect outlier are noted with solid circles). In
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Table 7.10 Database for Overlay Comparisons

States Un- LSDC LM C MSC Total
treated

Iowa 6 6

Michigan 2 2

Minnesota 4 4

New York 2 6 2 10

Ohio 6 6

Penns3,Ivania 4 4 8

Virginia 4 4 8

To':al I0 16 10 8 44
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fact, even w:.th the LMC overlay with the highest computed diffusion constant removed, the
general trend still indicated little difference in the LMC versus the UTC decks, Fig. 7.12.
Whether the lack of differences is due to the actual similarities in the respective diffusion
constants for the overlay types or due to construction practices could not be determined.

While the computed diffusion constants for the UTC decks have a tendency to be skewed
toward the higher values, the LMC values seem to display a skewness toward the low end,
Fig. 7.12. Perhaps the skewness is indicative of an improved quality assurance of one
product over another.

The LSDC overlays exhibited computed diffusion constants that centered on a value that was
approximately half the median computed diffusion constant for the UTC decks. Perhaps the
better performance of the LSDC overlays was due in part to the observation that the chloride
measurements seemed to indicate overlay thicknesses in excess of 2.0 in (51 mm). In
contrast, the thicknesses for the LMC overlays could not be observed so readily from the
field measurements.

Depth Factor

Because the thickness of an overlay can have a significant influence on the overall
performance of a deck, a computer simulation study was conducted. The objective was to
observe the relationships between overlay thickness, diffusion constant, and composite
diffusion (overlay and original concrete). The composite diffusion process was computed by
an explicit finite difference algorithm (49).

The diffusion constant of the original concrete was equal to 0.04 in-'/yr (0.26 cm2/yr). Prior
to the overlay, the deck was exposed to a simulated surface concentration equalling 20
Ibs/yd 3 (11.9 kg/m 3) for fifteen years. At the end of 15 years a specified amount of original
concrete was removed and an overlay replacement applied. The amount of deck removal and
the corresponding thickness of the overlay ranged from 1.0 in (25 ram) to 3.0 in (76 mm).
The diffusion constant of the overlay was varied over a range of 0.02 in2/yr (0.13 cm2/yr) to
0.04 in2/yr (0.26 cm2/yr).

The compute:." simulation demonstrated that composite diffusion was a factor only when the
diffusion constants of the two concrete layers differed by a substantial amount, Figs. 7.13
through 7.18 Fig. 7.13 indicates that a factor of two difference in diffusion constants shows
little gain in a 10 year period at the 3.0 in (76 turn) depth when 1.0 in (25 ram) of the
original deck was removed and a 2.0 in (5t ram) overlay was placed. In fact at 3.0 in (76
ram) of depth. (2.0 in [51 ram] the original deck) the chloride content was just at the critical
threshold concentration prior to the overlay. Consequently, with the increase in the chloride
content after the overlay, regardless of diffusion constant, reinforcement corrosion with three
in (76 mm) of cover (1.0 in [13 ram] original deck and 2.0 in [51 mini of overlay) would not
be initiated. Likewise, in a I0 year period with 2.0 in (51 ram) deck removal and
corresponding overlay placement, Fig. 7.14, while some small advantage can be seen in
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using an overlay with a substantially different diffusion constant, from a practical viewpoint
it does not seem to be large. Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 highlight the reduction in repair
effectiveness when only a 0.5 in (13 ram) of the original deck is removed prior to the
placement of overlays with thicknesses of 11/2and 2.0 in. respectively. Figs. 7.17 and 7.18
are the same as Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 respectively except that the study period was extended-
from i0 years to 20 years. The entire computer study substantiated the fact that cover of 3.0
in (76 mm) or more was most advantageous from a diffusion criterion regardless of the D_c
value of the overlay material.

In summary, with field rneasurements taken at one half inch increments in conjunction with
the limited least count capability of the rneasurement technique, composite action may not be
observed for layers in which the diffusion constants differ by only percentage points. In
other words, if the diffusion constant tbr LMC overlays is 0.03 in2/yr (0.19 cm2/yr) versus
0.04 in2/yr (0.26 cm2/yr) for UTC decks, the difference could be lost in the process of
measurement., because as substantiated by the computer simulation, a 50% improvement in
diffusion constant does not hinder diffusion by a corresponding value when only a small
overlay thickness is involved.

Sealed Surfaces

Sealing methods such as sealers, coating and membranes, are applied as preventive
maintenance against the chloride-induced corrosion of the reinforcement steel. The idea is to
seal the deck surface from further transport of chloride into the concrete. If a surface is
sealed early enough, the entrapped chloride will be of insufficient volume to initiate
corrosion in a significant portion of the reinforcing steel. On the other hand if a sufficient
volume of chloride exists in the deck prior to the sealing, then the sealed surface will not
prevent the accumulation of chloride to a critical level at the selected reinforcement depth.
Corrosion may commence and spalling occur. In such a case a sealed surface may at best
slow the accumulation process of chloride at the reinforcement, but will not prevent it.

A computer study of the time limits for sealing applications was conducted. A range of
apparent diffusion constants was considered. Computer silnulations of the redistribution of
the entrapped chloride after sealing was performed.

Computer Simulation

A sealed surface is assumed to prevent any further transport of chloride through the top
surface of a concrete deck. In mathematical terms, this prevention of chloride transport
means that the gradient at the surface is zero.
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ac (7.5)
[-_](x=o_=0

Based on Equation 7.5, an explicit finite difference model was tbrmulated. The computer-
model was the basis of the simulation study.

The combined importance of the initial surface chloride concentrations and apparent diffusion
constants was the primary concern. Three variables were considered, the time of exposure
of the top deck surface to a concentration, Co, the magnitude of Q,, and the apparent
diffusion constant, D,_..

Figs. 7.19 through 7.22 are typical examples of the computer simulations. For comparison
purposes, a chloride concentration of 1.2 lbs/yd 3 (0.72 kg/m 3) was used as the corrosion
threshold value, that is the chloride concentration above which corrosion commences. _

For a concrete with a diffusion constant equalling 0.02 in2/yr (0.13 cm-'/yr), the concrete 2.0
in (51 ram) below the concrete deck surface did not exceed 1.2 lbs/yd 3 (0.72 kg/m 3) when
the deck was exposed to 10 lbs/yd 3 (5.9 kg/m 3) for a period of 20 years prior to being
sealed, Fig. 7.19. On the other hand for the same concrete exposed to 20 lbs/yd 3 (11.9
kg/m3), the critical threshold was exceeded in less than 10 years after being sealed, Fig.
7.20.

The diffusion constant was changed from 0.02 in2/yr (0.13 cln_-/yr) to 0.04 in2/yr (0.26
cm2/yr) and the computer simulations were repeated. The critical threshold was exceeded at
the 2.0 in (51 mm) depth prior to being sealed irrespective of whether the initial concrete
surface exposure was 10 lbs/yd 3 (5,9 kg/m 3) or 20 lbs/yd 3 (I 1.9 kg/m3), Figs. 7.21 and 7.22.
On the other hand, for D,,_equalling 0.04 in-_/yr(0.26 crn'-/yr) and Co equalling 10 Ibs/yd 3
(5.9 kg/m3), the critical chloride threshold was not reached at the 3.0 in (76 ram) depth for
more than 20 years after being sealed, Fig. 7.21. While with only the change of the surface
concentration from 10 lbs/yd 3 (5.9 kg/m 3) to 20 lbs/yd 3 ( 11.9 kg/m 3) , the critical
concentration was reached in a little more than 10 years after being sealed, Fig. 7.22.

Suggested Guideline

While the finite difference formulation proved to be a functional analytical tool for the
research project, the application of such a model in routine maintenance decision making
would be cumbersome and consequently impractical. As a routine decision-making guide, a
simple linear model was formulated.

The percent decrease, as a function of time, in the surface chloride concentration after
sealing was found to be practically the same regardless of the magnitude of the initial surface
concentration, Co, Fig. 7.23. For example, 20 years after being sealed a 20 lbs/yd 3 (11.9
kg/m 3) surface concentration decreased to I0 lbs/yd 3 (5.9 kg/m3). Likewise, the 10 Ibs/yd 3
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(5.9 kg/m 3) at the time of being sealed decreased in 20 years to 5 lbs/yd3 (3.0 kg/m3).

In general, after being sealed, the percent remaining of an initial surface chloride
concentration as a function of time seemed to be a decay function which was independent of
the initial magnitude, Co, Fig. 7.24. Specifically, the percent remaining of Co after 10, 20,
and 40 years can be reasonably approximated as 60%, 50%, and 40%. respectively.

At the time the concrete is sealed, the total entrapped chloride becomes a constant volume
and it is assumed that chlorides cannot enter or exit. As an approximation to the chloride
distribution, a linear function seemed practical, Fig. 7.25. For field operations, the chloride
concentrations at the 0.5 in (13 ram) depth (Co.x=o.s)and the 1.5 in (38 ram) depth (Cx=1.5)
may be used to fit a straight line. By similar triangles, the intercept (d, the depth with zero
chloride concentration measured from the 0.5 in [13 mm] reading, Co.x=,..dcan be
determined by the following equations:

C°:=°'5- Cx=15 (7.6)
d (d- 1.5)

With entrapped chloride constituting a constant volume, the linear approximation to the
distribution approxirnates the total volume of chloride per unit width, Fig. 7.26. Since 10,
20, and 40 years result in 60%, 50%, and 40%, respectively, of Co remaining at the concrete
surface, the linear distributions can be determined.

d (7.7)
dcl°Yr_)-(0.6)

d (7.8)
drz°Yr"l-(0.5)

d (7.9)
dM°Y"l-(0.4)

With the intercepts on both axes known, the linear distributions are readily obtained, Fig.
7.26. From the linear distributions, reasonable estimates of chloride concentrations at
particular depths can be determined.
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With respect to the myriad of uncertainties, the linear approximations estimate the transport
phenomenon within acceptable tolerance. In fact with use of the 0.5 in (13 mm) and 1.5 in
(38 ram) measurements, the procedure is conservative, predicting chloride concentrations at
the depths for reinforcement greater than that which resulted from the finite difference
model. If a depth of measurement beyond the 1.5 in (38 ram) is used, the over-estimation is
even greater. Ideally, the measurements starting at 0.5 in (13 mm) followed by two or three
more measurements at 0.5 in (13 mm) increments would provide a better linear estimate.

The linear approximation approach based on field measurements would automatically
circumvent the difficulty in specifying an apparent diffusion constant for a particular bridge.
The field measurements have all the mechanisms within the readings. Consequently, a
formal analysis for diffusion constant would not be warranted.
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8

Interpretation of Corrosion Current Density
Measurements

Introduction

Where Chapter 6 and 7 of this report addressed the end of functional service life and rate of

diffusion of chloride ions parts of the corrosion performance models, respectively. This
chapter describes a study undertaken to determine the corrosion damage time period of the
service life performance models.

From initiation of corrosion, iron oxide begins to build up at the steel reinforcing bar
concrete interface. The increase in volume resulting from iron going to iron oxide exerts an
internal pressure that results in cracking and spalling of the cover concrete. Some of the
pressure is dissipated in the compression of the steel and creep of the concrete. In addition,
not all of the iron ion produced during corrosion increases the internal pressure at steel-
concrete interface. Some of the iron ions diffuse through the porous concrete and oxidize
harmlesly within a void. Thus, even at a constant corrosion rate, there would not be a direct
time relationship between corrosion current and time to damage, as there is between amount
of metal loss and corrosion current. The relationship would be a time variant relationship
dependent upon the rate of diffusion of iron ions away from the steel-concrete interface. If
temperature then varies, as in the field, then the rate of diffusion of all ions, including iron
and chlorides, increases. To further complicate the tasks of estimating the time to corrosion
damages, corrosion rate varys with temperature, concrete resistance (moisture content of the
concrete), oxygen concentration at the cathode site, and chloride ion concentration of the

corrosion (anode) site. Considering the above and the present interpretation of corrosion
current density readings for available corrosion current density meters. An experimental
laboratory research program was undertaken to better estimate the time to damage.
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Literature Review

Relative to actual metal loss, a wide range of cracking criteria have been proposed for
different conditions, see Table 8.1 (50, 51, 52, 53).

Table 8.1 - Existing Criteria for Metal Loss

Existing Information of Metal Loss Required tbr Cracking

Spellman and Stratfull (1968) 35 mils
Laboratory Experiment

Spellman and Stratfull (1968) 29 mils
Field Experiment

Zdenek Bazant (1979) .1 mils

Interpretation of Equations

Hladky (1989) 0.63 - 1.2 mils

Kenneth Clear (1989) 3.7 mils

Interpretation of Results

Note: Imil = 25tzm

Spellman and Stratfull (50) performed laboratory tests to determine the amount of metal loss
required to crack specimens with a 7/8 in (2.2 cm) cover depth. Their results showed that
cracks could ige generated with less than 1 rail (25 _m) of metal loss. The average bar loss
in this experiment was approximately 35 nails (889 tzm) with a maximum of 138 mils (3500
#m) for 41 specimens. The following year, a field study was performed on 16 bridges in
California. The mean of the maximum metal loss found for each linear foot of the #4 bars

was about 29 mils (737 izm). This metal loss was more than enough to cause major cracking
and spalling problems (50).

Bazant developed a theoretical model for the time to damage for concrete structures exposed
to seawater (51). The model determines the time to cracking as a function of reinforcing
steel cover depth and spacing, mechanical properties of the concrete and steel, and corrosion
rate. For a typical bridge deck, cracking should occur at a uniform circumferential metal
loss of 0.1 mils (2.5 lzm). Unfortunately, Bazant's models were never validated
experimentally.

Hladsky et al., (52) estimates for amount of metal loss, 0.63 to 1.2 mils (16 to 32 izm), are
within an order of magnitude of Bazant's.

Clear (53) estimates for the time to damage for the 3LP Corrosion Rate Meter fo be:

i_orr< 0.20 mA/ft -_(0.22 izA/cm-') no damage expected
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0.20 to < 1.0 mA/ft 2 (0.22 - 1.1 _A/cm 2) damage possible in I0 to 15 years

1.0 to < 10 mA/ft 2 (1.1 - 10.8 _A/cm 2) damage expected in 2 to 10 years

> 10 mA/ft 2 (10.8 tzA/cm 2) damage expected in 2 years or less

Assuming a uniform corrosion rate over the above mean time period, damage should occur
for each of the above three conditions at a metal loss of 3.7 mils (92 _zm). As shown in
Table 8.1, estimates for the amount of metal loss required to cause damage range over two
orders of magnitude or at least one order of magnitude if Bazant's or Spellman and Stratfull's
estimates are not included.

Experimental Design

Considering all the variables which may have an influence on estimating the time to damage,
one realized ':hat it would be cost prohibitive to conduct a full factorial experimental research
study. In fact, a full factorial program may not be desirable since the influence of some of
the parameters may be insignificant in light of bridge maintenance/rehabilitation/replacement
planning horizons.

A sensitivity analysis on Bazant's equations was performed to identify the dominant
variables. The most dominant variable was the rate of corrosion. Reinforcing steel cover

depth, spacing, and size has some effect and were included in the experimental design.
Mechanical properties of the concrete was shown to have no more effect than reinforcing
steel cover depth, spacing, and size. Thus, only one concrete strength was included in the
experimental design. Since it was believed that temperature and moisture could have a
significant effect, indoor (controlled conditions) and outdoor exposures were included. Table
8.2 summarizees the experimental program.

A total of 47 simulated bridge deck slabs were cast. Fig. 8.1 presents the test slab design
with five electrically isolated reintbrcing steel bars in the top and three composite reinforcing
rods in the bottom. Chloride content, mixed into the concrete, was used to vary the
corrosion rate. Two corrosin rate meters were selected, the KC Clear 3LP device and the
Geocisa, Gecor.

Results

Corrosion current density and internal concrete temperatures measurements have been taken
for over a year. Unfortunately, none of the slabs have cracked. Thus, no time to damage
can be estimated from this experimental study.
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Time to Damage

Cady and Weyers (3) using Bazant's theoretical equations and an average rate of corrosion of
steel in concrete, estimated the time to damage for a typical bridge deck with greater than
1.25 in (3.1"7 cm) of concrete cover at 2.7 years. For bridge decks in Pennsylvania, they
estimated the mean service for decks with 2.0 in (5.08 cm) of concrete cover to be 22 years,
using 2.7 years as the time to damage from initiation of corrosion. Analysis of historical
performance data of 234 Pennsylvania decks with 2.0 (5.08 cm) of cover concrete, presented
in Chapter 4 of this report, estimated the mean service life to be 23.3 years with 34.6% of
the decks having been overlaid.

Clear estimated the time to corrosion damage for concrete bridges in the United States to be
2 to 5 years.

Considering Cady and Weyers and Clear's estimates for time to damage an average of 3
years appears to be warranted. Especially considering that the planning horizon for bridge
work is 5 years.
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9

Validation of Service Life Performance Model

Introduction

Preliminary studies presented in Chapter 2 of this report identified a total of 16 mainstream
concrete bridge corrosion protection, repair, and rehabilitation methods. In addition, service
lives of the methods were estimated through an opinion survey. The results of which
demonstrated reasonable mean service life estimates but the variability was too high for some
methods. The coefficient of variation ranged from 70% for sealers to 20% for LMC
overlays. In addition to the normally higher variability that is common to opinion surveys,
the lack of precision in this case was most likely caused by structure type, material type,
constructed quality, and environmental exposure conditions. Since this was a nationwide
opinion survey and these corrosion performance conditions were not specified in the
questionnaire.

A national search for method performance data revealed that of the 16 methods, sufficient
data for service life estimates was only available for three of the methods. Service life
estimates for the three methods, untreated (portland cement concrete) decks, LSDC overlays
and LMC overlays are presented in Chapter 4 of this report. Thus, a service life corrosion
performance model needed to be developed to assist in completing the task of estimating the
service life of the remaining methods.

Cady and Weyers developed a corrosion performance service life model and validated the
model for untreated bridge decks in Pennsylvania (3). The model has been referred to as the
diffusion-cracking-deterioration rate model (DCDM) in this report. To be applied nationally
and expanded to conditions other than untreated decks, an end of functional service life
(EFSL), had to be defined, chloride diffusion constants had to be determined for different
environmental conditions, the time to corrosion damage from diffusion initiation of corrosion
had to be determined for various conditions, and the rate of deterioration had tO be verified.
All of these tasks are presented in other chapters of this report, see the following:
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Time to initiate corrosion by diffusion, Chapter 7

Time to corrosion damage from initiation, Chapter 8

Rate of deterioration, Chapter 4

End of functional service life, Chapter 6

Another model is proposed in this report. The diffusion of the chloride ion to the depth of
steel equal to the end of functional service life, followed by the time to damage (spalling) of
the concrete associated with the reinforcing steel at the depth of end of functional service
life. Referred to in this report as the DCM model (diffusion-cracking model).

The objective of the study presented in this chapter was to validate the proposed service life
performance models. In addition, to identify other models which may be used to estimate
the service lives of corrosion protection, repair, and rehabilitation methods.

Two approaches were used to validate the models. First, service lives were estimated for the
untreated conditions and compared to estimates from the analysis of historical performance
data (Chapter 4). Second, a field corrosion performance survey was performed on untreated
decks, LSDC overlays, and LMC overlays in three environmental exposure areas. Asphalt
concrete preformed membrane overlay systems, in a single environmental exposure area, was
included in tile field survey.

Untreated Decks

The mean service life estimates for untreated decks in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New York
were 36, 23, and 16 years, respectively (see Chapter 4). These untreated decks in Virginia,
New York, and Pennsylvania were built within the same approximate time period, and with
approximately the same design standard, 2 in (5.08 cm) cover depth. At the time of
analyses, 10.8% of the Virginia decks were overlaid and 34.6% and 74.4% of the
Pennsylvania and New York decks, respectively, had been overlaid.

For estimating service live, the following parameters were used in the DCDM and the DCM
models.
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Cover Depth Diffusion Time to Percent of

Corrosi Reintbrcing Steel
on

State X (in) sd (in) Co Dc Damage DCDM DCM
(lbs/yd: (in-'/yr) (Yrs) _ %

)

VA 2.0 0.42 6.3 0.12 3 2.5 40

PA 2.0 0.52 7.3 0.03 3 2.5 40

NY 2.0 0.30 14.6 0.13 3 2.5 40

The chloride corrosion threshold level is 1.2 Ibs/yd 3 (0.71 Kg/m3).

For a normal distribution, the diffusion depth, X, is calculated as tbllows:

X = X - o_sd (9.1)

where: X = mean cover depth
sd = cover depth standard deviation
c_ = normal distribution factor for specified cumulative percent of

reinforcing steel.

For 2.5% and 40%, alpha is 1.96 and 0.26, respectively. Thus, the diffusion depth for the
DCDM and DCM models are as follows:

Diffusion Depth

DCDM DCM

State (IN) (IN)

VA 1.18 1.89

PA 0.98 1.86

NY 1.41 1.92

The time to initiate corrosion at the above diffusion depths is determined from equation 9.2.

C,x,t, = Co(l- erfI X----_l] (9.2)

where: Cox., = chloride corrosion threshold level = 1.2 lbs/yd 3 (0.71 Kg/m 3)
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For the above diffusion depths, the time to initiate corrosion is as/bllows:

Corrosion Initiattion Time, yrs

STATE DCDM DCM

VA 3.4 8.7

PA 8.3 30.0

NY 2.6 4.8

Using a time to corrosion damage of 3.0 years for both the DCDM and DCM models and a
rate of deterioration of 2.0%/yr for the DCDM models for the damage period from 2.5% to
40% damage, the estimated service lives are as follows:

Estimate Mean Service Lives for Untreated Decks

STA'FE HISTORICAL DCDM DCM
PERFORMANCE

VA 36 25 12

PA 23 3O 30

NY 16 24 6

On the average, the DCDM model appears to agree with the historical performance
estimates. Whereas, the DCM in two cases significantly under estimated the service lives
and over estimated the service life in the other case. The lack of agreernent is strongly
related to the chloride diffusion part of the estimates. It needs to be pointed out that the
diffusion parameters, Co and De, were based on the average of a small number of decks in
each case. Whereas, the historical performance estimates are the means for a much larger
sample size.

Field Survey

The purpose of this study was to determine the service life for rehabilitation techniques based
on field data. These techniques consisted of LSDC, LMC, MSC, and AC with membrane
overlays and untreated concrete bridge decks. The field survey was conducted to gather
information on existing conditions of untreated and rehabilitated bridge decks. Corrosion
measurements were performed to assess the performance of each treatment. Statistical
models that predicted the percent of damage on a bridge deck and the corrosion rate for each
technique were then developed from the field survey data.
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The study also incorporated the different studies of service life estimates and compared them
with historical and opinion estimates. Comparisons were made for untreated decks and for
repaired decks.

Bridge Selection and Field Survey

The field survey consisted of 52 bridges in eight states and was performed by two crews each
of four persons during the summer of 1991. Untreated decks and the four types of repair
techniques (LSDC, LMC, MSC, and AC with membrane) were surveyed (Table 9.1).

Table 9.1 Location and Rehabilitation Techniques of Surveyed Bridges

Decks NY VA VT PA MN IA MI OH Total

Untreated 4 4 - 4 - 2 14

LSDC 6 4 6 16

LMC 4 4 - 2 10

MSC 2 - 6 8

AC/M - 4 - - 4

Total 12 8 4 8 4 6 4 6 52

All of the bridges were to be in service for a certain period of time to ensure that corrosion

was occurring. Originally, this meant that all of the bridges, especially the repaired bridges,
needed to be in service for at least I0 years, if the time for chloride diffusion was taken to
be an average of 5 years (3). This time period was to guarantee that signs of corrosion-
induced deterioration would be evident on the bridge deck surface. The age of each bridge
and the time of overlaying was obtained during the initial bridge selection. The bridges were
also selected to represent a wide diversity of environments. Thus, bridges from states in

high, medium, and low snow fall areas (see Chapter 3) were selected to ensure a wide range
of deicing salt applications.

All of the concrete overlaid bridge decks were identified in previous studies except for the
bridges in Vermont. The four rnembranes with asphalt overlays were the only repaired
bridge decks that satisfied the age and environment requirements.

Characterizations and nondestructive tests were conducted on each bridge to determine the
state of deterioration and the level of pertbrmance. Due to time limitations and the

numerous tests that had to be conducted on each bridge, only a few spans were analyzed for
bridges with more than 3 spans.

The dimensions for each inspected span plus the overall bridge dimensions, including the
shoulder, driving lane, and passing lane, were measured. The water drainage pattern, all
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construction joints, expansion joints, bridge skew. and parapet wall were indicated in the
drawings. Miscellaneous information such as scuppers, drains, and old core holes were also
indicated in the diagrams. A zero-zero point was selected for each bridge at the point where
the approach slab in the direction of traffic joined with the first span. A 2 by 2 foot grid
starting at the: zero-zero point and increasing in the direction of traffic (near to far) was then
drawn on the deck itself as well as in the diagrams. All physical deterioration for each

inspected span was drawn to scale in reference to the grid. This included cracks,
delaminations, spalls, and patches. The delaminations were first found by using a drag chain
and outlined asing a 3 Ib (1.36 Kg) hammer. A typical diagram of one of the bridges is
presented in ]Fig. 9.1.

A pachomete:r was used to locate and estimate the cover depth of the reinforcing steel. At
least 40 random cover depths for the entire inspected area were obtained. Cover depths were
also obtained at the locations where corrosion rates and concrete samples were obtained.

Table 9.2 presents a summary of the random cover depths taken over one of the bridge
decks. The pachometer was also used to locate steel to connect the half-cell array too, once
a core was drilled to the reinforcing steel. This had to be performed for each span to be
inspected due to the discontinuity of the reinforcing mat over the expansion joints. Potentials
were recorded every 2 ft (0.6 m) by following the 2 by 2 ft (0.6 by 0.6 m) grid with the
half-cell arrav. The half-cell array measured four half-cell potential readings at a time using
four CSE attached to a handheld computerized data logger. This procedure speeded the
process of measuring half-cell potentials in the field. The potential readings logged into the
data logger were then down-loaded to a personal computer. Potential grids and contour maps
were developed for the entire inspected area using the CSSPLOT software, see Figs. 9.2 and
9.3 for examples of a potential grid and contour, respectively.

The same connection was used for the 3LP and Gecor corrosion current measurements. The

corrosion current densities (icor_)and the corrosion potentials (E_orr)were measured at a
minimum of 12 locations using both instruments. These locations were based on the half-cell
potential readings. The locations were selected from potentials either less negative than -
0.200 V CSE, rnore negative than -0.350 V CSE, or between the two critical readings. The
12 locations also represented the shoulder, right wheel path, and the center of the particular
lane being inspected. The reinforcing steel at the i_orrnleasurements sites was allowed to
depolarize fo:: at least 20 minutes between measurements. The resistance of the concrete at
each location was also measured using the Gecor instrument.
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Concrete samples were obtained from within a few inches of the i,,r, locations using a rotary
hammer with an attached vacuum to collect the concrete dust. The concrete samples were
drilled to an average depth of 3 in (7.6 cm), and then analyzed in the lab for chloride content
using the rapid analysis of chloride content procedure (55). Graphs were created expressing
the chloride content as a function of depth (See Fig. 9.4).

The four AC/membranes overlaid survey decks are in Vermont. The same survey
procedures were performed on each of these bridges except for the number of the test
locations. The asphalt overlay and the preformed membrane had to be removed in order to

conduct the tests on the surface of the concrete. This was achieved by saw-cutting 2 by 2 ft
(0.6 by 0.6 m) cutouts in the asphalt and membrane which were then removed. Since this
was a difficult and time-consuming procedure, the number of test cutout locations had to be
reduced.

Data Analysis

Table 9.3 is a sample of a summary sheet of some of the data collected from each bridge.
The data was statistically analyzed to determine relationships between the various data
collected on each bridge deck and between all bridge decks with the same repair technique.
These relationships were used to develop equations to predict the corrosion current density of
the reinforcing steel. Models predicting the amount of corrosion-related damage were also
attempted in order to incorporate them into the service life models.

Scatter diagrams of the specific data to be analyzed were created for each bridge. The
scatter diagram was used as a visual indication of a relationship that may exist between the
data being compared. This relationship was then analyzed further using basic statistics to
determine valid predictor variables to be used in the multiple linear regression models. A
scatter diagram was developed for the following comparisons for each treatment at the same
locations:

1. Potentials (E_orr): 3LP vs. Geocisa
2. Corrosion Rates (i,o,.,.): 3LP vs. Geocisa
3. Geocisa i_orrVS. Chloride Content @ Bar Level

4. Geocisa ico_vs. Chloride Content @ '/2 in (13 ram) Depth
5. 3LP i_o, vs. Chloride Content @ Bar Level

6. 3LP i_o_rvs. Chloride Content @ _/2in (13 ram) Depth
7. Array E¢o, @ i¢o, Locations vs. Chloride Content @ Bar Level
8. Array E¢or,@ i_or_Locations vs. Chloride Content @ _/-,in (13 ram) Depth
9. Geocisa: i_o_,vs. Resistance

10. Geocisa: i_o, vs. E,,n.
11. Geocisa i_o_,vs. Array E,,,., @ i..... Locations
12. 3LP: i_o_,vs. E_o_,
13. 3LP i_.o,vs. Array E_o,,@ i_o,._Locations
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Some of these relationships are known, for example, the relationships between the electrodes
used in the 3LP (Cu CuSO_ electrode) and Gecor (Ag AgCI electrode) devices. For
instance, the Gecor Ecorrreadings should be 65 mV more negative than the 3LP Ecor_readings
(56). The corrosion rate measurements of these two instruments also differ by a multiple of
10, i.e., the 3LP _oo,measurements should be 10 times more than the Gecor ico_
measurements (57). The data from the field survey was compared to any known

relationships to test the validity of those preexisting relationships.

ANOVA an_dyses were performed to help determine valid predictor variables to be used in
the multiple linear regression models. The following field data for each treatment in each
state was analyzed using the above statistical methods: Gecor ico_r,3LP i_o,.r,Ecorr (half-cell)
@ icor,locations, Chloride Content @ Bar Depth @ i_o, locations, Chloride Content @ l/: in
(13 mm) Depth @ i_or_locations, Gecor Resistance, and Cover Depths @ i_or_locations.

Two models that predict the total percent damage on a bridge deck and the percent damage
in the worst lane were attempted in this study using the field survey data. Two additional
models were developed that predict the time to rehabilitate an untreated bridge deck based on
the total amount of deterioration on a bridge deck or the amount of deterioration in the worst
lane. The deterioration on the bridge deck consisted of the surn of the areas of
delaminations, spalls, cracks, and asphalt patches observed on the deck surface. These
models were to be incorporated into the "time to rehabilitate" models to estimate service life.

The total percent damage was calculated by the total amount of damage in the inspected area
divided by the total inspected area. The damage consisted of the total sum of the areas of
delaminations, spalls, cracks, and asphalt patches. The crack areas were obtained by
multiplying the length of each crack by an assumed tributary width of 4 in (10 cm). This
was obtained from the literature review (58,59) and by an opinion survey from the eight
DOTs in which 67% out of the 75% respondents agreed that 4 in (10 cm) was a realistic
estimate for tributary crack width.

The percent damage for the worst lane was calculated similar to the total percent damage
except the percent damage from either the driving lane or the passing lane was used
(whichever had the highest amount of damage).

The following predictor variables, depending on the correlations between the variables, were
used in the attempted regression models:

1. % Damage or % Dam-Ln as dependent variable, y
2. Type: Dummy variable (0, untreated or 1, treated), used only for All

techniques combined models
3. DeckAge: Age of bridge at time of field survey, years
4. RehabAge: Age of overlay at time of field survey, years
5. AADT or I/AADT: Average Annual Daily Traffic volume, number of

vehicles
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6. Snowfall: Average annual snowfall, inches per year
7. Rebar Sz: Diameter of reinforcing bar, inches
8. Potent: Half-cell array potential readings. -mV
9. 3LP i,.,,,,or Gecor i,.,,r,: Corrosion rate, mA/ft -_

10. GeoResis or 1/R or Log(R): Resistance of concrete, k-ohms
1i. Cover: Cover depth of rebar, inches
12. Cl Cont: Chloride content at rebar level, lb/yd 3
13. Snow*Age: Cumulative snow before rehabilitation, (Snowfall lnultiplied by the

difference in Deck.Age and RehabAge), inches

Departments of Transportation (DOT) were contacted for the environmental exposure
conditions for each bridge in that state to be used in all regression models. These conditions
consisted of the average annual daily traffic (AADT), annual snowfall, and the approximate
rate of deicing salt application. The approximate size of the reinforcing bars in the top mat
of the transverse steel were also obtained. The salt application rate, unfortunately, could not
be used in the statistical analysis because the information could not be obtained. The
majority of the DOT's, the rate of salt applications and frequency of use records are not
maintained for a bridge deck. Salt usage depends on the amount and frequency of snowfall
in the area.

The corrosion rate model is to be used to predict the rate of corrosion as a function of a
variable or variables that were measured in the field. The corrosion rate (icorr)from the 3LP
device or the Gecor device is the dependent variable. A corrosion rate model was attempted
for the following: Untreated bridges, LSDC overlays, LMC overlays, MSC overlays, all
treated bridges combined, and all techniques combined.

Multiple linear regression was used to determine an equation that would predict the corrosion
rate (ico,_)from any combination of predictor variables. The predictor variables used initially
in the full icorrmodels, depending on the correlations between the variables, were the same as
the ones presented for percent damage, except the i_onwas used as the dependent variable
instead of percent damage.

Results and Discussion

The field survey data consisted of measurements from three devices: 3LP, Geocisa, and
half-cell array. The output of these devices was sometimes inconsistent. In those instances

where an unrealistic rneasurement occurred, for example, a positive potential reading, a
negative corrosion current, or a negative resistance, the measurement(s) were discarded. All
of the bridges in New York were surveyed twice due to equipment failures during the first
survey. In most cases, the two sets of measuren_ents were averaged at a single location if
the measurements were realistic. On a majority of the bridges, two or more measurements
were recorded at a single location if the first measurement seemed questionable. If all the
measurements at the same location were realistic, they were averaged together to obtain a
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single measurement for that location.

The field survey data from the four bridge decks overlaid with hot-mix asphalt with
membrane in Vermont were removed from the multiple regression data set because the data
collected from these bridges assessed the condition of the underlying concrete deck and not
the overlay. Performance data from the four bridges were analyzed separately using scatter
diagrams and basic statistics.

The 3LP CSIE potential (Eoo,) readings are "known to be 65 mV more positive than the Gecor
Ag/AgC1 potential readings (with a slope of 1). The Ec,,rrmeasurements of all the bridges
combined showed a linear relationship between the 3LP and Gecor devices that was similar
to the known relationship (see Fig. 9.5). A regression equation gave the constant as 34 mV
and the slope as 0.75. The Gecor Ag/AgCI cell, which uses the chloride in the tap water
that saturates the contact sponge to determine potentials, is not truly a standard reference
cell. Thus, the variation of the field data from the known relationship between the CSE and
the Ag/AgC1 cells was considered reasonable. Outlying points created a wide band around
the known relationship and were mostly from bridges in Virginia that were surveyed by one
crew during _:hehottest month of the summer of 1991.

The 3LP corrosion rates (ico,,) should have been about I0 times more than the Gecor
corrosion rates. The icorrmeasurements from the field survey data of all the bridges
combined did not show this relationship (see Fig. 9.6). The high 3LP ico,,readings with low
Gecor ioo, readings (displayed along the y-axis in the scatter plot) were bridges from Virginia
and the two deep removal, untreated concrete rehabilitation projects in Michigan.
Pennsylvania bridges had high Gecor i_o_,readings with low 3LP icon.readings. The five
bridges from Pennsylvania were the first bridges surveyed by one crew which had problems
with the equipment. The number of measurements taken from the bridges in Vermont were
too few to indicate any relationships.

The mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variance tbr measured data were calculated
for each treatment in each state. A histogram and dotplot were also developed. These basic
statistics were performed to find similarities between treatments and bridges within the same
state. Some treatments showed a possible normal distribution for Gecor i_o,.,. The states of
New York and Iowa had lower average i,,, readings. This could have been a result of their
similar process for removing contaminated concrete during rehabilitation. The results are
summarized in Table 9.4.
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Table 9.4 Gecor i_,,r_ (mA/ft-') Statistical Data

State/Type N Mean Standard C.V.

Deviation

NY/UN 32 0.287 0.170 0.593

PA/UN 42 2.144 2.956 1.379

VA/UN 68 0.044 0.048 1.076

MI/UN/D 34 0.708 0.358 0.505

NY/LSDC 101 0.202 0.321 1.592

IA/LSDC 72 0.333 0.394 1.182

MN/LSDC 37 1.284 0.849 0.661

MN/LSDC/I 9 1.051 0.929 0.884

MI/LMC 27 0.038 0.039 1.034

PA/LM C 32 0.832 2.050 2.464

VA/LMC 73 0.054 0.127 2.344

NY/MSC 35 0.166 0.397 2.394

OH/MSC 83 0.047 0.024 0.519

VT/I--IMA 22 0.621 0.686 1. 105

Note: 1 mA/ft 2 = 1.08 p.A/rn 2

Some of the distributions of the 3LP it,,,.,,values of a treatment within a state were close to

the normal. There were no similar trends between similar treatments nor between the Gecor

ico,, data base and the 3LP ioo,, data base for each treatment as would be expected. The 3LP

results are summarized in Table 9.5. One observation is clearly evident, the Gecor device
has a significantly higher variability than the 3LP, coefficient of variation of 125% versus

70% for 667 and 826 measurements, respectively,. Because of the lack of precision of the

Gecor device, it may not be possible to use the device to determine or predict corrosion

damage unless a large number of readings are taken over a significant period of time.
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Table 9.5 3LP i_.rr (mA/ft _) Statistical Data

State/Type N Mean Standard C.V.

Deviation

NY/UN 56 3.900 2.447 0.627

PA/UN 46 1.816 1.086 0.598

VA/UN 69 1.462 1.756 1.201

MI/UN/D 34 21. 197 10.997 0.519

NY/LSDC 161 2.210 1.203 0.544

IA/LSDC 72 0.991 0.708 0.715

MN/LSDC 36 1.620 0.977 0.603

MN/LSDC/I 11 1.832 1.444 0.788

MI/LMC 24 1.116 0.754 0.675

PA/LM C 45 1.662 0.991 0.596

VA/LMC 70 1.815 1.840 1.014

NY/MSC 65 2.519 1. 158 0.460

OH/MSC 83 1.900 0.914 0.482

VT/HMA 54 7.074 5.908 0.835

Resistance measurement summaries tbr each treatment in a state are presented in Table 9.6.

The resistance was fairly constant over a bridge, as evident from the lower C.V. Virginia

consistently had higher resistances but with somewhat of a higher C.V. This could support

the implication that temperature or deck dryness has an effect on the corrosion current

density measurements, since the Virginia decks were measured under both hotter and drier

conditions them were decks in other states. LSDC overlays have somewhat higher resistances

than LMC overlays which supports the scatter plots observations.
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Table 9.6 Gecor Resistance (k-ohms) Statistical Data

State/Type N Mean Standard C.V.

Deviation

NY/UN 32 1.009 0.177 0. 175

PA/UN 41 1.098 0.300 0.273

VA/UN 68 3.338 1.733 0.519

MI/UN/D 34 0.505 0.263 0.520

NY/LSDC 91 1.285 0.581 0.452

IA/LSDC 71 2.124 0.637 0.300

MN/LSDC 37 1.109 0.526 0.475

MN/LSDC/I 9 0.341 0.081 0.236

MI/LMC 26 1.990 0.643 0.323

PA/LM C 32 1.024 0.418 0.408

VA/LMC 72 3.282 2.119 0.646

NY/MSC 35 1.575 0.608 0.386

OH/MSC 83 1.787 0.780 0.436

VT/HMA 22 0.378 0.144 0.382

All of the cover depths were fairly constant over each bridge, as evidenced by the low C.V.

The majority were around 2 in (5 cm), which is the standard cover found in most bridges.

The LMC overlays had a tendency for lower corrosion rates with higher cover depths. The

four AC/M overlays and two Minnesota LSDC with Inhibitor overlays did not exhibit this

relationship indicating that some contaminated concrete was left in place. The LSDC and

MSC overlays had a positive correlation between greater cover and lower potential readings,
but when MSC overlays were compared to the other overlays, they had one of the highest

cover depths and potentials. Michigan data displayed this trend as well and seemed to

indicate, again, that salt-contaminated concrete was left in place and the corrosion process

was continuous despite the type and thickness of the overlay. The results are summarized in
Table 9.7.
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Table 9.7 Cover Depth (in) Statistical Data

State/Tvpe N Mean StandardDeviation Coefficientof Variation

NY/UN 50 1.809 0.294 0.16

PA/UN 47 2.416 0.524 0.22

VA/UN 69 2.189 0.419 0.191

MI/UN/D 34 3.560 0.665 0.19

NY/LSDC 136 2.947 0.251 0.08

IA/LSDC 72 2. 882 0.394 0.14

MN/LSDC 36 2.554 0.201 0.08

MN/LSDC/I 12 3. 140 0.210 0.07

MI/LMC 24 3. 150 0.590 0.19

PA/LMC 46 2.858 0.438 0.15

VA/LMC 74 2.554 0.565 0.22

NY/MSC 66 3.445 0.230 0.07

OH/MSC 83 3.355 0.524 0.16

VT/AC/M 55 1.704 0.198 0.12

Percent Damage Models

The total percent damage and the percent damage for the worst lane for each bridge was

calculated from the sum of the areas of delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and spalls

over the inspected area of the bridge deck or the area of the worst lane. Over 530 models

were investigated in order to predict damage on a bridge deck. Ten untreated bridges were

evaluated for the total damage and worst lane damage models. These consisted of two

bridges from New York, four from Pennsylvania, and four froln Virginia. The two other

bridges from New York were not included in the sample data because measurements were

not obtained ,due to equipment failures during the first survey and because they had been

rehabilitated at the time of the second survey. The two bridges from Michigan had been

rehabilitated (deep removal) with untreated concrete. This method of bridge rehabilitation

did not represent the category of untreated, non-rehabilitated bridges and therefore was not
included. The PRESS statistic was used to compare the untreated deck damage models since

the number of observations was too low to split in half.

Many of the predictor variables were correlated with one another and could not be used in

the same model. Twenty-one total damage models were originally compared bs' the lowest

standard deviation, lowest significance level, lowest PRESS statistic and most realistic result.
The most reasonable untreated deck models are summarized in Table 9.8.
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Model one (Table 9.8) was the most reasonable statistically having the lowest standard
deviation, PRESS statistic, significance level, and highest R2 and adjusted R-'. The model,
however, worked statistically because the rebar size variable was almost a constant value
over the ten untreated bridges (#5 bar). The model, therefore, cannot be used to predict the
total percent damage on a bridge deck. The remaining three models also cannot be used for
various reasons. All three had very high SSE values due to high variability of the data. One
or more of the coefficients or the constant did not pass the significance test to 0.05. Model
two was also unrealistic in that the _orr from the Gecor was a negative value which would
mean as the corrosion rate increases, the damage decreases. The same original twenty-one
models were analyzed for percent damage in the worst lane. None of these models were
acceptable because the data was highly variable or the results were unrealistic.

Fifteen bridges overlaid with LSDC were in the attempt to develop LSDC damage models.
The remaining bridge from Minnesota was not included because that LSDC overlaid bridge
had been treated with an inhibitor which was not part of this study. The sample data
contained six bridges each from New York and Iowa, and three bridges from Minnesota.
The statistical PRESS procedure was used to compare the models since the number of
observations was too low to split in half. Twenty-three total damage models containing
independent variables were originally compared by the lowest standard deviation, lowest
significance level, lowest PRESS statistic, and most realistic result. The tour most
reasonable models are summarized in Table 9.9.

The most reasonable total damage model statistically was model two after the constant (close
to zero) was removed from model one. Model two can only be used with LSDC overlays
and not with the other treatments, but would require the collection of the most time
consuming corrosion measurements, corrosion currents and chloride contents. The remaining
two models both were not applicable because of their high SSE values. Model one of the
worst damaged lane is similar to model two for total damage on LSDC decks. The LSDC
worst damaged lane model one is correct relative to accepted corrosion mechanisms.
However, the model does have a high variability associated with it which would limit its
practical use. The model also suffers from the same practical use problem of having to
determine corrosion rates and chloride contents, as does model two for total damage.

Ten bridge decks overlaid with LMC were analyzed next. These consisted of two bridges
from Michigan, four bridges from Pennsylvania, and four bridges from Virginia. The
PRESS statistic was used to compare the models since the number of observations was too
low to split in half. Sixteen total damage models (in addition to 30 submodels) were
originally compared by the lowest standard deviation, lowest significance level, lowest
PRESS statistic and most realistic result. The four most reasonable models are summarized
in Table 9.10. The four models were unrealistic in that the Snow*Age coefficient (total
cumulative snow) in models one through three were negative.
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Realistically, an increase in snowfall increases the demand for more deicing salt applications,
more corrosion, and thus more corrosion-related damage. One or more of the coefficients or
the constant value for models one, two, and four did not pass the significance test to 0.05.
Finally, models two and three had extremely high SSE values which is evidence of high
variability in the data. None of these four models can be used to predict total percent
damage on a bridge deck overlaid with LMC.

Twelve models were studied for damage in the worst lane for LMC overlays. Twenty-three
submodels with lower standard deviations were also developed. The four most reasonable
models are also summarized in Table 9.10. All four models were unrealistic in the Snow
variable. Models one, two, and four also had one or more of the coefficients or their

constant value that did not pass the significance test similar to the total damage models.
Model three again had a high SSE like that for the total damage model. None of these four
models can be applied to predict the percent damage in the worst lane for bridges overlaid
with LMC.

Eight bridge decks overlaid with MSC were analyzed in this sample data set. The data set
consisted of two bridges from New York, and six bridges from Ohio. The PRESS statistic
was used to compare the models since the number of observations was too low to split in
half. Twenty-seven total damage models were originally compared by the lowest standard
deviation, lowest significance level, lowest PRESS statistic, and most realistic result.
Twenty-six additional submodels were also analyzed. The tour most reasonable models are
summarized in Table 9.1 I.

The first two total damage MSC overlay models had very high R2 but both were unrealistic.
The Resistance variable is inversely proportional to ico,.ras discussed in preceding sections
which implies the same relationship with the arnount of corrosion-related damage. The
constant for model four did not pass the significance test (p = .608 > 0.05). Finally, model
three was a reasonable model but the Rehab Ages for all of the MSC bridges were almost the
same (2 to 5 years). The validity of this model is suspect due to this small range in ages. If
this model were to be applied, the model would only be applied to MSC overlays between 2
to 5 years of age.

The same 27 models were studied for percent damage in the MSC overlay worst lane case.
Thirty-one additional submodels were developed. The four most reasonable models are also
presented in Table 9.1 I. The first two models were again unrealistic because of the
Resistance variable. The constant for model one also did not pass the significance test of
0.05. Model three had an unrealistic coefficient for the Deck Age variable. Realistically,
more damage occurs, as the bridge becomes older. Model four was the single best predictor
variable but the constant did not pass the significance test to 0.05. None of these four
models can be applied to predict the damage in the worst lane.

The 33 treated bridge decks have LSDC, LMC, and MSC overlays. The four asphalt/
membrane overlaid bridges in Vermont were not included since the field survey evaluated the
condition of the concrete deck and not of the hot-mix asphalt overlay. The
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data set was split randomly in half (sets A and B) since the number of observations is large
compared to the number of variables. Therefore, the SSE was used instead of the PRESS
statistic as a comparison criterion. Fourteen total damage models tbr data set A were
originally compared by the lowest standard deviation, lowest significance level, lowest SSE,
and most realistic result. Thirty-three additional submodels were analyzed. The four most
reasonable models are summarized in Table 9.12. All four models had high SSE values and
at least one coefficient or the constant value that didn't pass the significance test. None of
these coefficients were close to zero and thus could not be dropped from the models.
Models one and two were unrealistic with a negative deckage factor. Corrosion-related
damage obviously must be positively correlated with deckage. In stmmaary, as presented in
Table 9.12, none of these four models can be applied to predict total damage on a deck.

Fourteen treated deck models were studied for the percent damage in the worst lane, in
addition to 25 submodels. The four most reasonable models are also presented in Table
9.12. Again, all four models had extremely high SSE values and at least one coefficient or
the constant value that did not pass the significance test. Those coefficients were also not
close enough to zero to be dropped from the models. In addition, model one, similar to
model one for total percent damage, has an unrealistic deckage value. These four models
cannot be applied to predict percent damage in the worst lane.

All 43 bridges, consisting of the bridges previously discussed, were randomly split in half
(sets A and B). Like the treated bridges combined, the SSE was used instead of the PRESS

statistic as a comparison criterion. The Type predictor variable was added as a dummy
variable to distinguish between treated (1) and untreated (0) bridge decks. Fourteen total
damage models for data set A were originally compared by the lowest standard deviation,
lowest significance level, lowest SSE, and most realistic result. Twenty-nine additional
submodels were developed. The four most reasonable models are summarized in Table 9.13.

Model one passed the statistical tests but it was unapplicable. The SSE value is extremely
high and the Deck Age coefficient is negative making the model unrealistic. The

(1/Resistance) coefficient also did not pass the significance test to 0.05. The remaining three
models had the same problems as model one. All had extremely high SSE values and all
were unrealistic relative to the Deck Age coefficient. Though both models three and four did
not pass the significance test for the whole model to 0.05, a different significance level could
not be used since the models were unrealistic. These four models cannot be applied in
predicting the total percent damage on any untreated, LSDC, LMC, or MSC bridge deck.

The same 14 deck models were studied for percent damage in the worst lane. The four most
reasonable models are also presented in Table 9.13. These four models were the same as the

total percent damage models. Again, all four models had extremely high SSE values and
unrealistic Deck Age coefficients. The Potential coefficient in model three did not pass the
significance test but could not be dropped from the model. Dropping the Potential variable,
however, would not have changed the unrealistic value for the Deck Age variable. The four
models are unapplicable in predicting the percent damage in the worst lane.
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Corrosion Rate Models

This study investigated over 330 models to predict corrosion rate on a bridge deck. The
most reasonable models are summarized in Table 9.14. Two models were developed, one
for untreated bridge decks and another for all rehabilitated bridge decks combined.

Ten untreate_l bridges were used in the i_orrprediction models. The PRESS statistic was used
to compare the models since the number of observations was too low to split in half. The
four most reasonable models are summarized in Table 9.14. Model one for predicting the
3LP ico,,was the most reasonable model in that it had the lowest standard deviation and
PRESS statistic of all the submodels and passed the significance test (o =0.023 < 0.05).
However, the model was inapplicable because it was unrealistic; the coefficient for the
Deck.Age predictor variable was negative, which intuitively did not make sense. Corrosion
rate should increase as the bridge becomes older. The coefficient for the DeckAge variable
also did not gass the significance test (p=0.105 > 0.05). Even if a different significance
level had bee.n used, the model would still be unrealistic. Models two and three did not
differ significantly from each other. The constant value for both models did not pass the
significance test (0=0.605, and 0.607 > 0.05) and was not close enough to zero to be
dropped out of the model. These models did not explain the variability of the data as was
evident by the high SSE values.

However, model three seemed reasonable, corosion rate increasing with Snow Age and the
corrosion Potential (absolute value) variables. The constant was discarded from model three
to test its significance to the model. The model improved, the significance level decreased to
0.0, the SSE decreased to 5.17 and the standard deviation decreased to 0.804. The
developed ico.rmodel for untreated bridge decks is:

i_orr= 0.00636 * Potential + 0.000959 * Snow Age (9.1)

where:

ico, = average 3LP corrosion rate, mA/ft -_
Potential = average CSE half-cell corrosion potential, mV (absolute value).
Snow Age = average total cumulative snow in (age of the bridge deck multiplied by
the average annual snowfall, in)

Model four was the single best predictor variable model. However, the Resistance could not
predict the ic,,_because the SSE was too high and thus did not explain the variability of the
data.

The three most reasonable untreated deck models for predicting the Gecor i_o_are also
summarized !.nTable 9.14. The three models were the most reasonable of 15 developed
models. The three models were quite different from those models developed for the 3LP
ioo,,. Since n_ relationship was found between the corrosion currents from the two
instruments, this difference was not surprising. All of the predictor coefficients and the
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constant for :he models one and two did not pass the significance test and were unrealistic.
The constant value for model three also did not pass the significance test. The Rebar
predictor variable was found to be the best single predictor, but was unrealistic because the
average size of the reinforcing bars for untreated bridge decks was a #5 bar which is used in
most bridge decks.

Fifteen bridge decks overlaid with LSDC were used for the icorrmultiple regression analysis.
Sixteen models with independent variables were originally analyzed for both the 3LP _orTand
Gecor ico,. Seven submodels for the 3LP i_o_rwere picked and compared on the basis of their
standard deviation, PRESS statistic, and significance levels, p. The tour most reasonable
submodels are summarized in Table 9.15. Model one was the most reasonable because it

had the lowest standard deviation, PRESS statistic, and significance level for all of the
submodels. The coefficients tbr both the constant value and the RehabAge were not
significant to 0.05. The model was also unrealistic in that RehabAge had a negative
coefficient, which again did not make sense intuitively. Models two and three were
inapplicable because the constant value for each did not pass the significance test (p =0.142,
and 0.215 > 0.05). The coefficient for Potential in model three also did not pass the
significance test (0=0.093 > 0.05). These two models could be applied if a different
significance level was used. The variable, l/R, which was used with the predictor variables
from model three in the treated data set, was inapplicable in this data set since it was highly
correlated with the Snow*Age variable. Model four was the single best predictor variable
model for this data set. Though the model was realistic, the constant value did not pass the
significance test (0=0.43 > 0.05) and was not close enough to zero to be dropped from the
model.

Again, different predictor variables were more reasonable for predicting the Gecor icoT_than
the 3LP i_o,,. The four most reasonable submodels out of eight submodels from the original
16 full models LSDC overlays are presented in Table 9.15, none of which passes the
significance test for the model. The constant value, one or more of the predictor
coefficients, or both for the four models did not pass the significance test. The SSE was also
high for each of these four models showing the high variability of the data.

Twenty-two models for the 10 bridge decks overlaid with LMC tbr both the 3LP i_o_and
Gecor i_o_were developed. The four most reasonable LMC submodels are summarized in
Table 9.16. Model one was the most reasonable with the lowest standard deviation, PRESS
statistic, and significance level. The constant value did not pass the significance test
(p =0.067 > 0.05) but this model could be applied if a different significance level were
used. Model two was not applicable because the coefficient for Potent did not pass the
significance test (p=0.323 > 0.05). Model three included predictor variables similar to
those of model two but without the Potent variable. There was only a slight increase in the
standard deviation, which showed the small effect Potent had in model two. Model four was

shown for comparison with the other treatments. Though this model was not applicable for
LMC overlays, it was applicable for all treated bridges combined (LSDC, LMC, MSC).
The coefficients for the predictor variables changed only slightly when all the treated bridges
were combined.
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Five LMC submodels from 22 models for the Gecor i_or,were compared. The three most
reasonable submodels are also presented in Table 9.16. Models one and two were both
unrealistic in that the ico, decreased with an increase in the age of the bridge and potential
readings, and increased with an increase in cover (more cover over the rebar usually
provides more protection). Model three was the single best predictor model: however, the
constant value for this model did not pass the significance test (p =0.339 > 0.05) and could
not be dropped from the model. The SSE was also very high, showing the high variability in
the data.

Eight bridge decks overlaid with MSC studied in this sample data set were also studied in the
damage models. Eighteen models with independent predictor variables were initially
analyzed for the 3LP and the Gecor i_orr. Eight submodels for the 3LP i_or,were picked and
compared. "]'he five most reasonable submode]s are stunmarized in Table 9.17. Only four
of the five submodels passed the significance test for the model. Models one and two were
also unrealistic with an increase in cover one and a decrease in i_.or_with an increase with
traffic volume two (traffic can influence the depth of cracks and spalls). Tile constant value,
Cover, and Snow*Age predictor coefficients for model one did not pass the significance test.
The coefficient for AADT in model two could pass the significance test if a different
significance level were used (p=0.062 > 0.05) but the model would still be unrealistic.
Model three passed the significance test for the model but the constant did not pass (P =0.266
> 0.05). The model was also unrealistic in that the _orr increased as the cover increased.
Model four was the single best predictor model but did not pass the significance test.
Surprisingly, the resistance variable was better statistically than 1/R or log(R) which, from
the scatter plots, would seem unlikely. The SSE for this model was very high, supporting
the observation that there was unexplained variability in the data set. Model five is included
for comparison with the other treatments. Though this model was not applicable for MSC
overlays, it was applicable for all treated bridges combined (LSDC, LMC, MSC). The
coefficients for the predictor variables changed slightly when all the treated bridges were
combined.

Nine MSC submodets from the original eighteen models were compared for the Gecor icorr.

The four most reasonable submodels are also presented in Table 9.17. Model one is
applicable but the rebar parameter is ahnost constant and thus unduly significantly effected
the statistics results. The constant value and GeoResis coefficient for model two did not pass
the significance test. Model three contained the same predictor variables as model two
except tor resistance and was also the single best predictor model. The constant in model
three did not pass the significance test but was close enough to zero to drop it from the
model. Model four was a variation of model three but without a constant which could be

dropped without any significant effects.

The 33 treated bridges overlaid with LSDC, LMC, and MSC were statistically evaluated.
The SSE was the comparison criterion instead of the PRESS statistic. Twenty-four models
with independent variables were analyzed initially using Data Set A. Ten submodels were
compared on the basis of their standard deviation, SSE, and significance level. The two
most reasonable 3LP models are summarized in Table 9.18. Model one was the most
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reasonable with the lowest standard deviation, SSE, and significance level. This model was
not applicable since it has an unrealistic RehabAge coefficient. Model two is applicable for
rehabilitated bridges. Data Set B was used to validate this model by comparing the icorr
values with the prediction interval (P.I.). The observed values of i_o,rfor Data Set B were
compared with the P.I. using model two and 82.4% fell within the prediction range. The
full data set (n=33) was then analyzed using model two. The constant value for the full
model did not pass the significance test (p=0.381 > 0.05) and was not close enough to zero
to drop out of the model. The SSE was also extremely high, meaning there was a high
degree of vz'.-iability. Some bridges were outliers and 10% (three bridges) were removed.
The bridges that were removed as outliers were Virginia I 81 SB over Rt. 460, Virginia I 81
NB over Narrow Passage Creek, and New York I 81 SB over Brighten Ave. With these
bridges' data removed, the model improved slightly; the significance level for the constant
decreased to 0.351, the SSE decreased from 14.3 to 8.3, and the standard deviation
decreased to 0.566. The significance level for the constant and the SSE were still too high.
The full model was then run without a constant. This resulted in a standard deviation,

significance levels, and SSE improved drastically. The plots of the residuals (3' - Y) with the
predicted values and with each of the three predictor variables still had some degree of
variability in the data. This can be expected with a low sample size. The developed model
is:

icor,=O.O0227Potential +O.O00871Snow Age +0.639 (9.2)

where icorrre'gresents corrosion rate in mA/t_, and Snow Age is the cumulative snow in
inches on a bridge deck from initial construction up to time to rehabilitate, and Resistance is
the average concrete resistance in ohms.

Fourteen overlay submodels using Data Set A for the Gecor icor,were compared. The two
most reasonable submodels are summarized in Table 9.18. Both models did not pass the
significance test for the model and had high SSE values. Model one was unrealistic,
coefficients for Potent and Snow*Age, both of which were negative should increase with
increasing ico,,. The coefficients for GeoResis and Snow*Age both did not pass the
significance test. The constant value and the coefficient for RehabAge in model two also did
not pass the :significance test.

All 43 bridges (overlaid plus untreated) were randomly split in half. The Type predictor
variable was added as a dummy variable to distinguish between treated and untreated bridge
decks. Eight models with independent variables using Data Set A were analyzed. Twenty-
seven submodels were compared statistically and the four most reasonable submodels are
summarized in Table 9.19. Model one had the lowest standard deviation and significance
level. The model was unrealistic in the 1/AADT variable and the SSE was high. The
constant value and the 1/AADT coefficient did not pass the significance test (p=0.101, and
0.074 > 0.05).
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The most reasonable model for all bridges was model two of the 3LP i_.or,..Model two for all
the bridges combined was sirnilar but used Type to distinguish between the treated bridges
and the untreated. This model was not applicable for several reasons. The constant value
and coefficients for Type and 1/R did not pass the significance test, even if a higher level
were used (p=0.120, 0.506, and 0.969 > 0.05). The SSE was extremely high, showing the
variability of the data. Lastly, the model was unrealistic in that a high resistance of the
concrete m_.ns the i¢o,,should be low. In model three, the Type variable was removed.
however, similar problems resulted as with model two. The constant value, Potent
coefficient, and Snow*Age coefficient were very similar to that of the same model for the
Treated data set (3LP icot_,model two). The coefficients for the 1/R variable were different
and showed that the untreated bridges are highly correlated with the resistance of the
concrete. Model four removed I/R from model three and was not applicable with an
extremely high SSE. The constant value did not pass the significance test (p=0.135 >
0.05).

Twenty-two all bridge deck submodels from the original eight models were compared for the
Gecor ico,_. The two most reasonable submodels are also presented in Table 9.19. Both of
these models contained Type to distinguish between untreated and treated bridges. Both,
however, had extremely high SSE which showed a large amount of variability in the data.
The constant value for model one did not pass the significance test (p =0.054 > 0.05) but
the SSE would not change if a higher significance level were used.

In summary, two models were developed for predicting corrosion currents, equation 9.1 for
the untreated decks, and equation 9.2 for overlaid decks. Corrosion current (3LP) is a
function of concrete resistance, cumulative snowfall, and corrosion potential for overlaid
decks and corrosion potential and cumulative snowfall for untreated decks. All of these
parameters are much easier to rneasure than corrosion current. This could have a significant
impact on practical use of the 3LP corrosion current if better interpretation times to damage
are developed.

Service Life Models

The comparisons of service life predictions for untreated, LMC, LSDC, and MSC overlay
repairs, and AC/M overlay repairs are summarized in Tables 9.20-9.22.

Untreated Bridge Decks

An apparent diffusion constant for each untreated bridge was calculated based on historical
knowledge and a simultaneous fit of sample chloride concentration measurements, see
Chapter 7. Bridge I 64 EB over Rt. 799 (VA/15) had a poor chloride sample set.
Therefore, the apparent diffusion constant was taken to be 0.02 in2/yr (12.9 mm2/yr), the
apparent diffusion constant for bridge I 64 EB over Beaver Dana Creek (VA/16) which was
adjacent to b_Sdge VA/15. The median chloride content at the tA in (13 turn) from the field
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survey was used as the surface chloride concentration in Fick's Law since the medians, and
not the means, were closer to the average values found in Chapter 7 of this study.

Two diffusion times were estimated, one for use with Cady and Weyers damage and
deterioration estimates (3), and one for use with Clear's damage estimates (53). Cady and
Weyers assumed that corrosion will be detectible when 2.5 % of the concrete surrounding the
top reinforcing bars is critically contaminated (3). The second diffusion time used the
average percentage of critical damage, 11.5%, from Chapter 6 as the amount of damage
which defines the time to rehabilitation. The diffusion time for Conestoga River over Rt.
897 (PA/1) were very high (62 and 70 yrs) as influenced by the low diffusion constant. The
diffusion constant obtained for bridge PA/I, 0.016 in2/yr (10.3 mm2/yr), was more than half
or more of that obtained for the other three Pennsylvania bridges. The two calculated
diffusion times for bridge VA/15 were also outrageous (1270 and 1698 years) and were
believed to be greatly influenced by the extremely low chloride concentration at the surface,
1.4 Ibs/yd 3 (0.8 kg/m3). These two bridges were discarded from the service life
comparisons.

Clear's time to damage from the initiation of corrosion based on the predicted i_o,,obtained in
this study and the time to rehabilitate from the present age (Chapter 6) were the only two
time to damage estimates used in the service life comparisons. Clear (54) also published a
study that predicted the time for corrosion-related damage to be 2 to 5 years with no
influence from ico,,. This was also compared in the service life estimates.

A deterioration rate of 2 % deterioration per year was used in the service life model that
included diffusion time and time to cracking from Cady and Weyers (3). To reach the
11.5% endpoint after 2.5% damage has occurred from diffusion and corrosion would take
four years [(11.5 - 2.5) + 2.1 = 4.29].

The four service life estimates compared in this study for untreated bridge decks vary from
bridge to bridge (see Table 9.20). Clear had a range of eight years when his original
estimates were used but for this study, the range was reduced to a be more consistent with
the Cady and Weyers estimate and the historical estimate. Chapter 6 had the most
inconsistent estimates compared to the other three, most likely because the percent damage
observed on the bridges was below the lower limit of 2% damage. The Rt. 313 NB bridge
over Battenkill Creek (NY/12) and the Rts. 22 and 322 bridge over SR 1012 (PAl3) both had
the only percent damages higher than 2%. The estimated times to rehabilitate, from Chapter
6, for those two bridges were still outside the ranges for the other three service life
estimates. The three remaining estimates varied from each other but all three showed the
trend of increasing service life going from New York to Pennsylvania to Virginia. The high
predicted service life for bridges PA/7, VA/13, and VA/16, when based on the diffusion
constant, is due to the very low diffusion constants calculated for these bridges. None of the
four service estimating methods are recommended over the others as the best service life
estimate for untreated bridge decks.
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RehabilitaJ!ed Bridge Decks

The rehabilitation techniques analyzed in this section consisted of the LSDC, LMC, and
MSC overlays. The asphalt overlays with membrane were analyzed separately since these
bridges were,,not included in the _or_prediction models developed in this study. One of the
bridges frorr. Michigan, US 20 over SR 27, was removed from the data set since the
observed damage in the worst lane (17.28%) was well past the service life endpoint
determined in Chapter 6 (11.5%).

Cleat's time to damage (53) from the initiation of corrosion based on the predicted i,:o,_
obtained in this study and time to rehabilitate from the present age (part 7) were the only two
time to damage estimates used in the service life comparisons. Another time for corrosion-
related damage from Clear (54) was also compared in the service life estimates.

The service ;lifeestimates from Clear (54) and Chapter 6 compare favorably with historical
data (see Table 9.21). In most cases, estimates from Chapter 6 fell within the ranges from
Clear and historical data. Some of the bridges did have percent damages below the lower
limit of 2% (presented in Chapter 6) which increases the margin of error in these estimates.
However, the model developed in Chapter 6 to predict time to rehabilitate was reasonable for
rehabilitated bridge decks. The eight MSC bridges have a large margin of error since the
range of the overlay ages was small (2 to 5 yrs) and the percent damages were below 2%.

Asphalt Overlays with Membranes

The asphalt overlays with membranes were analyzed separately since they were not included
in the determination of the i_or_.The percentage of i_,,_obtained from the field survey that
fell within the i_o_ranges determined from Clear (54) are tabulated in Table 9.22. The
controlling range was taken as the lowest _o,-rrange that had more than 11.5 % of the
observations. These estimates were compared with the opinion data. The average service
life was approximately 10 years. However, because of the difficulties associated with
evaluating these bridge decks, no accurate estimate of the service life from the field
evaluation could be achieved. Reference 22 provides the service life estimates for preformed
membranes.

Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Based on the preceding analysis of the field survey data, the following findings were
observed:

1. LSDC overlays had somewhat higher resistances than LMC overlays.

2. Models that predict the amount of damage on an untreated or rehabilitated bridge deck
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could not be identified using multiple linear regression.

3. A multiple linear regression model, were developed to predict the 3LP i_orrfor
untreated and all overlaid bridge decks combined. The model for overlaid bridge
decks contained mean potentials, mean total cumulative snow, and mean resistances to
predict the icor, Whereas, the untreated deck model contained mean potentials and
mean total cumulative snow.

4. Predictions for 3LP icorrcan be pertbrmed for rehabilitation techniques with mean
potentials ranging from an average of-91 mV to -333 mV, mean resistances ranging
from an average of 0.58 k-ohms to 6.11 k-ohms, and mean total cumulative snow
ranging from an average of 53 to 2520 in (135 to 6400 cm).

The following conclusions were drawn from this study:

1. The four service life estimates were evaluated and compared for untreated bridge
decks. Although all four service life predictions can be applied, they have specific
limitations to their estimates that must be considered when judging the result.

2. The three service life estimates compared for LSDC, LMC, and MSC overlays
combined compared favorably. The developed model of "time to rehabilitate" was the
best when the damage was within the model range.

3. The approximate service life for a hot-mix asphalt overlay with membrane was found
to be 10 years which compared favorably with opinion data; however, the service life
of membranes could be much more as presented in the literature (22,60).

Based on the results and limitations of this study, the following recommendations can be
made for further research:

1. Field studies on the performance of untreated and rehabilitation techniques should be
conducted for individual bridge decks throughout their service life. This would aid in
determining a more representative estimate of the service life.

2. More field studies of the pert'ormance of microsilica concrete overlays and asphalt
overlays with membranes should be performed to increase the data base for these
overlays.

3. Resistance measurements should be obtained on a bridge deck to determine the
resistivity of the concrete. This would aid in the determination of the service life of
the bridge deck.
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Appendix A:

Method and Service Life Questionnaire

Survey



Introduction

A questionnaire was designed and mailed to each of the 50 SHRP State Coordinators and to
each of the 12 Canadian Provincial Coordinators. The questionnaire was intended to serve
multiple purposes:

• To provide an opportunity tbr the "client agencies" to influence the direction
of the study by indicating which of the current methods are most important to
their programs;

• To elicit a body of informed opinions on the average service lives of the
treatments; and

• To identify sources of performance data, not otherwise identified, that might
be useful to the study.

The questionnaire consisted of three parts, each intended to elicit a different "kind of
information. The first two parts asked a different question in response to the same matrix of
26 bridge component method combinations. The third part asked for the name and telephone
number of the person(s) completing the questionnaire, plus anyone familiar with data of
potential value to the study. A complete copy of the questionnaire is included at the end of
this Appendi):. The first two questions are described below.

Question 1 asked respondents to classify the status of those treatments used by their
agency as:

a) Standard,
b) Experimental,
c) Neither standard nor experimental, or
d) Never used.

Question 2 asked for the respondent's best estimate of the average useful life (service
life), in years, of each of the methods.

The treatment: methods included were those thought to represent the common current
alternatives. Cathodic Protection (CP) was included for information, even though it is not
within the scope of this study. Respondents were invited to add new treatments to the matrix
reflecting practices not otherwise included.

Bridge components were grouped in the study matrix on the basis of assumptions regarding
differences in chloride exposure, that is:
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1) Those subject directly to chloride-laden runoff such as pedestals and pier cap
beams; or

2) Those subject to spray or splash such as pier columns adjacent to a roadway
and elements in a marine environment.

The questionnaire introduction that the intent of the questionnaire was to identify methods
that are used as a long term solution rather than an immediate reaction to an existing
problem. SHRP coordinators were asked to direct the questionnaire to the person(s) in their
agency best qualified to respond.

Results and Discussion

Responses were received from 47 states and 9 of the 12 Canadian Provinces. One state,
Mississippi, and one province, Prince Edward Island, responded but declined to complete the
questionnaire. Mississippi does not use chloride deicing chemicals and Prince Edward
Island, until recently, has built mostly timber bridges.

Four treatments not included in the original matrix were added voluntarily by respondents:

1) A proprietary rubber-modified asphalt concrete (AC) overlay by Pennsylvania
(experimental);

2) Insitu polymerization with high molecular weight methacrylate by California
(standard);

3) Bituminous chip seal by Kansas (experimental); and

4) An epoxy deck seal by Wisconsin (experimental).

Of those, two (insitu polymerization as practiced in California and epoxy deck seal) fall
respectively within the existing treatment category of Thin Polymer Overlay. The other two
were added to the list of treatments in the matrix.

Status of Methods

In the discussion that follows, the terms "acceptance", and "frequency of acceptance", are
used in referring to the number of agencies with "use, or "frequency of use", which is the
number of applications of that method actually applied. For instance, a method may be
accepted as a standard by an agency, but not widely used because of economic, logistical or
a variety of other reasons. This questionnaire deals with acceptance, not use, and reports the
status of methods as of the date the questionnaire was mailed, February 1989.
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The status of deck methods is summarized in the bar chart of Fig. A-l, which is a graphical
representation of the survey responses; and in Table A-l, which correlates the results of this
survey with the results of two similar surveys, one conducted by TRB in 1977 and another
conducted by the New Mexico State Highway Department in 1984.

Of three patching/repair methods, the various mortar/concrete patching materials were
reported as standard at a frequency more than twice that of each of the other two (Fig. A-l).
The remaining two, epoxy injection and AC patching, are still not widely accepted as
standards deck methods, but their acceptance has grown significantly since 1977, 6.2% to
34.0% and from 10.4% to 29.8%, respectively.

Four methods, LMC and LSDC overlays, membranes, and sealers, were identified as
Standard with a high enough frequency, and as Experimental with a low enough frequency,
to set them a'_art from the others.

Each of the three overlay systems represents a technology that has been available in its
present form for at least 15 years and, with the exception of membranes, has grown
substantially :in, acceptance during that period (Table A-l). Membrane systems, being a
somewhat older deck repair than concrete overlays, appears to have maintained a relatively
constant level of acceptance, at least since 1977 (Table A-l).

Forty-nine of the 56 responding agencies accept as Standard at least one of these three
overlay systems, an indication of the popularity of the "overlay concept". The ven diagram
of Fig. A-2 shows the frequency with which the responding agencies have accepted as
Standard trea':ment more than one of these options. These associations appear to be random
(chi square analysis at the 0.95 significance level), that is, acceptance of one of the methods
by an agency has not predisposed it to accept another.

Sealers differ in that they are used on existing decks only for protection. They also have a
higher ratio of Experimental to Standard acceptance than the other three. This situation
undoubtedly reflects the continuing introduction of new proprietary materials to the market
and the difficulties in evaluating these products, as well as the shift in interest away from
surface sealers such as linseed oil to so-called penetrating sealers such as the silanes. Also,
what appears in Table A-1 to be aggressive growth in the acceptance of sealers between 1977
and the present (8.3% vs. 44.7% of states) may be clouded by the failure of either survey to
distinguish clearly among surface sealers, penetrating sealers and coatings. The geographic
distributions of acceptance of the three overlays and sealers within the United States are
shown in Fig A-3.

The remaining methods are each characterized by a substantially lower acceptance frequency
and, except for the 2 added by respondents, have an experimental/acceptance ratio that well
exceeds one. CP, MSC overlays and thin polymer overlays appear to have experienced
higher overall acceptance than the other four. CP, the only widely promoted system to date
that will arrest corrosion, has been an option for bridge deck application for approximately
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the same period of time as have LMC and LSDC overlays. Yet, its acceptance as a standard
in the U.S. is still only a modest 10.6% of states compared to 63.8% and 51.1% of the other
2, respectively (Table A-l). This is in contrast to the strongest experimental interest
indicated for any of the 14 deck methods included in the survey.

In contrast to CP, MSC overlays are relatively new. The first experimental bridge deck
overlay with micro-silica concrete was placed only five years ago, in 1984. Yet, such
overlays are rapidly gaining in acceptance due, in part, to their very low reported
permeability and to their compatibility with conventional concrete overlay techniques. Thin
polymer overlays have become particularly popular in those instances where minimizing dead
load is a factor and/or where it is advantageous not to have to raise joints or approaches.
The relatively strong experimental component to the responses tbr polymer overlays reflects
the proprietary nature of many of the overlay systems that are on the market and the
difficulties inherent in their evaluation.

The status of methods applied to concrete bridge elements other than decks is summarized in
the bar charts of Figs. A-4 and A-5. With the exception of cathodic protection, all methods
were identified as Standard by a substantial number of respondents with the various
mortar/concrete patching materials having the greatest acceptance. None had a strong
experimental component. No consistent difference was indicated between methods applied to
elements subject to runoff and those subject to spray or splash. Where the method was
applicable to both deck and non-deck components, a higher level of acceptance in favor of
the former was indicated for mortar/concrete patching and for CP.

Estimated Service Life

Question 2 asked for the respondent's best estimate of the average useful life (service live
expectancy) of each of the treatment-bridge component combinations listed in the response
matrix. Most of the answers to Question 2 were in the form of discrete numbers. However,
some were given as ranges and others as numbers followed by a plus sign. One response
simply said, "indefinite". For these reasons, values of the median and mode (rather than the
arithmetic mean) were reported as measures of central tendency in summarizing the
responses. Minimt, m and maximun_ values, as well as interquartile ranges, were used as
measures of scatter.

Considering the deck methods (Table A-2), it is clear that those which are typically
considered more in the nature of repair or protection, as distinguished from major
rehabilitation, are associated with the expectation of a shorter service life. The median life
expectancies for both forms of patching, epoxy injection and sealers were judged to be
between 1 and 10 years. The single inost consistent response for any of the treatments was
that for AC patching, with a median estimated life of 1 year: factors which when considered
together should preclude that treatlnent from further data collection under this project.
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In contrast, those methods that are of a more rehabilitative nature were associated with
median service lives estimated at between 10 and 20 years. Several obse_'ations follow.

1) Apparently, most respondents perceive LSDC and LMC overlays as roughly
equivalent in terms of their expected life. This has been traditional as long as these
mater..als are placed in thicknesses that reflect the presumed difference in their
inherent chloride permeability. In this regard, LSDC has usually been placed at a
nominal thickness i/2 to 3/4 in (13 to 19 ram) greater than LMC, reflecting its higher

permeability. However, several recent studies have indicated that much of the LSDC
in actual use is more permeable to chlorides than laboratory studies have indicated.
Awareness of this information, which would seem to have a performance implication,
does not appear to be reflected in current opinion regarding the relative service lives
of these two overlays.

2) Similzrly, MSC which has been shown in laboratory studies to be inherently less
permeable than either LSDC and LMC, is also rated as equivalent in respondent's
perception of its service life in overlays.

3) All three of the concrete overlay systems (LSDC, LMC, and MSC) were associated
with estimated service lives lower than expected. This may reflect the fact that
individuals' perception of service life is probably influenced more by the age at which
the first items in the population fall than the average age at which they all fail. This
is likely to be particularly true for methods that have been in use for a period of time
less than their average service life.

4) Membranes were found to have a level of acceptance roughly equivalent to LMC and
LSDC overlays (Fig. A-l)and a greater perceived service life, five years, than has
generally been assumed, at least as.reflected by the median estimated value.

Among the methods applied to components other than decks, there was essentially no
difference in respondent's opinions regarding the service life of those elements subject to
direct chloride-laden runoff and those subject to chloride-laden splash or spray (Table A-3).
For methods applicable to both deck and other components, respondent's opinions favored a
longer service life for the other components, except for CP (Fig. A-6). This undoubtedly
reflects the perception that decks generally present a more severe environment for the
durability of rehabilitative treatments than do other elements of the bridge.

Considering these responses as data, they are in the realm of expert opinion collected under
highly unstructured conditions. Thus, any single response taken by itself should probably be
looked upon more as representing the individual respondent than the agency by which he/she
is employed.

That being said, the information on service lives for both deck and other components, offers
the only consensus judgement to date of the relative service lives of the different method
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options in common use. Clearly, it oversimplifies. For instance, the effectiveness of any of
the methods is dependent upon a complex interaction among material characteristics,
condition of the bridge element being enhanced, the techniques and skill of those actually
doing the work, and the service environment. Some of the factors contributing to this
performance variance are identifiable, others are not. Notwithstanding. it is believed that
there is a base of common experience that permits a general ranking of the treatments with
respect to one another and that experience is reflected in the median service life estimates
reported here. Likewise, the scatter, which in the case of some methods was surprisingly
large, is believed to reveal useful intbrmation about variance in the perception and/or
experience of the respondents.

The results of this survey recommend the following:

1) Combine "Elements Subject to Chloride-Laden Runoff" with "Elements Subject to
Splash and Spray" into a single new category of "Non-deck Elements".

There was so little difference between these groups, in terms of both acceptance
frequency and service life expectancy, that the distinction serves no useful purpose.

2) Eliminate "Asphalt Concrete Patching" from fl_rther evaluation.

While AC Patching, particularly with hot-mix asphalt, will continue to be an
important short-term rehabilitation option for decks, the strong consensus on its
median service life and the modest level of that estimate 1 year.

3) Eliminate "Polymer Impregnation" and "Fiber-reinforced Concrete Overlays" from
further evaluation.

Though potentially viable treatments, their low acceptance frequency does not warrant
their being considered at this time in the mainstream of current practice.

4) Do not add "Bituminous Chip Seals" or "Rubber-Modified AC Overlays" to the study
matrix.

These treatments were suggested by one responding agency each, by which they are
considered experimental.

A revised study matrix, reflecting these recommendations and consisting of 14 treatment-
bridge element combinations, is presented in Table A-4.
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Numberof Agencies Respondin_l

Treatment Statas N % 0 lO 20 50 40

PCC, Quick- Set or S 40 71.4
Polymer Mortar/Concrete E 4 7.1 _ =
Patching

Epoxy Injection S 16 28.6
E 8 14.3 3:3:= !

A C Patching S 15 26.8
E I 1.8 |

LMC Overlay S 3.1 55.4
E 4 7.1 _-1 j

LSDC Overlay S 26 46.4
E 4 7.1 _-_ I

I

Membrane+ AC Overlay S 29 51.8 I
E 2 3.8 m I

I

Sealers S 24 42.9 I
E II 9 ......

i

Thin Polymer Overlay S 7 12.5 i i
E 15 26.8 ""-" " ::=

Cathodic FYotection S 7 12.5 I I
E 26 46.4 """\ \ " " " " ""_

MSC Overlay S 2 3.6 I I
E 14 25.0 "_ \ --\3;3

FRC Overlay S I 1.8 i
E 6 !0.7 3:3:=

Polymer Impregnated S I 1.8 iE 5 8.9 =

Rubber-Miodifed AC Overlay S 0 0.0E I 1.8 3

Bituminous Chip Seal S 0 0.0 "S:Standard
E I 1.8 ;3 E=Experimental

Fig. A.1 Status of Bridge Deck Methods
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MEMBRANES

9

5 I0 5

LSDC LMC
OVERLAYS OVERLAYS

Total Responses= 49

Fig. A.2 Acceptance Frequency For "Conventional" Overlays
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LMC OVERLAYS LSDC OVERLAYS

MEMBRANES SEALERS

Fig. A.3 Geographic Distrihution of Select Methods
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Number of Agencies Responding

Treatment Status N % 0 10 2_0 :50 40

PCC, Quick-Set or s 35 62.5 t I
Polymer Mortar/Concrete E I 1.8 =
Patching

Patch & Encase w/PCC S 29 51.8 i H tntt
E 2 :5.6 ca

S 23 4L! I
Sealers E 5 8.9 z:z!

Shotcrete S 23 41.4 t t
E 2 3.6 a

Coatings S 2l 37.5
E I 1.8

Epoxy Injection S 23 41.1
E 3 5.4

Cathodic Protection S _ t.8E 7 12.5

" S=Standard
E=Experimental

Fig. A.4 Status of Methods For Bridge Compounds Other than Decks
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Number of Agencies Responding

Treatment Status N % 0 I0 20 30 40

IPCC,Quick- Set or
Polymer Mortar/Concrete S 34 60.7
Patching E I i.8

!
S 29 51.8

PatclE_Encase w/PCC E 2 3.6 '1 i

S 24 42.9
Sealers E 6 10.7 z:z:=

Shotcrete s 23 4 i.IE 2 3.6

Coatings s 19 539E 4 7.1 _:}

S 18 52.1
Epoxy Injection E 3 5.4 ¢z=

Cathodic P_rotection S 2 5.6 •
E 7 12.9 "'"

=S = Standard

E = Experimental

Fig. A.5 Status of Methods For Bridge Components Subjected To

Chloride-Laden Spray and Splash
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Table A-1 Changes in Rehabilitation Practices For United Stales Bridge Decks as

Reflected in National Surveys

Percentage of Respondents Indicating Use*

TRB (1977) _) NM (1984) (3) SHRP (1989)

Treatment Std. Exper. Extive. Lmtd. Std. Exper.

Sealers 8.3 10.4 Not Included 44.7 19.2

Silane Treatm,mt Not Included 4.6 7.0 Not Included

Epoxy Injection 6.2 4.2 Not Included 34.0 12.8

Polymer Impregn. Not Included 7.0 0.0 2.1 10.6

Patch with AC Not Included 29.8 2.1

110.4 12.51"*
Patch with PC Not Included 76.6 4.2
Mortar/Concrete

Membrane + AC 48.8 12.5 37.2 39.5 46.8 4.2

Overlay

Thin Polymer Overlay Not Included Not Included 12.8 29.8

Normal Sluml:. PCC 8.3 0.0 Not Included Not Included
Overlay

LSDC Overlay 31.2 6.2 32.6 39.5 5 I. 1 8.5

LMC Overlay 35.4 14.6 30.2 44.2 63.8 6.4

MSC Overlay Not Included Not Included 2.1 29.8

FRC Overlay Not Included Not Included 0.0 12.8

Cathodic Protection 0.0 18.8 Not Included 10.6 53.2

* Number of Respondents:
TRB ............... 48

New Mexico ........... 43

SHRP C- 103 ........... 47

** The 1977 survey did not distinguish among patching materials.
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Table A-2 Estimated Service Lives For Deck Methods (111Years)

Treatments Average* Scatter*

N Median Mode Min. Max. Inter-

Quartile

Range

Topical
AC Patching 30 1 I 0 25 1-2
Mortar/Concrete Patching 45 5 5 I/2 35 4-10
Epoxy Injection 28 I0 10 4-5 50 10-20

Conventional Areal

Sealers 32 4-5 5 I 25 2- I0

Membranes + AC Overlay 39 15 15 5 60 10-15
LMC Overlay 40 15-20 20 0 60 10-20
LSDC Overlay 36 20 20 0 50 10-20

Experimental Areal

Thin Polymer Overlay 29 I0 I0 2 25 + 6-12
Polymer Impregnation 7 15 NA l- 10 30 + NA
FRC Overlay 7 15 NA 0 25 NA
Cathodic Protection 28 20 20 1 Indef. 15-30
MSC Overlay 13 20 + NA 10 60 20-25

* Where "NA" appears in the "Mode" column, it indicates either that the

number of responses is too few for the mode to have meaning or that the
distribution of responses is multimodal. Where it appears in the "Interquartile
Range" column, it indicates that the number of response is too few to identify
a meaningful interquartile range.
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Table A-3 Estimated Service Lives For Other Component Methods (In Years)

Treatments Element N Average* Scatter*

Median Mode Min. Max. Inter-

Quartile

Range

Sealers R 30 5-10 10 2 25 _ 3-10
Sealers S/S 29 5- i 0 10 2 35 3-10

Concrete Patcl:Lin,, R 36 10 10 ? 35 5-10

Concrete Patcl_.ing S/S 37 10 10 2 35 5-10

Coatings R 29 10 10 4 25 7-15
Coatings S/S 31 10 I0 2-3 25 5- I0

PCC Patch & Encase R 29 10 10 5 40 10-20
PCC Patch & Encase S/S 33 10 10 _9 40 10-20

Shotcrete R 33 10+ 10 0 40 10-15
Shotcrete S/S 31 10+ 10 0 40 10-15

Epoxy Injection R 29 15 N A 4-5 50 10-25
Epoxy Injectio.a S/S 25 15 10 0-1 50 10-20

Cathodic Protection R I0 15-20 NA 10 50 NA

Cathodic Protection S/S 11 20 NA 5 50 NA

* Where "NA" appears in the "Mode" column, it indicates either that the
number of responses is too few for the mode to have meaning or that the
distribution of responses is multimodal. Where it appears in the "Interquartile
Range" column, it indicates that the number of response is too few to identify
a meaningful interquartile range.
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Table A-4 Revised Method Study Matrix

Treatment* Element

Decks Other

Sealers + + + +

Coatings + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX + + +

Epoxy Injection + + + +

Mortar/Concrete Patching _- . + +

PCC Patch & Encase + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX + + +

Membrane + AC Overlay + + + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX +

Thin Polymer Overlay + + + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX +

LSDC Overlay + + + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX +

LMC Overlay + + + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX +

MSC Overlay + + + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX +

Shotcrete + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX + + +

* Though not shown here, nor included in the field survey qtlestionnaire, the

option of "no treatment" will be included in the service life study.
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survey Questionnaire

QUESTION I

Please indicate the treatments used in your state by inserting

one of the following letters in the appropriate columns:

S = Currently a standard design practice or design option.

E = Currently used only experimentally; decision to
standardize (or not) is yet to be made.

N = Currentl Z neither standard nor experimental,
but may have been used in the past.

X := Never used

Bridge Components

Elements subject Elements
chlorid_ laden subject

runoff to spray
Treatments Decks (i.e., beams)' or splash

Sealers

Coatings

Epoxy Inflection

Patch wit_ Bit. Cont.

Patch wit_ PCC, Quick-
Set Materials, or

Polymer Mortar/Concrete _
Patch & Encase w/PCC

Bit. Overlay w/Membrane

Thin Polymer Overlays

Low Slump, Dense Concrete
Overlays

Latex-Modified Mortar
or Concrete Overlays

Silica Fume Concrete

Overlays

Fiber-Reinforced

Concrete Overlays

Shotcrete

Cathodic Protection

Other (please identify)
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survey Questionnaire

QUESTION

Please indicate (in years) your agency's best judgment of the
average useful life (or service life expectancy) of each of the
treatment-element combinations tabulated below.

Bridge Components

Elements
subject to Elements
chloride- subject
laden runoff to ,--pray

Treatments Decks (i.e., beams) or splash

Sealers

Coatings _

Epoxy Injection

Polymer Impregnation _:._
Patch with Bit. Cont.

Patch with PCC, Quick-
Set Materials, or
Polymer Mortar/Concrete

Patch & Encase w/PCC

Bit. Overlay w/Membrane __
Thin Polymer Overlays

Low Slump Dense Concrete
Overlays

Latex-Modified Mortar

or Concrete Overlays

Silica Fume Concrete
Overlays

Fiber-Reinforced

Concrete Overlays

Shotcrete

Cathodic Protection

(please identify) I
Ozher

i
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Survey Questionnaire

QUESTION

Are you aware of any data, published or unpublished, that could
be used to develop estimates of service lives for the treatments

listed in the above tables? If so, please give the name and
telephone number of an individual in your agency that could be
contacted with regard to the availability of this data.

Name

Telephone Number

Name and organization of person completing this form

Telephone Number

Again, _'_ank you, for your assistance. If you have any ques-
tions please call William P. Chamherlin (518/355--2408).

Commentsi: Please provide any remarks which you feel would help in
clarifying your answers or other information which you feel would
assist 'us in the successful identification of cost effective
concrete bridge corrosion repair, protection, and rehabilitation
treatments.
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Appendix B:

Experimental Studies



Table B-1 Inventory of Experimental Studies: Untreated Decks

Data State or No. of Dates of Design Dates of Reference(s)
Set Prov. Decks Constr. Cover Depth Eval

6c CO 12 1958-68 Unknown 1976 30, 31

32a NY 30 1965-66 1-112 & 2" 1976, "79, 82, 1
and "82

32b NY 47 1969-71 2" 1976, "79, 1, 15, 16
'82, & "84

32c N Y 15 1975-76 3" 1977, "80, 121-123
"85, & '89

38a PA 249 1966 2" 1970. "81 17

39a RI 10 1968-69 1-1/2" 1974 124

46a VA 17 1963 Unknown 1977 125, 126

46b VA 129 1968-72 1-11/16 & I- 1972 18
15/16

5O9
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Table B-2 Inventory of Experimental Applications of LMC Overlays

Dam State No. of Date(s) Date(s) Spall/ Half Chlor- Fric- Cracks Re,r-
Set or Decks of of Eval. Delam Cell ide tion ence(s)

Prov Constr

6b CO 2 1985 1985-90 X 22

14b IN 5 1978 1980,87 X X X X 23.127
14c IN 2 1983 1985 X X X X 127
14e IN 2 1977-79 1981 X X X X X 23

15b IA 15 1965-73 1976-82 X X X - 128.129,25
15d IA 6 1980 1981-88 X - - 128
15e IA 14 1973-77 1983-88 X X X - 128

16c KS 4 1976 1977-85 X X X X 130
16d KS 8 1978-80 1979-90 X X - X 131

17d KY 5 1975-79 1980-83 132

20a MD 2 1984 None 133

22c MI 3 1975 1986 X X X X 134.135
22d MI 4 1981-83 None 136

23b MN 23 1975-77 1981 X X X X 137
23d MN 2 1975-76 1988 X X X X 138

25b MO 2 1977 1978-84 X X X - X 139,140

27b NB 5 1971-76 1977,78 X X X X X 141,142

30a NJ 1 1977 1985 X X 143

31a NM 6 1976-81 1984 X X 144

32d NY 50 1979-81 1985,89 X X X X 2,10

32e NY 5 1976-80 1977-88 X X X 26,27

36a OK 6 1972-80 1985-89 X 145

41a SD 3 Data not Received 146

47a WA 6 1979-83 1986 X X X X X 90

P7a ONT 4 1976-77 1976-87 X X - - 147

185
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Table B-3 Inventor)' of Experimental Applications of LMC Overlays

Dam State No. of Date(s) Date(s) Spall/ Half Chlor- Fric- Cracks Re_r-
Set or Decks of of Eval. Delam Cell ide tion ence(s)

Prov Constr

6a CO I0 1973-77 1973-77 X X X 148-150
6e CO 2 1985 1985-90 X 22

14a IN 5 1978 1980-85 X X X X 23.127
14d IN 2 1983 1985 X X X X 127
14f IN 13 1972-79 1981 X X X X 23

15c IA 2 1972-73 1976-82 X X X 128,129,25
15f IA I 1974 1984-88 X X X 128

17a KY 2 1966-75 1977 X X 151
17b KY 54 1973-80 1980-86 132
17e KY 24 1983 1984 152

20b MD 2 1977-78 None 133

22a MI 35 1972-74 1975 X X 151
22b MI 15 1977-81 1982-88 X - X 153
22e MI 1 1980 1983 - X 136

25a MO 2 1977 1978-74 X X X X 139,140

27a NB 6 1975 1979 X X X 151,142

30b NJ 3 1976-82 1985 - X X 143

31b NM 1 1983 1984 X X X X X 144

32f NY 4 1976-77 1976-88 X X X 26,27

35a OH 37 1973-76 1977-78 X - X 151

36b OK 2 1972 1977 X - - - 24

38d PA 3 1977-80 1987 X X X - - 154

41b SD 9 (Data Not Received) 146

46c VA 9 1970-83 1983 - X X - - 91

47b WA 6 1979-84 1986 X X X X X 90

48a WV 18 1970-75 1975-76 - - 155

48b WV 7 1971-74 1976 X - X 151

P7b ONT 5 1976-78 1976-87 X X - - - 147

28O
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Appendix C'.

Present and At Overlay Condition Data



Table C-1 Condition of the Wearing Surface of Untreated Decks at Overlay: New York

State, Data Set 32b

File At Rehabilitation* At Most
Recent

Inspection

Area Half Concrete Deep Plan Type Date
Dama_,e Cell Chloride Removal on File

(%) Pot. Content (%)

1-4 NA NR NR 23 As built 1988
1-5 NA NR NR 15 As Built 1988
I-6 NA NR NR 0 Not Avail. 1988

2-8 22 NR NR 10 Design 1989

2-9 14 NR NR 29 Design 1989
2-10 33 NR NR 39 Design 1989
2-I 1 89 NR NR 64 Design 1989
2-12 29 NA NA 100 As Built 1989
2-16 29 NA NA 100 As Built 1989

2-17 16 NA NA 100 As Built 1989

3-18 6 NR NR 40 As Built 1988

3-19 8 NA NA 100 Design 1989
3-20 55 NA NA 100 Desl_,n 1989

3-21 I0 File NR 30 Design 1988
3-22 0 File NR 37 Design 1989

3-23 27 File NR 68 Design 1988
3-24 2 File NR 43 Design 1989
3-25 I I File NR 33 Desi,',n 1988

3-26 15 File NR 51 Design 1988

4-29 21 NR NR NR Not Avail. 1989

5-30 33 NR NR 84 As Built 1988
5-31 47 NA NA 100 As Built 1988
5-32 15 NR NR 77 As Built 1988

5-33 96 NA NA 100 As Built 1988
5-34 77 NA NA 100 As Built 1988
5-35 I NR NR 43 As Built 1988
5-36 9 NR NR 69 As Built 1988
5-37 21 NR NR 7 As Built 1988
5-38 7 NR NR 24 As Built 1988
5-39 15 NA NA 100 As Built 1989
5-40 22 NA NA 100 As Built 1989

5-42 3 NA NA 100 As Bt,ilt 1989

6-43 7 NR NR NR Not Avail. 1988
6-44 11 File NR 6 As Built 1989

6-46 8 File NR 2 As Built 1989
6-47 4 File NR 2 As Built 1989
6-48 1 File NR 2 As Built 1989
6-49 2 File NR 2 As Built 1989

* Deep Removal = Concrete removal to below bottom surtace of rebar.
NA = Not applicable; deck overlayed over 100% of its surface.
NR = Not recorded or not retained.

File = Information or documents retained in the project files.
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Table C-2 Condition of the Wearing Surface of Overlaid Decks in Pennsylvania: Data
Set 38a

File At Rehabilitation* At Most
Recent

Inspection

Area Half Concrete Type 1/2/3 Plan Date
Damage Cell Chloride Removal Location

(%) Pot. Content (%)

1-4 NR NR NR NR NR 1989
1-5 NR NR File NR NR 1989
1-6 1.9 NR File NR NR 1989
1-15 1.8 NR NR 0/13.7/0 NR 1990

1-16 1.9 NR NR 0/6.0/02 NR 1990
1-17 + 0.4 NR NR 0/0.7/0 NR 1989
1-18 + 0.4 NR NR 0/0.8/0 NR 1989
1-21 NR NA NA NA NA 1989

1-22 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
1-24 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
1-25 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
1-28 + 1.2 NR NR O/i .6/0 NR 1989
1-29 + 1.2 NR NR 0/1.3/0 NR 1989
1-30 NR NA NA NA NA 1988

1-31 NR NA NA NA NA 1988
1-35 NR NR NR 0/30.6/0 NR 1989

1-36 NR NR NR 0/21.5/0 NR 1989
1-37 0.4 NR File 3.4/1.0/0 File 1990
1-40 7.3 NR File 4.9/1.7/0 File 1989

2-1 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-4 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

2-5 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-8 NR NR NR NR NA 1990
2-9 NR NR NR NR NA 1990
2-10 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-11 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-12 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-13 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

2-14 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-15 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-16 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
2-17 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

3-1 1.2 NR File 16.7 File 1989
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File At Rehabilitation* At Most
Recent

Inspection

Area Half Concrete Type 1/2/3 Plan Date

Damage Cell Chloride Removal Location
(%) Pot. Content (%)

4-1 2.5 NR NR 0/22.6/4.5 NR 1990
4-2 7.2 NR NR + NR 1990

4-3 NR NR File 5.0/3.0/0.5 NR 1989
4-4 NR NR File + NR 1989
4-6 2.4 NR NR 36.6+ NR 1990
4-7 4.5 NR NR + NR 1990
4-9 NR NR NR NR NR 1989

5-11 NR NR File NR NA 1989
5-16 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
5-17 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
5-18 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
5-19 NR NA NA NA NA 1989

5-20 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
5-21 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
5-22 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

6-22 No response to Inquiry 1990
6-23 No response to Inquiry 1988
6-37 No response to Inquiry 1989

6-38 No response to Inquiry 1989
6-51 No response to Inquiry 1989
6-52 No response to Inquiry 1989

8-10 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
8-11 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

9-1 NR NR NR NR NA 1990

10-4 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

10-5 NR NR NR NR NR 1989
10-6 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
10-7 NR NA NA NA NA 1989

10-8 NR NA NA NA NA 1990
10-9 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
10-10 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
10-II NR NR NR NR NA 1989
10-12 NR NA NA NA NA 1989
10-13 NR NR NR NR NA 1989

10-14 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
10-15 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
10-16 NR NR NR NR NA 1989
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File At Rehabilitation* At Most
Recent

Inspection

Area Half Concrete Type 1/2/3 Plan Date
Damage Cell Chloride Removal Location

(%) Pot. Content (%)

II-1 NR NA NA NA NA NR
11-3 36.7 NA NA NA NA 1989
11--4 0.1 NA NA NA NA 1989
11-5 14.0 File File NR File 1989

11-6 32.4 File File NR File 1989
11-11 17.6 NA NA NA NA 1989
11-12 24.6 NA NA NA NA 1989
11-13 16.5 File File NR File NR
11-14 NR File File NR File NR

12-3 NC NR NR NR NA 1988
12-5 12.0 NR NR NR NA 1989
12-6 17.2 NR NR NR NA 1990

* Type 1 removal = Concrete removal to top of rebar.
Type 2 removal = Concrete removal to below bottom surface of rebar.
Type 3 removal = Full depth deck removal.
NA = Not applicable; deck replaced.
NR = Not recorded or not retained.

File = Information or documents retained in the project files.

+ For decks 4-1 and 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4, and 4-6 and 4-7, the quantities shown are the total for
the pair. Distribution of these quantities between decks of the same pair is not
known.
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Table C-3 Condition of the Wearing Surface of Overlaid Decks Ill Virginia: Data Set 46b

File At Rehabilitation* At Most Recent
Inspection

Area Half Concrete Type 1/2/3 Plan Date Wearing

Damage Cell Chloride Removal Location Surface
(%) Pot. Content (%) Rating

S- 21 0 NR NR 0 NA 1989 7
S-107 0 NR NR 0 NA 1989 5
S-146 0 NR NR 0 NA 1989 8

S-181 0 NR NR 0 NA 1989 7
S-285 0 NR NR 0 NA 1989 6
S-611 0.1 NR NR 0.1 NR 1990 8**

C- 92 NR NR NR 1.0 NR 1990 6

C-104 NR NR NR 0.1 NR 1990 7
C-139 NR NR NR 4.1 NR 1990 7
C-371 NR NR NR 0.6 NR 1990 7
C-638 NR NA NA NA NA 1990 7

L-112 NR NR NR 29.0 NR 1989 6
L-170 NR NR NR 27.2 NR 1989 6

* Deep Removal = Concrete removal to below bottom surface of rebar.
NR = Not recorded or not retained.

File --: Information or documents retained in the project files.
Type '2 Patch = Concrete removal to an inch below top bar mat.
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Survey Kit
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GETTING STARTED

Dear survey participant,

Thank you for helping us! You have been selected as one of only a hundred
engineers from the snowbelt states of the U.S. to participate in this survey to
define the service life of concrete bridge components. The success of this
important survey depends entirely on careful input from each participant, and we
greatly appreciate your cooperation.

Please, do not be intimidated by the amount of material enclosed. We
expect your participation in this survey to take about 90 minutes. We would like
to receive your responses no later than Friday, April 24, 1992.

Please do not collaborate with anyone on this survey. We are interested in
your opinions.

SURVEY BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE

This survey was developed at Virginia Tech as part of a research project on
concrete bridge rehabilitation. The project is sponsored by the Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP).

Our project is limited to concrete bridges that deteriorate from chloride-
induced corrosion of steel reinforcement bars. Specifically, we are studying
bridges that receive chlorides through applications of de-icing salts (not through
saltwater exposure in a marine environment).

The objective of this survey is to define the end of functional service life for
concrete bridge decks, piers, and abutments that deteriorate due to exposure to
de-icing salts.

SURVEY OVERVIEW

In this survey, you will be asked to evaluate maps of bridge components.
Each component map shows deteriorated areas in different colors. You will be
asked to evaluate three decks, two piers, and one abutment.

Allof the component maps you will evaluate were painstakingly made from
existing bridges from snowbelt states. Many engineers have found these maps to
be interesting and unique. You are welcome to keep the maps as a token of our
appreciation for your help.
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Make sure you have received the following materials in your Survey Kit:

-- five paper-clipped Packets, labelled "Packet #1" to "Packet #5"
-- a "Color Code Legend for Decks" attached to these instructions
-- a "Scale" attached to these instructions

-- an envelope addressed to Virginia Tech so you can return the Survey
Response Forms

If any materials are missing, please call Mike Fitch at (703)-231-421 7.

2. Carefully review the green sheets attached, "DEFINITIONS FOR THE
SURVEY".

3. Work on the five packets in order, starting with "Packet #1" and ending
with "Packet #5" Instructions are provided with each Packet.

4. When you have completed "Packet #5", put the Survey Response Forms in
the envelope addressed to Virginia Tech and mail it.

5. If you have any questions about this survey, do not hesitate to call Mike
Fitch at (703)-231-4217.

Thank you again, and we hope you enjoy the survey!



DEFINITIONS FOR THE SURVEY

Use the following terms as they are defined when working on the survey.

1. "Bridge Components"

This survey involves three bridge components: decks, piers, and abutments.

We are using the term "pier" to describe the sum of a pier cap and all
columns that support it.

All bridge components represented in this survey are made of reinforced
concrete, and their exposed surfaces are bare concrete (for example, all the decks
have concrete riding surfaces). All the components are from existing bridges from
the snowbelt states of the U.S.

2. "Rehabilitation"

For decks, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF UNSOUND CONCRETE,
PATCHING, AND OVERLAY.

For substructure components, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF
UNSOUND CONCRETE, PATCHING, AND PARTIAL OR COMPLETE ENCASEMENT
OF THE COMPONENT.

3. "Rehabilitation Condition"

Assume that every concrete bridge component exposed to de-icing salts
eventually deteriorates to a physical condition that justifies rehabilitation. We
define this physical condition as the Rehabilitation Condition.

The "true" Rehabilitation Condition is reached when the component has
reached the end of its initial functional service life, and significant correction is
necessary to return it to an acceptable level of service.

The local/national economy may affect whether rehabilitation is "justified".
Assume an "average" economy of the past ten years.

4. "LOCAL STANDARDS Rehabilitation Condition"

You are familiar with the physical condition of a bridge component at the
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time it is rehabilitated in your engineering district. This is the Local Standards
Rehabilitation Condition.

5. "SNOWBELT STANDARDS Rehabilitation Condition"

Assume you are a member of a committee consisting of all Bridge Engineers
from the snowbelt states of the U.S. This large committee is responsible for
reaching a consensus concerning the Rehabilitation Condition for decks, piers, and
abutments.

The committee is aware that there are approximately 60,000 bridges in the
United States whose decks could be described as "badly deteriorated". Many
bridges also have "badly deteriorated" substructure components.

The "average" availability of federal funds for bridge rehabilitation is
discussed. It is agreed that not every bridge component showing some
deterioration should be rehabilitated immediately. However, it is also agreed that
the public expects a reasonable level of service from bridges.

After a heated debate, the committee defines, for each bridge component, a
physical condition that justifies rehabilitation. This is the Snowbelt Standards
Rehabilitation Condition. You will be asked to estimate what the Snowbelt

Standards Rehabilitation Condition would probably be for each component.

We are not asking you to try to guess what other snowbelt states think
about rehabilitation; that would be impossible. Instead, we ask that you estimate
standards that you think are desirable and reasonable, and could be applied to all
snowbelt states.

6. "The Time to Rehabilitate"

The Time to Rehabilitate is the time when a concrete bridge component
reaches its Rehabilitation Condition. It may be in the past, present or future. For
example:

The Time to Rehabilitate was in the past:
"The component should have been rehabilitated about five years ago"

The Time to Rehabilitate is in the present:
"The component should be rehabilitated now"

The Time to Rehabilitate is in the future:
"The component should be rehabilitated in about five years"
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To estimate the Time to Rehabilitate for a bridge component, you must first
decide WHAT THE REHABILITATION CONDITION IS for the component, using
either Local or Snowbelt Standards as defined above. You must then estimate the
RATE AT WHICH THE COMPONENT IS DETERIORATING to determine when it
was, or will be, in Rehabilitation Condition.

Many of the items in this Survey Kit ask you to estimate the Time to
Rehabilitate for a bridge component. For those items, choose your responses from
the pink sheets attached, "ANSWER CHOICES FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE".

7. SPECIAL NOTE

Some engineering districts "skew" their Time to Rehabilitate because of their
rehabilitation techniques. For example, Vermont districts rehabilitate before decks
reach the Rehabilitation Condition, because they believe in waterproofing before
delamination begins.

If your engineering district rehabilitates before the "true" Rehabilitation
Condition is reached, this should be reflected in your responses using Local
Standards.

However, your responses using Snowbelt Standards should be based on the
assumption of the deck reaching a "true" Rehabilitation Condition, where
rehabilitation is significantly corrective as well as preventive.
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ANSWER CHOICES FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE

A. It will be more than 20 years before this bridge component should be
rehabilitated.

B. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 20 years.

C. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 18 years.

D. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 16 years.

E. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 14 years.

F. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 12 years.

G. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 10 years.

H. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 8 years.

I. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 6 years.

J. This bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 4 years.

K. This. bridge component should be rehabilitated in about 2 years.

L. This bridge component should be rehabilitated now.

M. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 2 years ago.

N. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 4 years ago.

O. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 6 years ago.

P. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 8 years ago.

Q. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 10 years ago.

R. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 12 years ago.

S. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 14 years ago.

T. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 16 years ago.

U. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 18 years ago.
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ANSWER CHOICES FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE

V. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated about 20 years ago.

W. This bridge component should have been rehabilitated more than 20 years
ago.
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Color Code Legend for Decks

__ Spalls

Delaminations

Cracks

Asphalt Patches

:,_,_,_,'_,_t_,_,'Concrete Patches',_,_,_s ,,,,,, ,

ilililil!_ili'i'!'!'i'!'i%!'
,.;:_S:_;:_ll_;;ill:;lllll:.'l'

_,,':,,,..-,_,._,_a._:_,,_:_."Yellow" Lane/Shoulder Lines
::II;_I,*I_I;;,S_;I.'II'I:,;II

iiiiii!iiiiiiiii_
{iiiii!iiii!i[i!i!"White" Lane/Shoulder Lines

Borders and Joints
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PACKET # 1



SURVEY RESPONSE FORM: DECK #

PART !. INSTRUCTIONS

Please print your name here:

Make sure you use the map of Deck # _; to fill out this Survey Response
Form.

Please expect to spend about 15 minutes working on this Packet. It will be
helpful to separate the map from this Survey Response Form before you begin.

The purpose of this Packet is to determine your judgements about the
physical condition of the bridge deck represented by the deck map.

The map suggests the physical condition of the deck by showing
deterioration indicators: spoils, delaminadons, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. Each indicator is represented by a color. Use the "Color Code
Legend for Decks" to identify each indicator. Use the "Scale" provided to measure
sizes of deteriorated areas.

For your convenience, the map is surrounded by a border that has tick marks
every 10 feet.

PART !!. INFORMATION PROVIDED

Assume the Following:

1. The physical deterioration (delamination, cracking, and spoiling) is initiated
primarily by chloride-induced corrosion of the top mat of steel reinforcement
bars in the deck.

2. De-icing salts are the source of the chlorides causing the corrosion.
Saltwater from a marine environment is not a source of the chlorides.

3. The deck is corroding and deteriorating at a roughly linear rate over time.

Thus, given the present physical condition of the deck and its age, you can
estimate the physical condition of the deck at some time in the past or
future.
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Given for "This Deck:

1. The deck was constructed and put into use &_ years ago.

2. The average annual daily traffic (AADT) is 2, Gc.c vehicles per day.

3. Typical traffic speed is C-_-_-e-,_ 7-_,, _J 45 mph.
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PART III. EVALUATION OF DETERIORATION INDICATORS

Please examine the deck map carefully. The map shows one or more
deterioration indicators: spalls, delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. There are four factors associated with each indicator: number,
size, location, and total surface area. These factors are listed in items 1 through
20.

For each item, evaluate the extent to which the factor impacts on your
assessment of the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION of this deck. Please respond
by circling A, B, C, or D, which are defined below.

A. "This factor has A LOT OF IMPACT on my assessment of the present
physical condition this deck."

B. "This factor has SOME IMPACT on my assessment of the present physical
condition of this deck."

C. "This factor has LITTLE OR NO IMPACT on my assessment of the present
physical condition of this deck."

D. "This factor DOES NOT APPEAR on this deck."

FACTOR YOUR RESPONSE

1. The number of spalls: A B C D
2. Sizes of individual spalls: A B C D
3. Locations of spalls: A B C D
4. Total surface area spalled: A B C D

5. The number of delaminations: A B C D
6. Sizes of individual delaminations: A B C D
7. Locations of delaminations: A B C D
8. Total surface area delaminated: A B C D

9. The number of cracks: A B C D
10. Lengths of individual cracks: A B C D
11. Locations of cracks: A B C D

12. Total lineal feet of cracking: A B C D

13. The number of asphalt patches: A B C D
14. Sizes of individual asphalt patches: A B C D
15. Locations of asphalt patches: A B C D
16. Total surface area patched with asphalt: A B C D
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FACTOR YOUR RESPONSE

17. The number of concrete patches: A B C D
18. Sizes of individual concrete patches: A B C D
19. Locations of concrete patches: A B C D
20. Total surface area patched with concrete: A B C D
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PART iV. EVALUATION OF THE PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE
DECK RELATIVE TO THE REHABILITATION CONDITION

You will be asked to examine this deck map and decide if the bridge deck
should have been rehabilitated at some time in the past; should be rehabilitated
now; or should be rehabilitated at some time in the future.

For decks, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF UNSOUND CONCRETE,
PATCHING, AND OVERLAY.

Refer to the deck map to assess the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION of
this deck. Consider the age of the deck to estimate the RATE at which it is
deteriorating.

Consider the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION, RATE, and TRAFFIC
INFORMATION to answer items 1 and 2.

1. Evaluation Relative to the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition

Estimate the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition for concrete bridge
decks. Relative to the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition of your
engineering district, when do you think this deck should have been, or should be,
rehabilitated?

Select the letter of your answer from the pink sheets "ANSWER CHOICES
FOR THE TIME TO REHABIL]TATE", and write it below.

The Time to Rehabilitate using Local Standards:

2. Evaluation Relative to the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition

Estimate the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition for concrete
bridge decks. Relative to the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition, when
do you think this deck should have been, or should be, rehabilitated?

Select the letter of your answer from the pink sheets "ANSWER CHOICES
FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE", and write it below.

The Time to Rehabilitate using Snowbeit Standards:
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PART V. FIECOMMENDATIONS

Assume this deck map represents a deck in your engineering district. You
have been asked to decide what action, if any, should be taken at this time to
improve the physical condition of the deck.

Assume the Local Standards of your engineering district. Based on the
deterioraticn shown on the deck map, circle the letter of your choice for items 1
through 3 below.

1. Which treatment would you choose for this deck at this time?

A. r:}o nothing
B. Repair: patch damaged areas
C. Rehabilitation: remove unsound concrete, patch, and overlay

2. Answer this question only if you chose "Repair" in item 1.

Which type(s) of patching would you choose?

A. Fill spails with bituminous concrete
B. Cut out areas of unsound concrete and fill with some type of hydraulic

c:ement concrete
C. Both A and B

3. Answer these questions only if you chose "Rehabilitation" in item 1.

What material would you use to patch with before overlay?

A. Portland cement concrete
B. Other hydraulic cement concrete
C. Other; please identify:

(Item 3 continued on next page)
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Which type of overlay would you specify?

A. Portland cement concrete overlay
B. Portland cement concrete overlay with a sealer
C. Micro-silica portland cement concrete overlay
D. Other hydraulic cement concrete overlay

Please identify:
E. Latex modified concrete overlay
F. Low slump dense concrete overlay
G. Bituminous concrete overlay on top of membrane
H. Bituminous concrete overlay without membrane
1. Thin polymer overlay
J. Other; please identify:

END OF SURVEY RESPONSE FORM FOR THIS PACKET 307
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PACKET #2



SURVEY RESPONSE FORM: DECK # c_c

PART !. INSTRUCTIONS

Please print your name here:

Make sure you use the map of Deck # 2_c, to fill out this Survey Response
Form.

Please expect to spend about 15 minutes working on this Packet. It will be
helpful to separate the map from this Survey Response Form before you begin.

The purpose of this Packet is to determine your judgements about the
physical condition of the bridge deck represented by the deck map.

The map suggests the physical condition of the deck by showing
deterioration indicators: spalls, delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. Each indicator is represented by a color. Use the "Color Code
Legend for Decks" to identify each indicator. Use the "Scale" provided to measure
sizes of deteriorated areas.

For ,/our convenience, the map is surrounded by a border that has tick marks
every 10 feet.

PART II. INFORMATION PROVIDED

Assume the Following:

1. The physical deterioration (delamination, cracking, and spailing) is initiated
primarily by chloride-induced corrosion of the top mat of steel reinforcement
bars in the deck.

2. De-icing salts are the source of the chlorides causing the corrosion.
Saltwater from a marine environment is not a source of the chlorides.

3. The deck is corroding and deteriorating at a roughly linear rate over time.

Thus, given the present physical condition of the deck and its age, you can
estimate the physical condition of the deck at some time in the past or
futui'e.
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Given for This Deck:

1. The deck was constructed and put into use _ years ago.

2. The average annual daily traffic (AADT) is 3cc vehictes per day.

3. Typical traffic speed is LESS _-_4N 45 mph.
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PART III. EVALUATION OF DETERIORATION INDICATORS

Please examine the deck map carefully. The map shows one or more
deterioration indicators: spalls, delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. There are four factors associated with each indicator: number,
size, location, and total surface area. These factors are listed in items 1 through
20.

For each item, evaluate the extent to which the factor impacts on your
assessment of the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION of this deck. Please respond

by circling A, B, C, or D, which are defined below.

A. "This factor has A LOT OF IMPACT on my assessment of the present
physical condition this deck."

B. "This factor has SOME IMPACT on my assessment of the present physical
condition of this deck."

C. "This factor has LITTLE OR NO IMPACT on my assessment of the present
physical condition of this deck."

D. "This factor DOES NOT APPEAR on this deck."

FACTOR YOUR RESPONSE

1. The number of spalis: A B C D
2. Sizes of individual spalls: A B C D
3. Locations of spails: A B C D
4. Total surface area spalled: A B C D

5. The number of delaminations: A B C D
6. Sizes of individual delaminations: A B C D
7. Locations of delaminations: A B C D
8. Total surface area delaminated: A B C D

9. The, number of cracks: A B C D
10. Lengths of individual cracks: A B C D
11. Locations of cracks: A B C D

12. Total lineal feet of cracking: A B C D

13. The number of asphalt patches: A B C D
14. Sizes of individual asphalt patches: A B C D
15. Locations of asphalt patches: A B C D
16. Total surface area patched with asphalt: A B C D
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FACTOR YOUR RESPONSE

17. The number of concrete patches: A B C D
18. Sizes of individual concrete patches: A B C D
19. Locations of concrete patches: A B C D
20. Total surface area patched with concrete: A B C D
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PART IV. EVALUATION OF THE PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE
DECK RELATIVE TO THE REHABILITATION CONDITION

You will be asked to examine this deck map and decide if the bridge deck
should have been rehabilitated at some time in the past; should be rehabilitated
now; or should be rehabilitated at some time in the future.

For decks, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF UNSOUND CONCRETE,
PATCHING, AND OVERLAY.

Refer 1:othe deck map 1:oassess 1:hePRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION of
this deck. Consider the age of the deck to estimate the RATE at which it is
deteriorating.

Consider the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION, RATE, and TRAFFIC
INFORMATION to answer items 1 and 2.

1. Evaluation Relative to the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition

Estimate the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition for concrete bridge
decks. Relative to the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition of your
engineering district, when do you think this deck should have been, or should be,
rehabilitated ?

Select: the letter of your answer from the pink sheets "ANSWER CHOICES
FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE", and write it below.

The Time to Rehabilitate using Local Standards:

2. Evaluation Relative to the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition

Estimate the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition for concrete
bridge decks. Relative to the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition, when
do you 1:hink this deck should have been, or should be, rehabilitated?

Select: 1:he letter of your answer from the pink sheets "ANSWER CHOICES
FOR THE TIME TO REHABIL]TATE", and write it below.

The Time to Rehabilitate using Snowbelt Standards:
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PARTV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Assume this deck map represents a deck in your engineering district. You
have been asked to decide whal: action, if any, should be taken at this time to
improve the physical condition of the deck.

Assume the Local Standards of your engineering district. Based on the
deterioration shown on the deck map, circle the letter of your choice for items 1
through 3 below.

1. Which treatment would you choose for this deck at this time?

A. Do nothing
B. Repair: patch damaged areas
C. Rehabilitation: remove unsound concrete, patch, and overlay

2. Answer this question only if you chose "Repair" in item 1.

Which type(s) of patching would you choose?

A. Fill spalls with bituminous concrete
B. Cut out areas of unsound concrete and fill with some type of hydraulic

cement concrete
C. Both A and B

3. Answer these questions only if you chose "Rehabilitation" in item 1.

What material would you use to patch with before overlay?

A. Portland cement concrete
B. Other hydraulic cement concrete
C. Other; please identify:

(Item 3 continued on next page). 315



Which type of overlay would you specify?

A. Portland cement concrete overlay
B. Portland cement concrete overlay with a sealer
C. Micro-silica portland cement concrete overlay
D. Other hydraulic cement concrete overlay

Please identify:
E. Latex modified concrete overlay
F. Low slump dense concrete overlay
G. Bituminous concrete overlay on top of membrane
H. Bituminous concrete overlay without membrane
I. Thin polymer overlay
J. Other; please identify:

END OF SURVEY RESPONSE FORM FOR THIS PACKET
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PACKET #3



SURVEY RESPONSE FORM: DECK # / "

PART 1. INSTRUCTIONS

Please print your name here:

Make sure you use the map of Deck # .'_ to fill out this Survey Response
Form.

Please expect to spend about 15 minutes working on this Packet. It will be
helpful to separate the map from this Survey Response Form before you begin.

The purpose of this Packet is to determine your judgements about the
physical condition of the bridge deck represented by the deck map.

The map suggests the physical condition of the deck by showing
deterioration indicators: spalls, delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. Each indicator is represented by a color. Use the "Color Code
Legend for Decks" to identify each indicator. Use the "Scale" provided to measure
sizes of deteriorated areas.

For your convenience, the map is surrounded by a border that has tick marks
every 10 feet.

PART I1. INFORMATION PROVIDED

Assume the Following:

1. The physical deterioration (delamination, cracking, and spailing) is initiated
primarily by chloride-induced corrosion of the top mat of steel reinforcement
bars in the deck.

2. De-icing salts are the source of the chlorides causing the corrosion.
Saltwater from a marine environment is not a source of the chlorides.

3. The deck is corroding and deteriorating at a roughly linear rate over time.

Thus, given the present physical condition of the deck and its age, you can
estimate the physical condition of the deck at some time in the past or
future.
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Given for This Deck:

1. The deck was constructed and put into use 3 _* years ago.

2. The average annual daily traffic (AADT) is 5 ._c.o vehicles per day.

3. Typical traffic speed is 5_E/_ _rz T-u,,,,, 45 mph.
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PART II!. EVALUATION OF DETERIORATION INDICATORS

Please examine the deck map carefully. The map shows one or more
deterioration indicators: spalls, delaminations, cracks, asphalt patches, and
concrete patches. There are four factors associated with each indicator: number,
size, location, and total surface area. These factors are listed in items 1 through
20.

For each item, evaluate the extent to which the factor impacts on your
assessment of the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION of this deck. Please respond
by circling A, B, C, or D, which are defined below.

A. "This factor has A LOT OF IMPACT on my assessment of the present
physical condition this deck."

B. "This factor has SOME IMPACT on my assessment of the present physical
condition of this deck."

C. "This factor has LITTLE OR NO IMPACT on my assessment of the present
physical condition of this deck."

D. "This factor DOES NOT APPEAR on this deck."

FACTOR YOUR RESPONSE

1. The number of spalls: A B C D
2. Sizes of individual spalls: A B C D
3. Locations of spalls: A B C D
4. Total surface area spalled: A B C D

5. The number of delaminations: A B C D
6. Sizes of individual detaminations: A B C D
7. Locations of delaminations: A B C D
8. Total surface area delaminated: A B C D

9. The number of cracks: A B C D
10. Lengths of individual cracks: A B C D
11. Locations of cracks: A B C D

12. Total lineal feet of cracking: A B C D

13. The number of asphal_ patches: A B C D
14. Sizes of individual asphalt patches: A B C D
15. Locations of asphalt patches: A B C D
16. Total surface area patched with asphalt: A B C D
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FACTOR YOUR RESPONSE

17. The number of concrete patches: A B C D
18. Sizes of individual concrete patches: A B C D
19. Locations of concrete patches: A B C D
20. Total surface area patched with concrete: A B C D
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PART iV. EVALUATION OF THE PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE
DECK RELATIVE TO THE REHABILITATION CONDITION

You will be asked to examine this deck map and decide if the bridge deck
should have been rehabilitated at some time in the past; should be rehabilitated
now; or should be rehabilitated at some time in the future.

For decks, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF UNSOUND CONCRETE,
PATCHING, AND OVERLAY.

Refer to the deck map to assess the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION of
this deck. Consider the age of the deck to estimate the RATE at which it is
deteriorating.

Consider the PRESENT PHYSICAL CONDITION, RATE, and TRAFFIC
INFORMATION to answer items 1 and 2.

1. Evaluation Relative to the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition

Estimate the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition for concrete bridge
decks. Relative to the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition of your
engineering district, when do you think this deck should have been, or should be,
rehabilitated?

Select the letter of your answer from the pink sheets "ANSWER CHOICES
FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE", and write it below.

The Time to Rehabilitate using Local Standards:

2. Evaluation Relative to the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition

Estimate the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition for concrete

bridge decks. Relative to the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition, when
do you think this deck should have been, or should be, rehabilitated?

Select the letter of your answer from the pink sheets "ANSWER CHOICES
FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE", and write it below.

The Time to Rehabilitate using Snowbelt Standards:
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PART V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Assume this deck map represents a deck in your engineering district. You
have been asked to decide what action, if any, should be taken at this time to
improve the physical condition of the deck.

Assume the Local Standards of your engineering district. Based on the
deterioration shown on the deck map, circle the letter of your choice for items 1
through 3 below.

1. Which treatment would you choose for this deck at this time?

A. Do nothing
B. Repair: patch damaged areas
C. Rehabilitation: remove unsound concrete, patch, and overlay

2. Answer this question only if you chose "Repair" in item 1.

Which type(s) of patching would you choose?

A. Fill spalls with bituminous concrete
B. Cut out areas of unsound concrete and fill with some type of hydraulic

cement concrete
C. Both A and B

3. Answer these questions only if you chose "Rehabilitation" in item 1.

What material would you use to patch with before overlay?

A. Portland cement concrete
B. Other hydraulic cement concrete
C. Other; please identify:

(Item 3 continued on next page)
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Which type of overlay would you specify?

A. Portland cement concrete overlay
B. Portland cement concrete overlay with a sealer
C. Micro-silica portland cement concrete overlay
D. Other hydraulic cement concrete overlay

Please identify:
E. Latex modified concrete overlay
F. Low slump dense concrete overlay
G. Bituminous concrete overlay on top of membrane
H. Bituminous concrete overlay without membrane
I. Thin polymer overlay
J. Other; please identify:

END OF SURVEY RESPONSE FORM FOR THIS PACKET
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SURVEY RESPONSE FORM: SUBSTRUCTURE COMPONENTS

PART I. INSTRUCTIONS

Please print your name here

Please expect to spend about 1 5 minutes working on this Packet. It will be

helpful to separate the maps from this Survey Response Form before you begin.

The purpose of this Packet is to determine your judgements about the
physical condition of the bridge substructure components represented by the
component maps.

You have been provided with component maps for two piers and one
abutment. We are using the term "pier" to describe the sum of a pier cap and all
columns that support it.

The maps suggest the physical condition of the components by showing the
deterioration indicators: spalls, cracks, and patches. Refer to the Legend at the
bottom left of each map to identify each indicator by color. Use the "Scale"
provided to measure sizes of deteriorated areas.

PART II. INFORMATION PROVIDED

Assume the Following:

1. The physical deterioration (cracking and spailing) is initiated primarily by
chloride-induced corrosion of steel reinforcement bars.

2. De-icing salts are the source of the chlorides causing the corrosion. Salt
water from a marine environment is not a source of the chlorides.

3. Each substructure component is corroding and deteriorating at a roughly
linear rate over time.

Thus, given the present physical condition of the component and its age,
you can estimate the physical condition of the component at some time in
the past or future.

4. These substructure components are not necessarily from the same bridge;
each should be evaluated as an isolated component.

5. The abutment may show vertical cracks not caused by corrosion.
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Given for These Components:

1. Pier # _ _ was constructed and put into use 2 _: years ago.

2. Pier # 3 5- was constructed and put into use 3c- years ago.

3. Abutment # /_ was constructed and put into use 2__ years ago.
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PART III.

Assume, for each component, that the deck suppoGed by the component
will not be rehabilitated in the near future.

ap

Estimate the Local Standards Rehabilitation Condition for each substructure

component to answer the items below.

Assume you have been asked to decide what action, if any, should be taken
to at this time to improve the physical condition of each substructure component
shown.

Examine each component map to assess the PRESENT PHYSICAL
CONDITION. In the "RECOMMENDATION" column, circle the letter of your
recommendation. Choices A, B, and C are explained on the blue sheet attached,
"ANSWER CHOICES FOR SUBSTRUCTURE COMPONENTS".

Refer to the ages "Given for These Substructure Components" in Part I to
estimate the RATE at which each component is deteriorating. In the "TIME TO
REHABILITATE" column, write in the letter from the pink sheets, "ANSWER
CHOICES FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE", that reflects when you think the
component should have been, or should be, rehabilitated.

For substructure components, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF
UNSOUND CONCRETE, PATCHING, AND PARTIAL OR COMPLETE ENCASEMENT
OF THE COMPONENT.

"DECK ABOVE IS NOT BEING REHABILITATED"

LOCAL LOCAL
SUBSTRUCTURE STANDARDS STANDARDS
COMPONENT RECOMMENDATION TIME TO REHABILITATE

1. Pier # 7_c' A B C
2. Pier # .;% A B C
3. Abutment # :,_ A B C
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PART IV.

Assume, for each component, that the deck supported by the component
will not be rehabilitated in the near future.

Estimate the Snowbelt Standards Rehabilitation Condition for each

substructure component to answer the items below.

Assume you have been asked to decide what action, if any, should be taken
to at this time to improve the physical condition of each substructure component
shown.

Examine each component map to assess the PRESENT PHYSICAL
CONDITION. In the "RECOMMENDATION" column, circle the letter of your
recommendation. Choices A, B, and C are explained on the blue sheet attached,
"ANSWER CHOICES FOR SUBSTRUCTURE COMPONENTS".

Refer to the ages "Given for These Substructure Components" in Part i to
estimate the RATE at which each component is deteriorating. In the "TIME TO
REHABILITATE" column, write in the letter from the pink sheets, "ANSWER
CHOICES FOR THE TIME TO REHABILITATE", that reflects when you think the
component should have been, or should be, rehabilitated.

For substructure components, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF
UNSOUND CONCRETE, PATCHING, AND PARTIAL OR COMPLETE ENCASEMENT
OF THE COMPONENT.

"DECK ABOVE IS NOT BEING REHABILITATED"

SNOWBELT SNOWBELT
SUBSTRUCTURE STANDARDS STANDARDS
COMPONENT RECOMMENDATION TIME TO REHABILITATE

1. Pier # _-£" A B C
2. Pier# -_- A B C
3. Abutment # /o A B C
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PART V.

Assume, for each component, that a decision has been made to rehabilitate
the deck the component supports.

Does the assumption that the deck is being rehabilitated change any of your
previous recommendations for treating the substructure components? Circle the
letter of your answer.

A. Yes
B. No

If you answered "Yes", complete the items below.

Assume you have been asked to decide what action, if any, should be taken
to at this time to improve the physical condition of each substructure component.

Examine each component map to assess the PRESENT PHYSICAL
CONDITION. For both the Local Standards column and the Snowbelt Standards
column, circle the letter of your recommendation. Choices A, B, and C are
explained on the blue sheet attached, "ANSWER CHOICES FOR SUBSTRUCTURE
ITEMS".

Individual responses for this part may or may not be different than your
responses for Parts III and IV.

"DECK ABOVE IS BEING REHABILITATED"

LOCAL SNOWBELT
SUBSTRUCTURE STANDARDS STANDARDS
COMPONENT RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION

1. Pier# _e A B C A B C
2. Pier# 3_- A B C A B C
3. Abutment# ."c A B C A B C

END OF SURVEY RESPONSE FORM FOR THIS PACKEr
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ANSWER CHOICES FOR SUBSTRUCTURE ITEMS

Use these answer choices for all items that ask you for a
RECOMMENDATION of what action, if any, should be taken to improve the
physical condition of a substructure component.

A. "Do nothing to this substructure component at this time."

B. "Repair this substructure component."

We define repair as correction of existing spalls, delaminations, and cracks.

C. "Rehabilitate this substructure component."

We define rehabilitation as removal of unsound concrete, patching, and
partial or complete encasement of the component.
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SUMMARY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Of the substructures rehabilitated or repaired in your engineering district, for
what percentage is this statement true:

"The decision to repair or rehabilitate substructure components is
significandy affected by whether a decision has been made to repair or
rehabilitate the deck."

For substructure components, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF
UNSOUND CONCRETE, PATCHING, AND PARTIAL OR COMPLETE
ENCASEMENT OF THE COMPONENT.

Please circle the letter of the choice that completes your response: "The

statement above is true for about _ of the substructures rehabilitated."

A. 100% G. 40%
B. 9O% H. 30%
C. 80% 1. 20%
D. 70% J. 10%
E. 60% K. 0%
F. 50%

2. Of the decks rehabilitated in your engineering district, for what percentage is
this :statement true:

"The. decision to repair or rehabilitate the deck is significantly affected by
whe:*.her a decision has been made to repair or rehabilitate substructure
components. "

For decks, we define rehabilitation as REMOVAL OF UNSOUND CONCRETE,
PATCHING, AND OVERLAY.

Please circle the letter of the choice that completes your response: "The
statement is true for about of the decks rehabilitated."

A. "100% G. 40%
B. 90% H. 30%
C. 80% I. 20%
D. 70% J. 10%
E. 60% K. 0%
F. JO%
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3. Assume you are trying to decide whether a bridge deck should be
rehabilitated. You are considering several factors carefully before making
your decision. Some factors that might influence your decision are listed
below.

a. At the bottom of the list, please write in any other factors that you might
consider before making your decision.

b. Then, choose from the whole list the six factors that you think most
strongly influence this decision. Circle the letter of each factor.

c. In the right column, rank the chosen factors from 1 to 6, with 1 meaning the
most influence.

INFLUENCE OF
FACTOR AFFECTING DECISION FACTOR ON DECISION

A. Availability of funds/labor
B. Amount of physical deterioration
C. Distribution of physical deterioration
D. Degree of roughness of riding surface
E. Typical speed of traffic
F. Volume of traffic (AADT)
G. Public opinion
H. Aesthetic appearance
I. Need for other work along the same roadway
J. Availability of a detour for traffic
K. Need for work on other bridges in the area
L. Condition of superstructure
M. Condition of substructure

N. Need to modi_ appurtenances: parapets,
guard rails, drainage system, etc.

O. Total surface area of deck
P. Rate of physical deterioration
O.
R.
S.
T.
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For items 4 through 7, write the "percentage of influence" in each space.
Percentages should add to 100 for each item.

4. Assume a bridge deck can be divided into three areas: wheel-path areas in
traffic lanes, non-wheel-path areas in traffic lanes, and shoulders.

When rating the overall physical condition of a deck, what is the relative
percentage of influence of the physical condition of each area?

% OF INFLUENCE ON
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF: "WHOLE DECK" RATING

A. Wheel-path areas in traffic lanes _ %
B. Non-wheel-path areas in traffic lanes _ %
C. Shoulders %

TOTAL = 100 %

5. Assume a bridge is classified as three parts: deck, superstructure, and
substructure.

Assume you are asked to rate the overall physical condition of the bridge as
a whole. To do this, you first assess the physical condition of each bridge
pan:.

When rating the physical condition of the "whole bridge", what is the
relative percentage of influence of the physical condition of the deck,
superstructure, and substructure?

% OF INFLUENCE ON
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF: "WHOLE BRIDGE" RATING

A. Deck %
B. Superstructure %
C. Substructure %

TOTAL = 100 %
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6. For the decks in this survey, you were provided with the four pieces of
information listed below.

When deciding the Time to Rehabilitate for each deck, what was the relative
percentage of influence of each piece of informa'don?

% OF INFLUENCE ON
PIECE OF INFORMATION: "TIME TO REHABILITATE"

A. Age of deck %
B. Deterioration shown on map %
C. AADT %

,i

D. Typical speed of traffic %

TOTAL = 100 %

7. For the substructure components in this survey, you were provided with the
two pieces of information listed below.

When deciding the Time to Rehabilitate for each substructure component,
what was the relative percentage of influence of each piece of information?

% OF INFLUENCE ON
PIECE OF INFORMATION: "'rIME TO REHABILITATE"

A. Age of substructure component __ %
B. Deterioration shown on map %

TOTAL = 100 %
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RESPONDENT INFORMATION SHEET

Please complete this sheet. The information you provide will only be seen
by the research team at Virginia Tech. It will not be made available to anyone else
without ycur permission.

1. Your full name:

2. Your work telephone number:

3. Your work fax number:

4. Your complete work address:

5. What is your work title?

6. What engineering district do you work in?

7. Approximately how many years have you been working with concrete
bridges?

8. During the past year, approximately how many hours a week did you spend
looping at concrete bridges in the field?

9. Please circle the letter of the response that best describes your participation
when you help make decisions about whether to rehabilitate bridge
components.

A. "! usually make the final decisions myself."
B. "! usually am par of a group that makes the final decisions."
C. "! usually advise others who make the final decisions."
D. "! usually do not have any involvement with these decisions."

10. May we include your name in the list of survey participants that will appear
in reports about this project?

A. Yes B. No
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EVALUATION OF SURVEY

1. Approximately how much time did you spend working on this Survey Ki_?

2. Were there any instructions that were unclear or confusing to you? Please
identify.

3. Have you made any responses that should be disregarded because you were
unsure of the instructions or answer choices?

Please identify by writing "DISREGARD" next to these responses on the Survey
Response Forms.

4. In general, do you feel comfortable with the answers you provided using
Snowbelt Standards? Please circle the number that indicates your response.

YES SOMEWHAT NO
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

5. How could this Survey Kit be improved? Please write any suggestions.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! PLEASE PUT THE SURVEY RESPONSE
FORMS (PACKET #1 THROUGH PACKET #5) IN THE ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO
VIRGINIA TECH, AND MAIL IT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

You may keep the component maps.
349



Appendix E:

Field Survey

Bridge Deck Information
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Color Code Legend for Decks

Spalls

Delaminations

Cracks

Asphalt Patches

:_fi_,

:_,_¢_,,,,_ Concrete Patches

_iiiii_iii_iiiiiiiiiiii!i!i!_!_!

:="===":=='====:"':"='=:"::::"Yellow" Lane/Shoulder Lines
N _:!:i:i¢i:i:i',i:!:i:i:i'.

""""""':'_=":=:"'_"";_::"::r_.,r,,,_._:':=,:_:,.:"White " Lane/Shoulder Lines,:, ,,,,,,'J:,, l;; l:q

' ' 'g_'g'I ........

Borders and Joints
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